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1
EXPANSION CARD INSERTION AND

REMOVAL

BACKGROUND

The invention relates to inserting and removing expansion
cards.

Computer systems typically have expansion card slots for
receiving and electrically coupling expansion cards to an
expansion bus of the computer system. The expansion bus
may be one of several types, such as an Industry Standard
Architecture (ISA) bus, an Extended Industry Standard
Architecture (EISA) bus or a Peripheral Component Inter-
connect (PCI) bus.

SUMMARY

In general, in one aspect, the invention features a system
having a connector for a circuit card and a clamp configured
to selectively prevent removal of the circuit card from the
connector when the clamp is engaged. The system has
circuitry connected to monitor the engagement status of the
clamp and to regulate delivery of power to the connector
based on the engagement state of the clamp.

Implementations of the invention may include one or
more of the following features. The system may include a
communication link, and the circuitry may be further con-
nected to regulate coupling of a communication link to the
connector based on the engagement of the clamp. The circuit
may include a switch actuated by the clamp furnishing an
indication of the position of the switch and a circuit con-
nected to update the engagement status when the indication
indicates the same position for a predetermined duration.

In general, in another aspect, the invention features a
method for use in a computer system having a central
processing unit, a connector for a circuit card and a clamp
configured to selectively prevent removal of the circuit card
from the connector when the clamp is engaged. The method
includes monitoring the engagement status of the clamp and
providing an indication of the engagement status to the
central processing unit.

Implementations of the invention may include one or
more of the following. The invention may include providing
an interrupt request to the central processing unit to indicate
when the engagement status changes. The method may
include storing the engagement status in a memory acces-
sible by the central processing unit. The method may include
monitoring a power status signal of the connector and
providing an indication of the power status signal to the
central processing unit. The method may include providing
power to the connector when the clamp is engaged and
removing power from the connector when the clamp is not
engaged. The method may include determining if the central
processing unit has enabled the connector to receive power
and wherein the providing step only provides power if the
central processing unit has enabled the connector to receive
power. The method may include coupling a bus to the
connector when the clamp is engaged and electrically iso-
lating the bus from the connector when the clamp is not
engaged. The isolating of the bus may include disconnecting
a clock line and other lines of the bus, the other lines of the
bus being disconnected before the clock line is disconnected
and the power is removed. The electrically coupling may
include connecting a clock line and other lines of the bus, the
other lines of the bus being connected after the power is
removed and the clock line is disconnected.

In general, in another aspect, the invention features a
computer system having a central processing unit, a con-
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nector for a circuit card, and a clamp configured to selec-
tively prevent removal of the circuit card from the connector
when the clamp is engaged. The computer system also has
a circuit connected to monitor the engagement status of the
lever and to provide an indication of the engagement status
to the central processing unit.

Implementations of the invention may include one or
more of the following. The circuit may be configured to
provide an interrupt request to the central processing unit to
indicate when the engagement status changes. The circuit
may include a buffer, accessible by the central processing
unit, connected to store the indication of the engagement
status. The central processing unit may selectively enable
the connector to receive power or a bus (e.g., a PCI bus) to
receive power, and the computer system may further include
a buffer connected to indicate if the central processing unit
has enabled the connector or enabled the bus to receive

power. The circuit connected to furnish power may only
provide power if the central processing unit has enabled the
connector to receive power and may only couple the bus if
the central processing unit has enabled the connector to be
coupled to the bus.

In general, in another aspect, the invention features a
computer system having a bus, a connector for a circuit card
coupled to the bus, and a clamp configured to selectively
prevent removal of the circuit card from the connector when
the clamp is engaged. The computer system has circuitry
connected to monitor the engagement status of the clamp
and to regulate delivery of power to the connector based on
the engagement state of the clamp.

Among the advantages of the invention are one or more
of the following. Expansion cards may be inserted and
removed while the computer system remains powered up.
The expansion card is powered down before the card can be
removed from the slot. Software may selectively power up
or power down expansion cards. If possible movement of the
lever that secures the expansion card is detected, the move-
ment of the lever is verified which minimizes unnecessary
powering down of the expansion card. The control circuit
has control of the expansion bus during critical phases of the
power up and power down sequences, which promotes bus
integrity.

Other advantages and features will become apparent from
the following description and from the claims.

DESCRIPTION

FIG. 1 is a block diagram of a computer system.

FIG. 2 is a block diagram of an expansion box of the
computer system of FIG. 1.

FIG. 3 is a block diagram of the bridge chips in the
computer system.

FIG. 4 is a block diagram of a queue block in each of the
bridge chips.

FIG. 5 is a block diagram of the clock routing scheme in
the bridge chips.

FIG. 6 is a block diagram of a clock generator in each of
the bridge chips.

FIG. 7 is a block diagram of a master cable interface in
each of the bridge chips for transmitting data over a cable
connecting the bridge chips.

FIG. 8 is a timing diagram of signals in the master cable
interface.

FIG. 9 is a block diagram of a slave cable interface in each
of the bridge chips for receiving data transmitted over the
cable.
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FIG. 10 is a block diagram of logic generating input and
output pointers for the receiving logic in the slave cable
interface.

FIG. 11 is a timing diagram of signals in the slave cable
interface.

FIG. 12 is a timing diagram of the input and output
pointers and their relation to the received cable data.

FIG. 13 is a block diagram of the placement of flip flops
and input and output pads in each of the bridge chips.

FIG. 14 is a table of the information carried by the cable.

FIG. 15A is a table showing the type of information
carried by the cable signals associated with single address
cycle transactions.

FIG. 15B is a table showing the type of information
carried by the cable signals associated with dual-address
cycle transactions.

FIG. 16 is a table of parameters associated with the cable.

FIG. 17 is a logic diagram of an error detection and
correction circuit.

FIG. 18 is a parity-check matrix for generating check bits
in the error detection and correction circuit.

FIG. 19 is a syndrome table for generating fix bits in the
error detection and correction circuit.

FIG. 20A is a state diagram showing a round-robin
arbitration scheme.

FIG. 20B is a state diagram showing a two-level arbitra-
tion scheme.

FIG. 21 is a logic diagram of an arbiter in each of the
bridge chips.

FIG. 22 is a state diagram of a grant state machine in an
arbiter.

FIG. 23 is a state diagram of a level one arbitration state
machine in the arbiter.

FIG. 24 is a table showing generation of new grant signals
based on the current master.

FIG. 25 is a block diagram of logic for generating mask
bits and multi-threaded master indication bits.

FIG. 26A is a logic diagram of circuits for generating the
masked bits.

FIG. 26B is a block diagram of a computer system with
multiple layers of buses.

FIG. 27A is a side view of an expansion card inserted into
a slot.

FIG. 27B—C are schematic diagrams of lever circuitry.

FIGS. 28—31 are schematic diagrams of circuitry of the
expansion box.

FIG. 32A is a state diagram from the circuitry of the
expansion box.

FIG. 32B are waveforms from the circuitry of the expan-
sion box.

FIG. 33A is a schematic diagram of circuitry of the
expansion box.

FIG. 33B are waveforms from the circuitry of the expan-
sion box.

FIGS. 33C—H are a state diagram from the circuitry of the
expansion box.

FIG. 34 is a schematic diagram of circuitry of the expan-
sion box.

FIG. 35A is a state diagram from the circuitry of the
expansion box.

FIG. 35B are waveforms from the circuitry of the expan-
sion box.
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FIG. 36 is a schematic diagram of circuitry of the expan-
sion box.

FIG. 37 is a flow diagram of a non-maskable interrupt
handler invoked in response to detection of a bus hang
condition in the computer system.

FIG. 38 is a flow diagram of a BIOS routine that is
invoked by a computer system lock-up event.

FIG. 39 is a flow diagram of a BIOS isolate routine
invoked in response to a bus-hang condition or the computer
lock-up event.

FIG. 40 is a block diagram of a bus watcher in each of the
bridge chips.

FIG. 41 is a state diagram of logic in the bus watcher for
returning the bus to an idle state.

FIG. 42 is a logic diagram of status signals in the bus
watcher.

FIG. 43 is a logic diagram of bus history FIFOs and bus
state vector FIFOs in the fault isolation circuit.

FIG. 44 is a logic diagram of circuitry for generating
ready signals for indicating when the bus history and state
vector information are available.

FIG. 45 is a flow diagram of a routine for assigning a bus
number to a powered down or empty slot.

FIG. 46 is a flow diagram of a routine for allocating
memory space for the computer system.

FIG. 47 is a flow diagram of a routine for allocating I/O
space for the computer system.

FIG. 48 is a flow diagram of a routine for handling a
recently powered up card.

FIG. 49 is a block diagram of configuration space for a
PCI—PCI bridge circuit.

FIG. 50A is a block diagram of a computer system.

FIG. 50B is a bus number assignment tree.

FIG. 51 is a block diagram showing type 0 and type 1
configuration transactions.

FIG. 52 is a table showing mapping of address from a
primary bus to a secondary bus.

FIGS. 53A and 53B are a logic diagram of circuitry for
handling type 0 and type 1 configuration cycles.

FIG. 54A is a block diagram of circuitry for storing
information to allow calculation of bus performance param-
eters.

FIG. 54B is a block diagram of pre fetch counters.

FIG. 55 is a block diagram of a computer system.

FIG. 56 is a block diagram of a PCI arbitration scheme.

FIG. 57 is a schematic diagram of a buffer flush logic
block.

FIG. 58 is a schematic diagram of a cable decoder.

FIGS. 59—62 are schematic diagrams of a posted memory
write queue, including control logic.

FIGS. 63—65 are schematic diagrams of a delayed request
queue, including control logic.

FIGS. 66—69b are schematic diagrams of a delayed
completion queue, including control logic.

FIGS. 70—74 are schematic diagrams and a table of a
master cycle arbiter.

FIGS. 75—87 are schematic and state transition diagrams
of a queue-block-to-PCI-bus interface.

FIG. 88 is a schematic block diagram showing bus
devices connected to an expansion bus.

FIG. 89 is a schematic block diagram showing circuitry to
route interrupt requests.
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FIG. 90 is a schematic diagram of device select logic.

FIGS. 91—94 are schematic block diagrams of registers.

FIG. 95 is a graph showing waveforms for the computer
system.

FIG. 96 is a schematic diagram of the multiplexing
circuitry.

FIGS. 97A—D are schematic diagrams of the interrupt
receiving block.

FIG. 98 is a schematic diagram of the interrupt output
block.

FIG. 99 is a chart showing the time multiplexing of
interrupt request signals.

FIG. 100 is a chart showing interrupt request mapping.

FIG. 101 is a schematic block diagram showing bus
devices connected to an expansion bus.

OVERVIEW

In the ensuing description, all signal mnemonics followed
or preceded by a “#”, “i”, or “I” signify inverted logic
states.

As shown in FIG. 1, a computer system 10 includes a
primary PCI bus 24 that is coupled to a bridge chip 26a and
a bridge chip 26b, both of common design 26. The bridge
chip 26a is coupled to a bridge chip 48a through a cable 31,
and the bridge chip 26b is coupled to the bridge chip 48b
through a cable 28. The bridge chips 48a and 48b are of
common design 48, which is common to design 26 except
that design 26 is in an upstream mode and design 48 is in a
downstream mode.

The PCI bus 24 is interfaced to a local bus 22 through a
system controller/host bridge circuit 18. The system
controller/host bridge circuit 18 also controls access to a
system memory 20 which is also coupled to the local bus 22
along with the CPU 14 and a level two (La) cache 16.

A PCI-Extended Industry Standard Architecture (EISA)
bridge 15 interfaces the PCI bus 24 to an EISA bus 17. Both
a keyboard controller 21 and a Read Only Memory (ROM)
23 are coupled to the EISA bus 17. A non-volatile random
access memory (NORM) 70 connected to the EISA bus 17
stores information which should survive the computer sys-
tem shutting off. An automatic server recovery timer 72
monitors the computer system for inactivity. If the system
locks up, the AIR timer 72 will expire after about 10
minutes. A keyboard 19 is monitored by the keyboard
controller 21 for detection of depressed keys.

Referring to FIG. 2, the bridge chip 48a furnishes an
interface to a PCI bus 32a, and the bridge chip 48b furnishes
an interface to a PCI bus 32b. The PCI buses 32a and 32b

are located on two expansion boxes 30a and 30b, of com-
mon design 30, and each expansion box 30 has six hot-plug
slots 36 ( 36a—f) which are capable of receiving conven-
tional expansion cards 807 (FIG. 27A). One slot 34 on the
expansion box receives a card 46 which has the bridge chip
26. Each hot-plug slot 36 has associated switch circuitry 41
for connecting and disconnecting the slot 36 to and from the
PCI bus 32. Six mechanical levers 802 are used to selec-

tively secure (when closed or latched) the cards 807 to
corresponding slots, as further described in US. Pat. appli-
cation Ser. No. 08/658,385, entitled “Securing a Card in an
Electronic Device,” filed on the same date as this application
and incorporated by reference. Each expansion box 30
includes registers 52 and 82 for monitoring the levers 802
and status signals of the expansion box 30 and a register 80
for controlling connection and disconnection of slots 36 to
the PCI bus 32.
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Referring to FIG. 3, the bridge chip is designed to be used
in pairs 26 and 48 to form a PCI—PCI bridge between the
primary PCI bus 24 and the secondary PCI bus 32. The
programming model is that of two hierarchical bridges. To
the system software, the cable 28 appears as a PCI bus which
contains exactly one device, the downstream bridge chip 48.
This greatly simplifies the configuration of the 2-chip PCI—
PCI bridge joining the primary and secondary buses. The
bridge chip 26, which is closer to the CPU 14, joins the
primary PCI bus 24 to the cable 28. The second PCI—PCI
bridge 48 resides in the expansion box 30 and joins the cable
28 to the secondary PCI bus 32. Amode pin UPSTREAMi
CHIP determines whether the bridge chip operates in the
upstream mode or the downstream mode. Some non-bridge
functions such as a bus monitor 106 and hot plug logic in an
S10 50 are used only in the expansion box 30, and are
non-functional in the upstream mode chip 26.

A clock generator 102 in the bridge chip 26 generates
clocks based on the clock PCICLKl on the primary PCI bus
24, with one of the generated clocks being provided through
the cable 28 to a clock generator 122 in the downstream
bridge chip 48. The clock generator 122 generates and drives
the PCI clocks in the expansion box 30 at the same fre-
quency of the primary PCI bus 24, which results in both
bridge chips 26 and 48 being run at the same frequency. The
downstream bridge chip 48 lags the upstream bridge chip 26
in phase by the delay of the cable 28. An asynchronous
boundary in the upstream bridge chip 26 at the point where
data is taken off of the cable 28 allows the phase delay to be
any value (and therefore the cable to be of any length), with
the only requirement only being that the frequency of the
two bridge chips be the same.

The core logic of each bridge chip is the bridge logic
block (100 or 120), which includes a PCI master (101 or
123) for acting as a master on the respective PCI bus, a PCI
target or slave (103 or 121) for acting as a slave device on
the respective PCI bus, configuration registers (105 or 125)
which contain the configuration information of the corre-
sponding bridge chip, and a queue block (107 or 127)
containing several queues in which data associated with
transactions between the primary PCI bus and the secondary
PCI bus 32 are queued and managed. The data transferred
between the upstream bridge chip 26 and the downstream
bridge chip 48 are buffered by cable interfaces 104 and 130
in the bridge chips 26 and 48, respectively.

Interrupt routing logic is also included in each bridge
chip. There are 8 interrupts, 6 from the secondary bus slots,
1 from an SIO circuit 50, and 1 from the downstream bridge
chip 48. In the downstream chip 48, the interrupts are
received by an interrupt receiving block 132 and sent up the
cable 28 as a serial stream in sequential time slices. In the
upstream bridge chip 26, the interrupts are received by an
interrupt output block 114, which routes the interrupts to an
interrupt controller.

The SIO circuit 50 furnishes control signals for lighting
LEDs, for controlling reset, and for selectively connecting
the slots 36 to the bus 32. It also includes logic for reading
the engagement status of the levers 802, and the status of the
cards 807 in each slot 36.

The bridge circuit 26 also includes support for interrupts
in the expansion box 30, and, when installed in a slot in the
host system with a proprietary interface to a multichannel
interrupt controller, it sends the states of each interrupt in a
serial stream. The bridge circuit 26 also can be configured to
drive standard PCI INTA, INTB, INTC, and INTD signals if
it is installed in a standard slot in the host system
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Each bridge chip also includes a PCI arbiter (116 or 124)
for controlling access to up to seven bus masters. As the
upstream bridge 26 is installed in a slot, the PCI arbiter 116
in the upstream bridge chip 26 is disabled. Each bridge chip
also includes an 12C controller (108 or 126) for communi-
cation with devices such as EEPROMs, temperature sensors,
and so forth, a JTAG master (110 or 128) for performing test
cycles, a bus monitor (106 or 127) for measuring bus
utilization and efficiency and the efficiency of the bridge
chip’s prefetch algorithm, and a bus watcher (119 or 129) for
storing bus history and state vector information and for
notifying the CPU 14 of a bus hang condition. Certain
blocks are disabled in each bridge chip as they are not used.
In the upstream bridge chip 26, the bus watcher 119, the $10
118, the PCI arbiter 116, and the bus monitor 106 are
disabled. In addition, the interrupt receiving block 112 in the
upstream chip 26 and the interrupt output block 134 in the
downstream chip 48 are disabled.

Queue Block Overview

Referring to FIG. 4, the queue blocks 107 and 127 manage
transactions flowing between the primary PCI bus 24 (in the
upstream chip) or the secondary PCI bus 32 (in the down-
stream chip) and the cable interface 130. (From here on, the
downstream bridge chip will be referred to with the assump-
tion that upstream chip works identically, unless otherwise
noted). The queue block 127 includes a cable decoder 146
that receives from the cable interface 130 transactions to be

completed on the secondary PCI bus 32. After decoding a
transaction, the decoder 146 places the transaction, along
with all information included in the transaction, into one of
three queues 140, 142, and 144. Each queue contains several
transaction buffers, each of which stores a single transaction
and therefore is able to handle several transactions simul-

taneously.

The first queue, a posted memory write queue (PMWQ)
140, stores posted memory write cycles issued by the CPU
on the primary bus along with all information required to
execute each cycle on the secondary bus 32. The PMWQ
140 has four transaction buffers, each of which holds one
posted memory write transaction containing up to eight
cache lines (256 bytes) of data. Under some circumstances,
a posted memory write transaction having more than eight
cache lines of data may overflow into one or more subse-
quent buffers, as described below.

The second queue, a delayed request queue (DRQ) 142,
stores delayed request transactions (i.e., delayed read
requests (DRR), such as memory read (MR), memory read
line (MRL), and memory read multiple (MRM) requests;
and, in the downstream chip, input/output (I/O) read/writes
and configuration (config) read/writes) issued by the CPU on
the primary bus along with all information required to
execute each transaction on the secondary bus 32. The DRQ
142 has three transaction buffers, each of which is capable
of holding one double-word, or “dword”, of data for delayed
writes.

The third queue, a delayed completion queue (DCQ) 144,
stores delayed completion information provided by the
upstream chip in response to delayed request transactions
generated on the secondary bus 32 For a delayed read
request, the corresponding completion information contains
the read data requested by the initiating device and the read
status (i.e., an indication of whether a parity error on target
abort occurred). The delayed completion information
returned for a delayed write transaction is the same as that
returned for a delayed read request, except that no data is
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returned for delayed writes. Since I/O and config read/writes
occur only on the downstream bus, only the upstream DCQ
will contain delayed completion information corresponding
to one of these transactions. The DCQ 144 has eight
completion buffers, each of which can hold up to eight cache
lines of completion information for a single delayed request.
In addition to the completion information, each completion
buffer also contains a copy of the delayed request that
generated the information. For delayed read transactions, a
data “wstream” can be established between the primary bus
24 and the secondary bus 32 if the requesting device begins
retrieving the requested data before the target device stops
providing it to the DCQ 144. Under some circumstances, the
DCQ 144 automatically will retrieve, or “prefetch,” addi-
tional data when a requesting device retrieves all of the
requested data from the corresponding buffer in the DCQ
144. Both streaming and automatic prefetching are dis-
cussed in more detail below.

A queue-to-PCI interface (QPIF) 148 manages transac-
tions flowing from the queues 140, 142, and 144 to the PCI
bus 32, and from the PCI bus 32 to the DCQ 144 and to the
upstream chip through the cable interface 130. The QPIF
148 enters a “master” mode to run posted memory write and
delayed request transactions from the PMWQ 140 and the
DRQ 142 on the secondary bus. For both posted memory
write and delayed read transactions, the QPIF 148 can
“promote” a transaction that may involve less than a cache
line of data (i.e., a memory write (MW) or a memory read
(MR) transaction) to one that requires one or more cache
lines (i.e., a memory write and invalidate (MWI) transaction
or a memory read line (MRL) or memory read multiple
(MRM) transaction) if certain conditions are met. The QPIF
148 also may convert a read transaction involving a single
cache line of data (i.e., a MRL transaction) into one involv-
ing several cache lines of data (i.e., a MRM transaction). The
QPIF 148 also may “correct” a MRL or MRM transaction
that begins in the middle of a cache line by reading the entire
cache line and then throwing away the unrequested portion
of the data Transaction promotion and read correction, both
of which are described in more detail below, improve system
efficiency by reducing the time required to retrieve data from
a memory device.

The QPIF 148 enters a “slave” mode to provide data from
the DCQ 144 to a requesting PCI device or to send trans-
actions from the PCI bus 32 to the DCQ 144 and to the

upstream chip through the cable. When the QPIF 148
receives a posted write transaction from the bus 32, it
forwards the transaction to the upstream chip if a corre-
sponding one of a group of transaction counters 159 indicate
that the PMWQ in the other bridge chip is not full, as
discussed below. When the QPIF 148 receives a delayed
request, it first forwards the request to the DCQ 144 to
determine whether the transaction already has been placed in
the DCQ and, if so, whether the corresponding delayed
completion information has been returned to the DCQ 144.
If the delayed completion information is in the DCQ, the
information is provided to the requesting device and the
transaction is terminated. If the request already is enqueued
but the delay completion information has not been returned,
the requesting device is retried and the transaction is termi-
nated on the PCI bus 32. If the transaction is not yet
enqueued, the DCQ 144 reserves a completion buffer for the
transaction and the QPIF 148 forwards the transaction to the

upstream chip through the cable interface 130, as long as the
corresponding transaction counter 159 indicates that the
other bridge chip is not full.

If the DCQ 144 determines that one of its buffers contains

data intended for a requesting device but different than the
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data requested in the current transaction, the buffer may be
flushed to prevent the requesting master from receiving stale
data. The buffer is flushed when it contains prefetch data
(i.e., data left in the buffer after the requesting device has
retrieved some of the data, or data that was not specifically
requested by the device), but is not flushed when it contains
completion data (i.e., specifically requested by a device that
has not yet returned to retrieve it). If the buffer contains
completion data and the requesting device has issued a
request that does not “hit” the buffer, the DCQ 144 tags the
device as a “multi-threaded” device (i.e., one that is capable
of maintaining more than one transaction at once) and
allocates another completion buffer for the new request. The
buffer flushing and multiple buffer allocation schemes are
described in more detail below.

Amaster cycle arbiter (MCA) 150 in the queue block 127
maintains standard ordering constraints between posted
memory write, delayed request, and delayed completion
transactions, as set forth in the PCI Bridge Architecture
Specification, Version 2.1. These constraints require that bus
cycles maintain strong write ordering and that deadlocks do
not occur. Therefore, the MCA 150 determines the order in
which posted memory write transactions in the PMWQ 140
and delayed request transactions in the DRQ 142 are run on
the PCI bus 32. The MCA 150 also controls the availability
of delayed completion information stored in the DCQ 144.
To ensure compliance with these rules, the downstream
MCA 150 gives each posted memory write cycle an oppor-
tunity to bypass earlier-issued delayed request cycles, while
both the downstream and the upstream MCAs 150 do not
allow delayed request and delayed completion cycles to
bypass earlier-issued posted memory write cycles. Transac-
tion ordering by the MCA 150 is described in more detail
below.

The transaction counters 159 in the downstream queue
block 127 maintain a count of the number of transactions

enqueued in the upstream bridge chip. A posted memory
write (PMW) counter 160 indicates the number of PMW
transactions held in the upstream posted memory write
queue. The PMW counter 160 is incremented each time a
PMW transaction is sent to the cable interface 130. The

counter 160 is decremented each time the QPIF 148 receives

a signal from the cable decoder 146 indicating that a PMW
cycle has been completed on the upstream PCI bus 24. When
the upstream PMWQ has enqueued the maXimum number
(four) of PMW transactions, the PMW counter 160 asserts a
PMW full signal (tcipmwifull) that tells the QPIF 148 to
retry additional PMW cycles from the PCI bus 32. Likewise,
a delayed request (DR) counter 161 counts the number of
DR transactions held in the upstream delayed request queue.
When the DRQ is holding the maXimum number (three) of
DR transactions, the DR counter 161 asserts a DR full signal
(tcidrifull) indicating that the QPIF 148 must retry all
subsequent DR transactions from the PCI bus 32. A delayed
completion (DC) counter 162 counts the number of delayed
completions that are enqueued in the upstream master cycle
arbiter. When the MCA is holding the maXimum number
(four) of delayed completions, the DC counter 162 asserts a
DC full signal (tcidcifull) that prevents the downstream
QPIF 148 from running delayed request bus 32 on the
secondary PCI bus 32. As soon as the full condition
disappears, delayed completion information may be sent to
downstream DCQ.

APCI interface block 152 resides between the PCI bus 32

and the queue block 127. The PCI interface 152 includes a
master block 123 and a slave (target) block 121. The slave
block 121 allows PCI devices on the bus 32 to access the
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bridge chip’s internal registers (e.g., target memory range
registers 155 and configuration registers), to claim comple-
tion information stored in the DCQ 144, and to initiate
transactions that are passed through the QPIF 148 and the
cable interface 130 to the primary bus. The slave block 121
controls the availability of the PCI bus 32 to the PCI devices
on the bus 32 by recognizing when each device asserts its
REQ# line and forwarding the REQ# signals to the PCI
arbiter 124. When the PCI arbiter 124 selects a requesting
device to receive control of the bus, the slave block 121
grants the bus to the device by asserting the device’s GNT#
line. As soon as the bus 32 is granted to the requesting device
and the device asserts its FRAME# signal indicating the
beginning of a transaction, the slave block 121 latches the
transaction information (e.g., address, command, data, byte
enables, parity, etc.) into a slave latching register 156. The
queue block 127 then is able to retrieve the transaction
information from the latching register 156 and provide it to
the DCQ 144 and/or the cable interface 130.

Transactions supported by the PCI slave block 121 are
shown in the following table.

PCI Interface Slave Transactions

Transaction Type Primary Interface Secondary Interface

  
Interrupt Acknowledge Not supported No sup aorted
Special Cycle Delayed De ayec
I/O Read Delayed De ayec
I/O Write Delayed De ayec
Memory Read Delayed De ayec
Memory Write Posted Posted
Configuration Read Immediate No sup aorted
(type 0)
Configuration Write Immediate No sup aorted
(type 0)
Configuration Read Delayed No sup aorted
(type 1)
Configuration Write Delayed No sup aorted
(type 1)
Memory Read Multiple Delayed (Streaming) De ayec (Streaming)
Dual Address Cycle Not Supported Immediate
Memory Read Line Delayed De ayec
Memory Write and Posted Posted
Invalidate

The master block 123 of the PCI interface 152 runs only
cycles initiated by the queue block 127 (i.e., transactions
held in the PMWQ 140 and DRQ 142). The queue block 127
requests the PCI bus by sending a request signal (q2pi
REQ) to the PCI master 123, which then determines whether
to assert a corresponding request signal (blarei) to the PCI
arbiter 124. The master block 123 asserts blreq13 if the queue
block 127 is not running a locked cycle and the PCI bus 32
is not locked by another PCI device. When the PCI arbiter
124 selects the queue block 127, the master block 123 sends
an acknowledge signal (p2qiack) to let the queue block 127
know it has control of the bus 32. If the PCI arbiter 124 has

no outstanding requests from other devices on the bus 32,
the master block 123 automatically sends the p2qiack grant
signal to queue block 127, even if the queue block 127 has
not asserted the q2pireq signal. As soon as the queue block
127 wins arbitration (i.e., the arbiter 124 asserts the blunti
signal) and asserts its q2piframe signal to indicate the
beginning of a transaction, the PCI master 123 latches
outgoing transaction information (i.e., address, command,
data, byte enables, parity, etc.) into a master latching register
158 in the PCI interface 152. The transaction information

then is used to complete the transaction on the PCI bus 32.
Transactions supported by the master block 123 are

shown in the following table.
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PCI Interface Mas er Transactions

Transaction Type Primary Interface Secondary Interface

Interrupt Acknowledge Not supported Not supported
Special Cycle Supportec Supported
I/O Read Supportec Supported
I/O Write Supportec Supported
Memory Read Supportec Supported
Memory Write Supportec Supported
Configuration Read Not Supported Supported
Configuration write Not Supported Supported
Memory Read Multiple Supportec Supported
Dual Address Cycle Supportec Not Supported
Memory Read Line Supportec Supported
Memory Write and Supportec Supported
Invalidate

In general, the master block 123 operates as a standard
PCI master. However, unlike standard PCI bridges, the
master block will not terminate a MRL, MRM, or MWI
transaction until a cache line boundary is reached, even after
the master latency timer (MLT) expires. Also, the master
block 123 does not assert “initiator ready” (IRDY) wait
states. The master block 123 runs a locked cycle on the PCI
bus 32if the queue block 127 asserts its “lock” signal
(q2pilock) and releases its lock on the bus 32 when the
queue block 127 asserts its “unlock” signal (q2piunlock).

Referring also to FIG. 57, the PCI interface 152 contains
buffer flushing logic 154 that determines when one or all of
the DCQ completion buffers should be flushed by the queue
block 127. The PCI slave 121 generates two signals that are
used by the queue block 127 to flush the completion buffers:
a flush signal (p2qiflush) that indicates when a buffer
should be flushed, and a slot selection signal (quislot
[2:0]) that indicates which PCI device (i.e., which slot on the
PCI bus) should have data flushed. The following table
shows the relationship between p2qislot [2:0] and the PCI
slot number.

Creation of p297slot 2:0

p2q,slot[2:0] slot number
000
001
010
011
100
101
110
111

\lcxm-meI—x”:
When p2qiflush is asserted, the queue block 127 will

flush either all of the completion buffers in the DCQ 144 if
p2qislot [2:0] is equal to “000” or the corresponding one of
the eight completion buffers if p2qislot [2:0] has any other
value. The queue block 127 keeps track of which completion
buffers, if any, correspond to each PCI slot at any given time.

The p2qiflush signal is asserted at the rising edge of the
first PCI clock (CLK) cycle after a config write (wricfg)
cycle occurs or after an I/O write (iowr) cycle occurs or a
memory write (memwr) cycle hits a downstream target
(hititmem) during a command check state (cmdichkist).
Gates 2014, 2016, 2018, and 2020, and flip-flop 2022 are
arranged to produce p2qiflush in this way.

In the upstream bridge chip (i.e., when the upstream13
chipii signal is asserted), p2qislot [2:0] always has a value
of “001” since the CPU is the only master on the primary
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PCI bus. In the downstream chip, the value of p2qislot
depends upon whether the cycle leading to a flush condition
is a cycle from the secondary bus 32 to the queue block 127
(i.e., if p2qiqcyc is asserted). If the p2qiqcyc signal is
asserted, p2qislot [2:0] takes on the value of the reqislot
[2:0] signal produced by the PCI slave 121. The reqislot
[2:0] signal indicates which of the seven devices on the
secondary PCI bus 32 has been granted control of the bus 32.
The PCI slave 121 generates the reqislot [2:0] signal by
latching the value of the GNT# line for each of the seven
slots on the bus 32 to form a seven bit latched grant signal
(latchedignti7:1]; the eighth grant line, which belongs to
the queue block, is ignored) and encoding latchedgrit [7:1]
according to look-up table 2006, as follows.

Creation of regislot 2:0

latched,gnt,[7:1] req,slot[2:0]
1111111 000
1111110 001
1111101 010
1111011 011
1110111 100
1101111 101
1011111 110
0111111 111

If the cycle leading to the flush is not a secondary-PCI-
to-queue-block cycle, it must be an I/O read or config read
to the target memory range of one of the slots on the
secondary bus 32. When the cycle is an I/O read or config
read (i.e., Iiowr AND Iwricfg), p2qislot [2:0] takes on the
value of the PCI slot whose memory range has been hit
(mrangeislot [2:0]) Otherwise, the cycle is an I/O write or
a config write, and p2qislot [2:0] is set equal to “000” so
that all completion buffers are flushed. Gates 2008 and 2010
and multiplexers 2002 and 2004 are arranged to generate
p2qiflush [2:0] in this way.

Cable Decoder

Referring to FIG. 58, the cable decoder 146 receives
transactions from the cable interface and selects the appro-
priate queue to receive each transaction. When the cable
decoder is in the data phase (i.e., when dataiphase or
nextidata phase, an asynchronous signal that sets the value
of dataiphase at the next CLK cycle, is asserted), the cable
decoder 146 looks at the command code (edicmd [3:0])
sent across the cable to determine which queue should
receive the transaction. As shown in the table below, when
edicmd [3:0] has a value of “1001”, the transaction is a
delayed completion, so the cable decoder asserts a Cdidcqi
select signal that tells the DCQ to claim the transaction.
When the three LSB of the command code signal (edicmd
[2:0]) are “111”, the transaction is a posted memory write,
so the cable decoder generates a Cd 13pquiselect signal to
alert the PMWQ of the incoming transaction. When the
transaction is neither a posted memory write nor a delayed
completion and the command code does not represent a
streaming signal, the cable decoder asserts a Cdidrqiselect
signal that tells the DRQ to claim the transaction. Gates
2024, 2026, 2028, and 2030 are configured to generate the
cdidcqiselect, cdipquiselect, and cdidrqiselect sig-
nals in this way.

The following table shows the four bit command codes
associated with each type of transaction.
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Transaction Command Codes

Transaction Type Command Code

I/O Read 0010
I/O Write 0011
Config read 1010
Config write 1011
Memory read 0110MRL 1110
MRM 1100

Memory write 0111
MWI 1111

Delayed completion 1001
Stream established 1000

When the downstream bridge chip has established a data
stream between the primary bus and a secondary bus master,
the upstream cable decoder receives a command code of
“1000”. This code represents a streaming signal generated
by the downstream chip to inform the upstream chip that a
stream has been established When the cable decoder

receives this command code, it asserts a Cdistream signal
that tells the QPIF in the upstream device to continue the
transaction. The cable decoder also generates a cdistreami
nextidata signal that instructs the upstream chip to provide
another piece of data to the secondary bus. The cdistreami
nextidata signal is asserted when Cdistream signal is
asserted, the transaction is in the data phase (i.e., datai
phase is asserted), and a next13 data signal has been received
from the downstream chip through the cable interface (the
nextidata signal appears on one of the lines of the c2qibuff
[3:0] signal, which, when no stream is occurring, tells the
queue block which downstream DCQ buffer is associated
with the current transaction). The cdistreaminextidata
signal is deasserted when either the cdistream signal is
deasserted or when a new request is received from the cable
interface (i.e., c2qinew13 req is asserted). Gates 2032 and
2034 are configured to generate the cdistream and
cdistreaminextidata signals in this way.

Posted Memory Write Queue

Referring to FIG. 59, the posted memory write queue
(PMWQ) 140 is a storage element that contains all of the
command information needed to execute posted write trans-
actions on the target bus. The PMWQ includes a tag memory
portion 2036 that holds information identifying each
transaction, a data RAM 2038 that holds the write data
associated with each transaction in the PMWQ, and various
control blocks to manage the flow of transactions into and
out of the PMWQ. For each transaction in the PMWQ, the
tag memory 2036 maintains information such as the address
to be written to, the PCI command code (MW or MWI), an
address parity bit, and “locked cycle” and “dual address
cycle” indication bits, as shown in the following table. The
tag memory 2036 also stores a pointer to the data RAM
location of the data corresponding to each of the transactions
in the PMWQ.

Contents of PMWQ

Field Bits Comments

Address 64 Upstream Transactions support Dual
Address Cycles

PCI Command 1 Memory Write 0111
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-continued

Contents of PMWQ

Field Bits Comments

Memory Write and Invalidate 1111
(only necessary to store cbe[3])

Byte Enables 0 Store BEs on every valid transfer
clock in the data RAM.

Parity 1/address Must store PAR with each transfer
along with 32-bit addr/data.

0 Must store data parity bits on every
valid data transfer in data RAM.

Data 0 Stored in data RAM up to 8 cache lines
Lock 1
DAC Indication 1 Indicates whether address is 32 or 64

bits

Because the PCI Spec 2.1 requires posted memory write
transactions to be executed in the order in which they are
received, the tag memory 2036 is a circular FIFO device.
The PMWQ, and therefore the tag memory 2036, can handle
up to four posted memory write transactions simultaneously.

The data RAM 2038 includes four data buffers 2042,
2044, 2046, and 2048, one for each transaction in the
PMWQ. Each buffer can store up to eight cache lines, or 256
bytes, of data (eight words per cache line). For each cache
line in a buffer, the buffer stores eight data parity bits 2040
(one per dword) and thirty-two enable bits 2050 (one per
byte).

A cable interface block 2060 receives each transaction

and the corresponding data from the cable decoder and
places the transaction in the tag memory 2036. A queue
interface block 2053 receives the data from the cable inter-

face block 2060 and places it in the appropriate location in
the data RAM 2038. The queue interface 2053 also retrieves
data from the data RAM 2038 and provides it to the QPIF
when the QPIF is running the corresponding transaction on
the PCI bus. An input pointer logic block 2054 generates
four input pointers, one for each buffer, that tell the queue
interface 2053 where to place the next word of data. Avalid
(output) pointer block 2056 generates four output pointers,
one for each buffer, that indicate the position of the next
word to be taken.

Referring also to FIG. 60, a valid flag logic block 2052
maintains an eight bit valid line register 2062 for each of the
four buffers in the data RAM 2038. The valid line register
2062 indicates which of the eight cache lines in each buffer
contain valid data. When the last word in a cache line has

been filled with data (i.e., validipointer [2:0] equals “111”
and cdinextidata is asserted, indicating that the word has
been filled), the corresponding bit in an eight bit cable valid
signal (i.e., qucableivalid [7:0], qlicableivalid [7:0],
etc.) is set. The bit to be set is determined by the three most
significant bits of the valid pointer (validipointer [5:3]),
which indicate the cache line being filled. The corresponding
bit in the cable valid signal also is set when a slot validation
signal (validateislot) is received from the cable decoder at
the end of a transaction. The cable valid signal is latched into
the valid line register 2062 corresponding to the selected
data buffer at the rising edge of the first PCI clock cycle
(CLK) after the last word is filled or the validateislot signal
is received. Otherwise, the valid line register maintains its
current value. The bits in the valid line registers 2062 are
cleared when the corresponding bits of an eight bit invali-
date signal (i.e., quinvalid [7:0], qliinvalid [7:0], etc.) is
asserted.

The valid flag logic block 2052 generates a pquivalid
[3:0] signal that indicates which, if any, of the four data
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buffers contains at least one valid line of data. The valid

block 2052 also generates a pquivalidilines [7:0] signal
that indicates which of the eight cache lines of a selected
data buffer are valid. A queue select signal from the QPIF
(q2pifiqueueiselect [1:0]) is used to select which data
buffer’s valid line register 2062 is used to generate the
pquivalidilines [7:0] signal. When the queue block
gains control of the bus to run a posted memory write cycle
from a selected data buffer, the queue block transfers all data
in each line whose corresponding bit is set in the pqui
validilines [7:0] signal Gates 2064, 2066, 2068, 2070, and
2072, and flip-flop 2074 are arranged to set the values in the
valid line register 2062 for the first data buffer (quvalid
[7:0]). Similar circuitry determines the contents of the valid
registers for the other three data buffers. Multiplexer 2076
selects the value of the pquivalidilines [7:0] signal.

Referring now to FIG. 61, a full line logic block 2058
maintains an eight bit full line register 2078 for each of the
four data buffers. The contents of each full line register 2078
indicate which of the eight cache lines in the corresponding
data buffer are full. The bits in each full line register 2078
are set by an asynchronous nextifull13 lineibit signal
generated by full line state machine 2080, described below.
When a queue selection signal from the QPIF (selectinexti
queue [3:0]) selects one of the data buffers and the nexti
fullilineibit signal is asserted, the bit in the full line
register 2078 corresponding to the cache line indicated by
the three most significant bits of the valid pointer (validi
pointer [5:3]) is set. A 3x8 decoder 2082 converts the three
bit valid pointer into an eight bit signal that determines
which bit to set. An eight bit full line signal (qufulliline)
is generated for each data buffer from the contents of the
corresponding full line register 2078. The full line signal
indicates which lines in the corresponding data buffer are
full. The full line logic block 2058 also generates a pqui
fulliline [7:0] signal that indicates which cache lines of a
selected data buffer are full. Multiplexer 2084 and the
q2pifiqueueiselect [1:0] signal are used to generate the
pquifulliline [7:0] signal.

Referring also to FIG. 62, the full line state machine 2080
is placed in an IDLE state 2086 at reset. In the IDLE state
2086, the nextifullilineibit is set to zero. When a trans-
action is placed in the PMWQ, the transaction occurs in two
phases, an address phase and a data phase. When the data
phase begins (i.e., a clockisecondiphase signal is asserted)
and the valid pointer points to the first word in a cache line
(validipointer [2:0] =“000”), the state machine 2080 tran-
sitions to a DATA state 2088. In the data state, the nexti
fullilineibit signal is asserted only if the valid pointer
points to the last word in the cache line (validipointer [2:0]
=“111”), the cdinextidata signal is asserted by the cable
decoder (indicating that the last word was filled with data),
and the byte enable signal from the cable decoder (cdi
byteien [3:0]) equals “0000”. The state machine also tran-
sitions back to the IDLE state 2086 when these conditions
occur. If these conditions do not occur before the transaction

terminates (i.e., cdicomplete is asserted), the nextifulli
lineibit signal remains deasserted and the state machine
2080 transitions back to the IDLE state 2086. The state
machine 2080 also transitions to the IDLE state 2086

without asserting the nextifullilineibit signal when the
cdibyteien [3:0] signal takes on a value other than “0000”.

Referring again to FIG. 59 and also to FIG. 63, the
PMWQ normally must terminate a transaction from the
cable decoder when the data buffer receiving the corre-
sponding data is full. However, when the cable decoder
continues to send data after the buffer is full, an overflow
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logic block 2090 allows the data to overflow into the next
empty buffer. The overflow logic block 2090 maintains an
overflow register 2092 that indicates which, if any, of the
four data buffers are being used as overflow buffers. The
contents of the overflow register 2092 are used to produce a
four bit overflow signal (pquioverflow [3:0]). When the
transaction is in the data phase (i.e., dataiphase is asserted),
the valid pointer reaches the last word of a data buffer (i.e.,
validipointer [5:0] =“111111”), the cable decoder indicates
that more data is coming (i.e., cdinextidata is asserted),
and the cable decoder has not indicated that the transaction

is complete (i.e., cdicomplete is not asserted), the selecti
nextiqueue [3:0] signal, which points to the recently filled
data buffer, is used to set the overflow register bit corre-
sponding to the next data buffer. If the conditions are not
met, the overflow bit is cleared. Gates 2094 and 2095 are
used in conjunction with the selectinextiqueue [3:0] signal
to set and clear the appropriate overflow register bits when
these conditions are met.

A single transaction may continue to overflow into addi-
tional buffers until the last unused buffer is full. If more than

one buffer is used as an overflow buffer, multiple overflow
register bits will be set. Consecutive set bits in the overflow
register indicate that a single transaction has overflowed into
more than one buffer. The overflow bits are either set or

cleared when the posted write transaction is placed into the
PMWQ. Also, if the QPIF begins to run the PMW transac-
tion on the target bus and empty the original buffer while the
data is still entering the PMWQ, the original buffer may be
reused to continue the overflow transaction. The overflow
can continue until all of the available buffers are full.

Delayed Request Queue

Referring to FIG. 64, the DRQ 142 stores all of the
information needed to complete delayed read request (DRR)
and delayed write request (DWR) transactions on the target
bus. The DRQ includes a queue memory 2100 that holds
information such as the address to be read from or written to,
the PCI command code, byte enables, address and data
parity bits, “locked cycle” and “dual address cycle” indica-
tion bits, and the buffer number of the delayed completion
buffer reserved in the initiating bridge chip for the comple-
tion information. The queue memory 2100 also holds up to
thirty-two bits (one word) of data to be written to the target
bus in a delayed write cycle. Because delayed write cycles
never involve more than one word of data, no data RAM is
needed in the DRQ. The DRQ, and therefore the queue
memory 2100, is capable of holding up request delayed
request transactions at once. A cable interface block 2102
claims delayed request transactions from the cable decoder
and places them into the queue memory 2100. The following
table shows the information maintained in the DRQ queue
memory.

Contents of DRQ

Field Bits Comments

Address 64 Upstream Transactions support Dual
Address Cycles

PCI Command 4 I/O Read
I/O Write
Config Read
Config Write
Memory Read
Memory Read Line
Memory Read Multiple
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-continued

Contents of DRQ

Field Bits Comments

Byte Enables 4 Byte Enables not necessary on MRL,
MRM

Parity 1/address
1/data transfer Send data par with delayed write

transactions

Data 32 Data queued on delayed write
transactions.

Lock 1
DAC 1 Indicates whether address is 32 or
Indication 64 bits
Buff Num 3 Indicates DCQ buffer allocated for

completion data

Referring also to FIG. 65, a valid flag logic block 2104
determines when the DRQ has received all of the informa-

tion necessary to run the transactions in the queue memory
2100. When one of the DRQ slots is selected by a corre-
sponding slot select signal (i.e., selectizero for the first slot,
selectione for the second slot, and selectitwo for the third

slot) and the slot is validated by a validateislot signal,
indicating that the cable decoder has finished delivering the
transaction to the DRQ, a valid signal corresponding to the
slot (i.e., quvalid, qlivalid, or q2ivalid) is asserted at the
rising edge of the next PCI clock (CLK) cycle. If a slot is not
selected and validated by the validateislot signal, the slot’s
valid signal is deasserted if the QPIF has selected the slot by
asserting a DRQ select signal (q2pifidrqiselect) and iden-
tifying the slot (q2pifiqueueiselect=slot number) but has
aborted the transaction by asserting a cycle abort signal
(q2pifiaborticycle). The valid signal also is deasserted if
the DRQ ends the transaction by asserting a cycle complete
signal (e.g., qucycleicomplete) while the QPIF is waiting
for more data (i.e., q2pifinextidata is asserted). However,
the cycle complete signal is ignored if the QPIF is currently
streaming data to the other bridge chip (i.e., q2pifi
streaming is asserted). Otherwise, if the slot’s valid signal is
not specifically asserted or deasserted on a clock cycle, it
retains its current value. The valid flag logic block 2104 also
generates a DRQ valid signal (drqivalid [320]) that indi-
cates which, if any, of the three DRQ slots contains a valid
transaction, by combining the valid signals for each indi-
vidual slot (i.e., drqivalid={0, q2ivalid, qlivalid,
quvalid}). Gates 2106, 2108, 2110, 2112, and 2114, mul-
tiplexers 2116 and 2118, and flip-flop 2120 are arranged to
generate the slot valid signals and the DRQ valid signals in
this manner.

The DRQ also includes pointer logic blocks that maintain
pointers to the memory locations from which data is to be
read during a delayed read request transactions. When the
address at which the delayed read transaction will begin is
loaded into the queue memory 2100, a valid pointer logic
block 2122 generates a six bit valid pointer that indicates
where the transaction will end. If the transaction involves a

single word (e.g., a memory read), the valid pointer logic
2122 sets the valid pointer equal to the address loaded into
the queue memory 2100. For a memory read line
transaction, the valid pointer logic 2122 gives the valid
pointer a value of “000111”, which indicates that the last
valid piece of data is eight dwords (i.e., one cache line)
beyond the starting point. For a memory read multiple
transaction, the valid pointer is set to “111111”, which
indicates that the last valid piece of data is sixty-four dwords
(i.e., eight cache lines) beyond the starting point. The valid
pointer logic 2122 maintains one valid pointer for each slot
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in the DRQ (validipointeri0 [5:0], validipointeril [5:0],
and validipointeri2 [520]). The location of the valid
pointer is ignored by the DRQ when it receives a streaming
signal from the QPIF (q2pifistreaming), as described in
more detail below.

An output pointer logic block 2124 maintains three output
pointers (outputipointeri0 [5:0], outputipointeril [5:0],
and outputfpointerfi2 [520]), one for each slot in the DRQ,
that indicate the next word of data to be read from memory
and delivered to the other bridge chip. The pointer is
incremented when the QPIF indicates that it is ready to read
the next piece of data (i.e., it asserts the q2pifinextidata
signal), once for every word read. Except in streaming
situations, a transaction is terminated (completed) when the
output pointer reaches the valid pointer. If a transaction
terminates before all of the data is read (i.e., before the
output pointer reaches the input pointer), the QPIF will pick
up at the location indicated by the output pointer when the
transaction resumes. If the output pointer is incremented but
the output pointer logic 2124 receives a stepback signal
(q2pifistepiback), indicating that the transaction was ter-
minated on the PCI bus before the QPIF was able to read the

last piece of data, the output pointer logic 2124 decrements
the counter once so that the last unread piece of data can be
read when the transaction resumes. A queue interface block
2126 provides transaction information and the valid and
output pointers to the QPIF.

Delayed Completion Queue

Referring to FIG. 66, the DCQ 144 stores delayed
completion messages containing the response of the target
bus to each delayed request issued on the initiating bus.
Delayed completion messages corresponding to delayed
read requests include the requested data, while delayed
completion messages corresponding to delayed write
requests include no data. Acable interface block 2130 claims
delayed completion messages from the cable decoder and
provides the delayed completion information to a tag
memory 2132. The DCQ, and therefore the tag memory
2132, is capable of storing up to eight delayed completion
messages at once. The tag memory 2132 stores information
such as the PCI command and the address contained in the

original request leading to the delayed completion message,
byte enable bits, address and data parity bits, and “locked
cycle” and “dual address cycle” bits. For delayed write
transactions, which always involve only in a single word of
data, the tag memory 2132 stores a copy of the written data.
Each of the eight slots in the tag memory 2132 includes an
implied pointer to one of eight corresponding data buffers in
a DCQ data RAM 2134. For delayed read transactions, the
returned data is stored in a corresponding data buffer
2135a—h in the data RAM 2134. The following table shows
the information stored in the tag memory 2132 for each
transaction held in the DCQ.

Contents of DCQ

Field Bits Comments

Address 64 Upstream Transactions support Dual
Address Cycles

PCI Command 4 I/O Read
I/O Write
Config Read
Config Write
Memory Read
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-continued

Contents of DCQ

Field Bits Comments

Memory Read Line
Memory Read Multiple

Byte Enables 4 Byte Enables not necessary on MRL,MRM

Parity 1/data transfer Send data par with delayed write
transactions

Data 32 Data queued on delayed write
transactions.

Lock 1
DAC 1 Indicates whether address is 32 or
Indication 64 bits

Each of the eight data buffers in the DCQ data RAM 2134
may store up to eight cache lines (256 bytes) of delayed
completion data. Therefore, the buffers are large enough to
store all completion data for even the largest delayed request
transactions (memory read multiple transactions). However,
the capacity of each data buffer may be reduced to four
cache lines by setting a configuration bit (cfg2qieighti
linei) in the bridge chip’s configuration registers. Each data
buffer may be filled by data provided in a single delayed
completion transaction, or if not all requested data is
returned in a single delayed completion transaction, by
multiple delayed completion transactions. However, each
data buffer may contain data corresponding to only one
original delayed request, regardless of how many delayed
completion transactions it takes to provide the requested
data.

Aqueue interface block 2136 controls the flow of comple-
tion data from the DCQ cable interface 2130 into the data
RAM 2134 and out of the data RAM 2134 to the QPIF.

Three logic blocks generate pointers that govern the input
and output of data stored in the eight data buffers. The first
block, an input pointer logic block 2138, maintains a six bit
input pointer for each of the eight data buffers (inf
Pointeri0 [5:0], inipointeril [5:0], etc.). Each input
pointer points to the location in the corresponding data
buffer to place the next word of data. The second block, an
output pointer logic block 2140, maintains a six bit output
pointer for each of the eight buffers (outipointeri0 [5:0],
outipointeril [5:0], etc.). Each output pointer points to the
location of the word of data immediately following the word
last removed by the QPIF. The output pointer for a selected
data buffer is incremented when the QPIF indicates that it is

ready for the next piece of data (i.e, when q2pifinextidata
is asserted). If the output pointer is incremented but the last
piece of data does not reach the requesting device because
the transaction was terminated by a device other than the
QPIF, the QPIF asserts a stepback signal (q2pifistepiback)
that causes the output pointer logic block 2140 to decrement
the output pointer by one word.

The third pointer block, a valid pointer logic block 2142,
maintains for each of the eight data buffers a six bit valid
pointer (validipointeri0 [5:0], validipointeril [5:0],
etc.) that indicates the next word of data in the correspond-
ing data buffer that is available to the QPIF. Because the PCI
Spec 2.1 requires that read completion data not be returned
before an earlier-initiated posted memory write transaction,
delayed completion data placed into the DCQ while a posted
memory write is pending in the PMWQ cannot be made
available to the requesting device until the posted memory
write is completed on the PCI bus and removed from the
PMWQ. Therefore, as long as any earlier-enqueued posted
memory write transactions remain in the PMWQ, the valid
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pointer must remain at its current position. Then, when all
earlier-enqueued posted memory writes have been removed
from the PMWQ, the valid pointer may be moved to the
same position as the in pointer. When the PMWQ is empty,
all delayed completion data is valid (i.e., available to the
requesting device) as soon as it is stored in the DCQ.

Referring also to FIGS. 67A and 67B, the valid pointer
logic block 2142 must ask the master cycle arbiter (MCA)
to validate all delayed completion transactions that enter the
delayed completion queue while a posted memory write is
pending in the PMWQ. But because the MCA can enqueue
no more than four delayed completion transactions at once,
as discussed below, the valid pointer logic block 2142 may
request validation of no more than four delayed completion
data buffers at once. The valid pointer logic block 2142 also
must keep track of which four delayed completions trans-
actions are enqueued in the MCA at any given time. To do
so, the valid pointer logic block 2142 maintains two four-
slot registers: a DCQ buffer number register 2144 and a
validation request register 2146. The buffer number register
2144 maintains the three-bit DCQ buffer number, as deter-

mined by the DCQ buffer number signal (cdidcqibuffi
num [2:0]) provided by the cable decoder, of each delayed
completion transaction enqueued in the MCA. The valida-
tion request register 2146 maintains one transaction valida-
tion request bit for each of the DCQ buffers whose numbers
are stored in the four slots 2148a—d of the buffer number

register 2144. The request bit in each slot 2150a—d of the
validation request register 2146 is asserted if a correspond-
ing delayed completion transaction is enqueued in the MCA.
The values of the bits in the four validation request slots
2150a—d are provided together to the MCA as a four bit
validation request signal (dcqivalid [3:0]).

When a delayed completion transaction is to be enqueued
in the MCA, its corresponding DCQ buffer number is loaded
into one of the buffer number slots 2148a—d by the cdidcqi
buffinum [2:0] signal. The slot 2148a—d to be loaded is
selected by a two bit selection signal (nextfvalidiselect
[1:0]). The value of the selection signal depends upon the
value of the dcqivalid [3:0] signal generated by the vali-
dation request register 2146 and look-up table 2152, the
contents of which are shown in the table below. The slot is

loaded when it is selected by nextivalidiselect [1:0], when
the cable decoder has selected the DCQ and has completed
the transaction (i.e., cdidcqiselect and cdicomplete are
asserted), and when at least one posted memory write
transaction is pending in the PMWQ (i.e., pquinoipmw
is not asserted). Gates 2154, 2156, 2158, 2160, and 2162 and
2x4 decoder 2164 are arranged to load the buffer number
register 2144 in this manner. Likewise, the corresponding bit
in the validation request register 2146 is set by the output of
gates 2154, 2156, 2158, 2160, and 2162 and 2x4 decoder
2164.

Buffer number register slot selection

dcq,valid[3:0] next,valid,select[1:0] slot #
xxxO 00 0
xx01 01 1
x01 1 10 2
01 11 1 1 3

In response to the dcqivalid [3:0] signal, the MCA
outputs a four bit DCQ run signal (mcairunidcq [3:0]) that
indicates which of the DCQ buffers pointed to by the buffer
number register may have its valid pointer updated. The
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mcairunidcq [3:0] signal is provided to a valid pointer
update logic block 2166, along with the pquinoipmw
signal and the in pointers for each of the eight data buffers.
If a posted memory write transaction remains in the PMWQ
after the MCA asserts one of the mcairunidcq [3:0] bits
(which will happen when a posted memory write transaction
was enqueued after the delayed completion transaction was
enqueued but before the MCA asserted the corresponding
mcairunidcq bit), the corresponding valid pointer is
updated as long as no other delayed completion transactions
corresponding to the same DCQ buffer are still enqueued in
the MCA. If a delayed completion transaction for the same
DCQ buffer is still enqueued in the MCA, the valid pointer
may be updated only when the mcairunidcq bit corre-
sponding this transaction is asserted. On the other hand, as
soon as the pquinoipmw signal is deasserted, all valid
pointers are updated to match the corresponding in pointers
regardless of whether delayed completions are still
enqueued in the MCA. When a mcairunidcq bit is
asserted, the corresponding bit in the validation request
register 2146 is cleared. Gates 2168, 2170, 2172, 2174, and
2176 are arranged to clear the validation request register bits
in this manner.

Referring again to FIG. 66, a hit logic block 2180 deter-
mines when a delayed request transaction from a requesting
device on the PCI bus has “hit” mone of the delayed
completion messages in the DCQ. According to the PCI
Spec 2.1, the following attributes must be identical for a
delayed completion to be matched with a request: address,
PCI command, byte enables, address and data parity, data (if
a write request), REQ64# (if a 64-bit data transaction), and
LOCK# (if supported). When a request is latched by the PCI
slave, the QPIF retrieves the request information, sends it to
the DCQ, and asserts a check cycle signal (q2pifichecki
cyc) that instructs the DCQ hit logic 2180 to compare the
request information to the delayed completion messages
stored in the DCQ tag memory 2132. The hit logic 2180
receives the sixty-four bit address signal (q2pifiaddr
[63:2]), the four bit PCI command signal (q2pificmd [3:0]),
the four enable bits (q2pifibyteien [3:0]), the dual address
cycle bit (q2pifidac) (which corresponds to the PCI
REQ64# signal), the lock bit (q2pifilock) from the QPIF,
and, if the request is a write request, the data to be written
(q2pifidata [31:0]). Though not required by the PCI Spec
2.1, the QPIF also provides the slot number (q2pifislot
[2:0]) of the requesting device to enhance the queue block’s
buffer flushing routine, described below. The hit logic 2180
then compares each of these signals to the delayed comple-
tion information stored in the eight DCQ buffers. If all of the
signals match the information of any of the delayed comple-
tion messages, the hit logic 2180 identifies the buffer con-
taining the matching completion message by asserting a
corresponding bit in an eight bit hit signal (dcqihit [7:0]).
When a hit occurs, the QPIF retrieves the completion
message and provides it to the requesting device and, if the
request is a read request, begins removing the returned data
from the corresponding data buffer in the data RAM 2134.
If the request information does not match the completion
information of any of the delayed completion messages in
the DCQ, the request has “missed” the DCQ and is stored in
the next available DCQ buffer and forwarded through the
cable to the other bridge chip by the QPIF. A PCI device
which initiates a request that misses the DCQ may have its
REQ# line masked until its completion message is returned,
as described in more detail below.

The hit logic 2180 also interfaces with a multi-threaded
master detection block 2182 to detect which PCI slots, if
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any, contain multi-threaded devices. Multi-threaded devices
are capable of maintaining more than one delayed transac-
tion at once and therefore must be treated specially. When a
multi-threaded master is detected, a corresponding bit in the
configuration registers is set to indicate that the device is
able to sustain multiple outstanding delayed transactions and
therefore that its REQ# line should not be masked. Multi-
threaded master detection is discussed in more detail below.

Another function of the DCQ is to determine when an

opportunity to create a stream of read data between the
primary and secondary PCI buses exists. A streaming oppor-
tunity exists when delayed completion data is being placed
into the DCQ by the cable decoder while it is still being
placed onto the target bus by the target device. If the PCI
device that initiated the transaction resubmits its request
while the target device is still placing data on the PCI bus,
a read stream is established. Because read streaming is an
efficient way to transfer data between the primary and
secondary PCI buses, the PCI bridge chip not only gives
higher priority in the bus arbitration process to a device
whose completion data is arriving, it also will attempt to
terminate a non-streaming transaction to improve the pos-
sibility that a stream will be established. However, while in
theory streaming can occur during any read cycle, in practice
it is likely to occur only during transactions that involve a
large amount of data (i.e., memory read multiple
transactions). Therefore, the queue block will attempt to
terminate transactions in favor of potential streaming oppor-
tunities only when the potential streaming transaction is a
memory read multiple transaction.

Referring also to FIG. 68, a stream logic block 2184 in the
DCQ determines whether a streaming opportunity exists
and, if so, generates the signals required to support the
stream. The stream logic block 2184 generates the signals
required to disconnect a current transaction in favor of a
potential stream. When the cable decoder is placing a
delayed completion transaction in the DCQ, the stream logic
2184 uses the DCQ buffer number signal provided by the
cable decoder (cdidcqibuffinum) to retrieve the PCI
command code stored in the corresponding DCQ buffer
(qucmd [3:0], q1icmd [3:1], etc.). If the command code
represents a memory read multiple request (i.e., “1100”), the
stream logic 2184 asserts a disconnect-for-stream signal
(dcqidisconnectiforistream) that instructs the QPIF and
the PCI interface to terminate the current transaction due to

a potential streaming opportunity. Multiplexer 2186 and
comparator 2188 are arranged to generate the dcqi
disconnectiforistream signal. Then, as long as the cable
decoder continues to provide the completion data to the
DCQ (i.e., the cdidcqiselect signal remains asserted) and
no posted memory writes appear in the PMWQ (i.e.,
pquinoipmw remains asserted), the stream logic 2184
provides a streaming request signal (q2aistream) directly to
the PCI arbiter. The stream logic 2184 also provides the slot
number of the potential streaming device (q2aistreami
master [2:0]) to the PCI arbiter by using the cdidcqibuffi
num [2:0] signal to select the PCI slot number stored in the
selected DCQ buffer (qumaster [2:0] for DCQ buffer zero
2135a, q1imaster [2:0] for DCQ buffer one 2135b, etc.).
The PCI arbiter then elevates the bus arbitration priority of
the potential streaming device, as discussed in more detail
below. If the potential streaming master is not granted the
bus before the streaming opportunity disappears, its priority
is returned to normal. Because the upstream bus has only
one master device (the CPU), this feature is disabled in the
upstream chip. Gate 2190 and multiplexer 2192 are arranged
to generate the q2aistream and q2aistreamimaster sig-
nals.
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When a requesting device hits a delayed completion
message stored in the DCQ, the corresponding bit of an eight
bit hit signal (hit [7:0]) is asserted. The hit [7:0] signal
indicates which of the eight DCQ buffers was hit by the
current request. When this happens, if the corresponding
DCQ buffer contains data (i.e., dcqinoidata is not
asserted), the stream logic 2180 latches the value of the hit
signal for the duration of the transaction (i.e., as long as
q2pificycicomplete is asserted). The latched version of
the hit signal forms a “delayed” hit signal (dlyihit [7:0]).
When either the hit signal or the delayed hit signal indicates
that a DCQ buffer has been hit, a three bit DCQ stream

buffer signal (dcqistreamibuff [2:0]) provides the buffer
number of the hit DCQ buffer. Then, if the cable decoder
places delayed completion data into the buffer while the
cycle that hit the buffer is in progress (i.e., cdidcqiselect
is asserted and cdidcqibuffinum [2:0] equals dcqi
streamibuff [2:0]), the stream logic block 2180 asserts a
stream connect signal (dcqistreamiconnect) that tells the
QPIF that a stream has been established. The QPIF then

informs the bridge chip on the target bus that a stream has
been established. If certain conditions are met, the target
QPIF will continue to stream until it is told to stop by the
initiating QPIF, as discussed in more detail below. Gates
2194 and 2196, multiplexers 2198 and 2200, and flip-flop
2202 are arranged to generate the delayed hit signal. Gates
2204, 2206, and 2208 and encoder 2210 are arranged as
shown to generate the dcqistreamiconnect and dcqi
streamibuff [2:0] signals.

Referring again to FIG. 66, the DCQ will, under certain
circumstances, automatically prefetch data from the target
bus on behalf of a PCI master in anticipation that the master
will come back and request the data. A prefetch logic block
2212 in the DCQ prefetches data when the reading master
consumes all of the data in its DCQ buffer and the prefetch
logic 2212 anticipates that the requesting device will return
with a sequential read request (i.e., a request that picks up
with data located at the next sequential location in memory).
Because some devices, such as multi-threaded masters,
routinely read all of the data requested in one transaction and
then return with a different, non-sequential request, the
prefetch logic 2212 includes prediction circuitry that dis-
ables the prefetch capabilities for each device on the PCI bus
until the device has shown a tendency to issue sequential
read requests. As soon as a device that has been receiving
prefetched data returns with a non-sequential read request,
the prediction circuitry will disable the prefetching function
for that master.

Referring also to FIGS. 69A and 69B, the prefetch logic
block 2212 includes a prefetch prediction register 2214, the
output of which is an eight bit prefetch enable signal
(prefetchiset [7:0]) that governs whether the prefetch func-
tion is available for each of the devices on the PCI bus. All

bits in the prefetch enable signal are cleared at reset (RST)
and when the QPIF orders a general flush of all of the DCQ
registers (i.e., generaliflush is asserted and q2pifislot [2:0]
equals “000”). The generaliflush signal is discussed in
more detail below. Gates 2216 and 2218 generate the signal
that resets the prefetchiset bits.

An individual bit in the prefetch enable signal is set when
the corresponding PCI slot is selected by the q2pifislot
signal and the following conditions occur: the requesting
device hits a delayed completion buffer in the DCQ (i.e., one
of the bits in the cycleihit [7:0] signal is asserted), the
current transaction is a memory read line or memory read
multiple cycle (i.e., q2pificmd [3:0] equals “1100” or
“11110”), the QPIF has indicated that the cycle is complete
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(i.e., q2pificycicomplete is asserted), and the last word of
data was taken from the DCQ buffer (i.e., lastiword is
asserted). Gates 2220, 2222, 2224 and 2228a—h and decoder
2226 are arranged to set the prediction bits in this manner.
The lastiword signal is asserted by the prefetch logic 2212
when the requesting device tries to read past the end of the
DCQ buffer. This occurs when the out pointer and in pointer
are equal, indicating that the end of the DCQ buffer has been
reached (i.e., for a four cache line buffer, outipointerix
[4:0] equals validipointerix [4:0] or, for an eight cache
line buffer, outipointerix [5:0] equals validipointerix
[5:0]) and when the requesting device tries to read another
piece of data (i.e., q2pifinextidata is asserted). Gates
2230, 2232, and 2234 are arranged to generate the lasti
word signal

An individual bit in the prefetch enable signal is cleared
when the corresponding PCI slot is selected and either a PCI
flush condition occurs (quiflush is asserted), the QPIF
tells the DCQ to step back the buffer’s valid pointer (q2pi
stepiback is asserted), or the requesting device initiates a
transaction that misses all of the DCQ buffers (q2pifi
checkicyc is asserted and dcqihit is deasserted). Gates
2236, 2238, and 2240a—h and decoder 2226 are arranged to
clear the prediction enable bits in this manner.

When the prefetching function is enabled for a device on
the PCI bus, the prefetch logic 212 can generate two types
of prefetch signals for the device: a prefetch line signal
(dcqiprefetchiline) and a prefetch multiple signal (dcqi
prefetchimul). The prefetch line signal is generated when
the current PCI command from the requesting device is a
memory read line signal, and the prefetch multiple signal is
generated when the current PCI command is a memory read
multiple signal. In either case, the corresponding prefetch
signal is generated when the following conditions occur: the
prefetchiset bit for the requesting PCI slot is set; a corre-
sponding prefetch enable bit in the configuration registers is
set (cfg2qiautoiprefetchienable); the DRQ in the
upstream chip is not full (Itcidcifull); the DCQ buffer has
room for the corresponding amount of prefetch data (Idcqi
noiprefetchiroom); the current cycle hit the DCQ buffer;
and the requesting master has tried to read past the end of the
DCQ buffer (lastiword and q2pificycicomplete). Gates
2242, 2244, 2246, 2248, 2250, and 2252, decoder 2254, and
multiplexers 2256 and 2258 are arranged to generate the
prefetch signals in this manner.

When the prefetch logic 2212 generates a prefetch signal,
it generates a corresponding prefetch address signal (dcqi
prefetchiaddr [63:2]) by concatenating the upper fifty-
seven bits of the address stored in the corresponding DCQ
buffer (quaddr [63:7] for buffer zero, qliaddr [63:7] for
buffer one, etc.) with the lower five bits of the buffer’s output
pointer (outipointeri0 [4:0], etc.). A dual address cycle
signal (dcqiprefetchidac) indicates whether the prefetch
transaction is a dual or single address cycle. The dcqi
prefetchicycle signal takes on the value of the dual address
bit stored in the DCQ buffer (qudac, qlidac, etc.). For
both the prefetch address and dual address cycle signals, the
appropriate value is output from a multiplexer 2260 or 2262
and selected by the three bit DCQ buffer number signal
indicating which DCQ buffer was hit by the current request.

Referring again to FIG. 66, each DCQ data buffer has
several possible states, each of which is determined by a
buffer state logic block 2264 in the DCQ. The following are
the possible buffer states.

1. Empty. Available for allocation. Abuffer is Empty after
power up and after it is flushed.
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2. Complete. The buffer contains completion information
for a delayed completion from a real delayed request
from a device on the PCI bus (i.e., not a prefetch
request). The PCI device has not yet reconnected and
taken data from the buffer. The delayed completion
transaction is complete.

3. Prefetch. The buffer contains completion data for a
prefetch request or requested data that was left in the
buffer after the requesting master disconnected from
the buffer. All of the completion data has arrived from
the target.

4. PartComplete. The buffer is reserved for and may
contain completion information for a real delayed
request (i.e., not a prefetch request). The master has not
yet reconnected and taken data from the buffer, and not
all of the completion information has arrived from the
target.

5. PartPrefetch. The buffer is reserved for or contains

completion information for a prefetch request, or the
buffer contains requested data that was left in the buffer
after the requesting master disconnected from the
buffer. Not all of the completion information has
arrived from the target.

6. Discard. The buffer was flushed while in the Part-

Prefetch state, but the last completion data has not yet
arrived from the target. The buffer is placed in the
Discard state to prevent it from being used until the
transaction completes on the target bus and the last data
arrives.

When the QPIF requests a DCQ buffer for a delayed
request transaction, the buffer state logic 2264 allocates the
buffers in the following order. If no buffer is in the Empty
state or Prefetch state, the requesting master must be retried.

DCQ Buffer Allocation

 
Buffer Number Bu:er State

Q0 Ematy
Q1 Ematy
Q2 Ematy
Q3 Ematy
Q4 Ematy
Q5 Ematy
Q6 Ematy
Q7 Ematy
Q0 Pre etch
Q1 Pre etch
Q2 Pre etch
Q3 Pre etch
Q4 Pre etch
Q5 Pre etch
Q6 Pre etch
Q7 Pre etch

When a device on the PCI bus initiates a delayed read
request and a DCQ completion buffer is set aside, the buffer
state logic 2264 changes the buffer’s state to PartComplete.
If the DCQ initiates a prefetch read, the buffer state is
changed to PartPrefetch. When the last piece of completion
data arrives, the buffer’s state is changed from PartComplete
or PartPrefetch to Complete or Prefetch, respectively. When
the requesting device resubmits a retried read request and
hits the buffer, any valid completion data is given to the
master if the buffer is in the Complete, Prefetch,
PartComplete, or PartPrefetch state. If the master does not
take all of the data before disconnecting, the buffer’s state is
changed to Prefetch or PartPrefetch to indicate that the
unclaimed data is considered to be prefetch data. If the
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master takes the last piece of data when the buffer is in the
Complete or Prefetch state, the buffer’s state is changed to
Empty.

If a flush signal is received while a buffer is in the Prefetch
state, the prefetch data in the buffer is discarded and the
buffer state is changed to Empty. If a flush event occurs
while the buffer is in the PartPrefetch state and completion
data is still arriving, the buffer is changed to the Discard state
until all of the prefetch data arrives. When the transaction is
complete, the prefetch data is discarded and the buffer state
is changed to Empty. If the buffer is in the Complete or
PartComplete state when a flush signal is received, the
completion data is left in the buffer and the buffer state
remains unchanged. If the flush signal occurs because the
corresponding PCI device has issued a new request (i.e., a
request that is not currently enqueued and that “misses” all
of the completion buffers), as discussed below, the DCQ
allocates a new buffer for the transaction, as discussed
above. Therefore, a PCI device may have more than one
completion buffer allocated. Multiple buffers may be allo-
cated to a PCI device when the device has a buffer contain-

ing or awaiting completion data (i.e., the buffer is in the
Complete or PartComplete state) and the device issues a new
request. Because multi-threaded devices are the only devices
that can maintain multiple transactions at once, only multi-
threaded devices can have multiple completion buffers
reserved simultaneously.

Master Cycle Arbiter

The Master Cycle Arbiter (MCA) determines the execu-
tion order of posted memory write and delayed request
transactions while maintaining the ordering constraints
between posted memory write, delayed request, and delayed
completion cycles set forth in the PCI Spec 2.1. According
to the PCI Spec 2.1, the MCA must guarantee that executed
cycles maintain strong write ordering and that no deadlocks
occur. To ensure that no deadlocks will occur, posted
memory write cycles must be allowed to pass earlier
enqueued delayed request cycles, and to maintain the
required ordering constraints, delayed request cycles and
delayed completion cycles must never be allowed to pass
earlier-enqueued posted memory write cycles.

Referring to FIG. 70, the MCA uses two transaction
queues, a transaction run queue (TRQ) (or transaction
execution queue) 2270 and a transaction order queue (TOQ)
2272, to manage cycles enqueued in the PMWQ, DRQ, and
DCQ. An MCA control block 2274 receives transactions
from the PMWQ, DRQ, and DCQ in the form of four bit

validation request signals (pquivalid [3:0], drqivalid
[3:0], and dcqivalid [3:0]) and outputs run commands in the
form of four bit run signals (mcairunipqu [3:0], mcai
runidrq [3:0], and mcairunidcq [3:0]). The transactions
are moved into and out of the TRQ 2270 and TOQ 2272 by
a TRQ control block 2276 and a TOQ control block 2278,
respectively.

Referring also to FIG. 71, the TRQ 2270 is the queue from
which the MCA determines the transaction execution order.

Transactions in the TRQ 2270 can be executed in any order
without violating the transaction ordering rules, but once a
posted memory write cycle is placed in the TRQ 2270, no
other cycle can be placed in the TRQ 2270 until the posted
memory write is removed. Transactions in the TRQ 270 are
tried in circular order and generally are completed in the
order they were received. However, if a transaction in the
TRQ 2270 is retried on the PCI bus, the MCA may select the
next transaction in the TRQ 2270 to be tried on the PCI bus.

Because delayed completion transactions are slave cycles
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rather than master cycles, they are never placed in the TRQ
2270. Furthermore, because delayed completion information
may be made available to the requesting device as soon as
it enters the DCQ if no posted memory write cycles are
pending in the PMWQ, delayed completion transactions are
placed in the TOQ 2272 only when a posted memory write
cycle is pending in the TRQ 2270, as discussed in more
detail below.

The TRQ 2270 is a circular queue that holds up to four
transactions at once. Because the MCA must always be able
to run at least one posted memory write transaction to
preserve the required ordering constraints, the TRQ 2270
can never hold more than three delayed request transactions
at once. Furthermore the TRQ can hold only one posted
write transaction at a time because posted writes cannot be
passed by any later-initiated transaction, including other
posted writes. Each slot 280a—d in the TRQ 2270 contains
three bits of information: a one bit cycle type indicator 2282
(which equals “1” for posted memory write transactions and
“0” for delayed request transactions), and a two bit valid
pointer 2284, the four possible values of which identify
which of the buffers in the PMWQ or the DRQ the enqueued
transactions occupy. The TRQ 2270 also includes an input/
output enable block 2286 that determines when a transaction
may be moved into or out of the TRQ 2270, an input logic
block 2288 that controls the placement of a transaction into
the TRQ 2270, and an output logic block 2290 that controls
removal of a transaction from the TRQ 2270. These logic
blocks contain standard queue management circuitry.

A circular input pointer 2292 selects the next available
slot for placement of an incoming transaction. The input
pointer is circular to maintain, as much as possible, histori-
cal order of the incoming transactions.

A circular output pointer 2294 arbitrates between the
transactions in the TRQ 2270 and determines their order of

execution. The output pointer 2294 always begins with the
top slot 2286a in the TRQ 2270 at startup and progresses
circularly through the TRQ 2270. The output pointer 2294
may be configured to operate in either infinite retry or zero
retry mode by setting or clearing, respectively, an infinite
retry bit in the configuration registers (cfg2qiinfretry). In
infinite retry mode, the output pointer 2294 remains on a
transaction until the transaction is run successfully on the
PCI bus. In zero retry mode, the output pointer 2294 is
incremented each time a transaction is tried on the bus (i.e.,
q2pificycicomplete was asserted on the previous PCI
clock cycle), regardless of whether the transaction com-
pletes successfully or is retried. Because the PCI Spec 2.1
mandates that posted memory write transactions be allowed
to bypass delayed request transactions, the output pointer
2294 in at least one of the bridge chips must be configured
to operate in zero retry mode. Here, the downstream chip
always is configured to operate in zero retry mode.
Alternatively, the output pointer may be configured to oper-
ate in finite retry mode, in which each transaction may be
attempted on the PCI bus a predetermined number (e.g.,
three) of times before the output pointer increments. Both
the upstream and downstream chips can be configured to
operate in finite retry mode with violating the ordering
constraints of the PCI Spec 2.1. In any case, the output
pointer tries to maintain the historical order of transactions
stored in the TRQ 2270, incrementing only when a trans-
action cannot be completed successfully on the target PCI
bus.

When a posted memory write or delayed request cycle is
popped out of the TOQ 2272 (newitoqicycle is asserted),
as discussed below, or when the TOQ 2272 is not enabled
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(Itoqienabled) and a new cycle is received by the MCA
(newivalidiset), the cycle type bit and valid bits for the
new cycle are loaded into the next empty slot in the TRQ. If
the cycle is coming from the TOQ 2272, the valid bits and
cycle type bit are provided by TOQ valid and cycle type
signals (toqivalid [1:0] and toqicyctype [0]), respectively.
Otherwise, the new cycle information is provided by MCA
valid and cycle type signals (divalido [1:0] and dicyctype
[0]). Gates 2296 and 2298 and multiplexers 2300 and 2302
are arranged to control the selection of cycles to be loaded
into the TRQ 2270. When a cycle is successfully run on the
PCI bus, the cycle is removed from the transaction order
queue and its cycle type bit and valid bits are provided to the
MCA control block 2274 as TRQ cycle type and valid
signals (trqicyctype [0] and trqivalido [1:0]), respectively.

The TRQ control block 2276 generates a trqipmw signal
that indicates when a posted memory write transaction is
enqueued in the TRQ 2270. When this signal is asserted,
subsequently issued delayed request and delayed completion
transactions must be enqueued in the TOQ 2272, as dis-
cussed below. The trqipmw signal is asserted when the
MCA control block 2274 has instructed the TRQ 2270 to

enqueue a new posted memory write cycle (trqisloti
validiset does not equal “0000” and ditrqicyctype equals
“1”), or, alternatively, when any of the TRQ slots 2280a—d
contains a cycle (trqislotivalid [3:0] does not equal
“0000”), at least one of the cycles is a posted memory write
cycle (trqicyctype equals “1”), and the posted memory
write cycle has not been cleared from the corresponding slot
2280a—d (Itrqislotivalidirst [3:0]). Gates 2304, 2306,
2308, 2310, and 2312 are arranged to generate the trqipmw
signal in this manner.

Referring now to FIG. 72, the TOQ 2272 is a first-in-
first-out (FIFO) queue that retains the historical order of
transactions received by the bridge after a posted memory
write transaction is placed in the TRQ 2270. Because all
transactions must wait for earlier-issued posted memory
writes to run, all transactions including posted memory
write, delayed request, and delayed completion transactions,
are placed in the TOQ 2270 when a posted memory write is
enqueued in the TRQ 2270. Transactions in the TOQ 2272
must remain in the TOQ 2272 until the posted memory write
transaction is removed from the TRQ 2270.

The TOQ 2270, which has eight slots 2314a—h, can hold
up to three posted memory write transactions (the fourth will
be stored in the TRQ 2270), three delayed request
transactions, and four delayed completion transactions. Each
of the slots 2314a—h in the TOQ 2272 contains two cycle
type bits 2316 that identify the corresponding transaction
(“01” is a posted memory write, “00” is a delayed request,
and “1x” is a delayed completion) and two valid bits 2318
that identify which of the buffers in the PMWQ, DRQ, and
DCQ the corresponding transaction occupies. The TOQ
2272 also includes standard input and output logic blocks
2320 and 2322, which control the movement of transactions
into and out of the TOQ 2272.

The positions at which transactions are placed into and
removed from the TOQ 2272 are determined by a three bit
input counter 2326 (inputr [2:0]) and a three bit output
counter 2324 (outputr [2:0]), respectively. Both counters
begin at the first slot 2314a in the TOQ 2272 and increment
through the queue as transactions are entered into and
removed from the queue. The input counter 2326 increments
on the rising edge of every PCI clock cycle at which the
TOQ 2272 is enabled (toqienabled is asserted) and the
MCA control block 2274 provides a new cycle to the TOQ
2272 (newivalidiset is asserted). The valid bits and cycle
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type bits for each new cycle are provided by the MCA valid
and cycle type signals (divalido [1:0] and dicyctype
[1:0]). The output counter 2324 increments on the rising
edge of each PCI clock cycle at which the MCA control
block 2274 instructs the TOQ 2272 to move to the next cycle
(nextitoqicycle is asserted) and the TOQ 2272 is not
empty (i.e., inputr [2:0] does not equal outputr [2:0]). Cycles
exiting the TOQ 2272 are represented by TOQ valid and
cycletype signals (toqivalido [1:0] and toqicyctypeo
[1:0]). Gates 2328 and 2330 and comparator 2332 are
arranged to properly clock the input pointer 2326 and output
pointer 2324.

When a delayed request transaction or posted memory
write transaction is popped out of the TOQ 2272, the
transaction is placed in the TRQ 2270 to await arbitration.
But because delayed completion transactions are target
transactions and not master transactions, delayed comple-
tions are not placed in the TRQ 2270. Instead, delayed
completions are simply popped out of the TOQ 2272 and
used to validate the corresponding data in the DCQ data
buffers. However, as long as a posted memory write trans-
action is enqueued in the TRQ 2270, all delayed completions
must be placed in the TOQ 2272, even when two or more
delayed completions correspond to the same delayed request
and therefore the same delayed completion buffer, as
described above.

Referring to FIGS. 73A through 73D, the MCA control
block 2274 controls the flow of transactions through the
MCA. As discussed above, the PMWQ, DRQ, and DCQ
request validation of transactions held in the queues by
providing four bit validation signals pquivalid [3:0],
drqivalid [3:0], and dcqivalid [3:0], respectively, to the
MCA. Among these signals, only one bit can change during
each clock pulse since only a single new transaction can be
placed into the queue block on each clock pulse. Therefore,
the MCA control block identifies new validation requests by
watching for the changing bits in the pquivalid, drqi
valid, and dcqivalid signals. To do so, the MCA control
block latches and inverts each signal at the rising edge of
every PCI clock to create a delayed, inverted signal and
compares the delayed, inverted signal to the current signal
(i.e., the signal at the next clock pulse). Since only a newly
changed bit will have the same value as its delayed and
inverted counterpart, the MCA control block is able to detect
which bit changed. Using flip-flops 2340, 2342, and 2344
and gates 2346, 2348, and 2350, the MCA controller gen-
erates newipquivalid [3:0], newidrqivalid [3:0], and
newidcqivalid [3:0] signals which, at each clock pulse,
together identify whether the PMWQ, DRQ, or DCQ, if any,
submitted a new transaction for validation and which buffer

in the corresponding queue contains the new transaction.
Referring also to FIG. 74, the MCA control block uses a
look-up table 2352 to convert the twelve bits of the newi
pquivalid, newidrqivalid, and newidcqivalid sig-
nals into the two bit divalid [1:0] and dicyctype [1:0]
signals provided to the TRQ and TOQ, as discussed above.

The MCA controller enables the TOQ by latching the
toqienabled signal to a value of “1” when either the
trqipmw is asserted, indicating that a posted memory write
cycle is enqueued in the TRQ, or when the toqienable
signal already is asserted and the TOQ is not empty (Itoqi
empty). Gates 2354 and 2356 and flip-flop 2358 are arranged
to generate toqienabled in this manner.

The MCA control block asserts the newitoqicycle
signal, which instructs the TRQ to enqueue the cycle being
popped out of the TOQ, when there was not a posted
memory write cycle in the TRQ during the previous clock
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cycle (Islitrqipmw), when the TOQ is not empty (Itoqi
empty), and when the cycle being popped out of the TOQ is
not a delayed completion transaction (I(toqicyctypeo [1]:
“DC”)). The MCA controller uses gate 2360 to generate the
newitoqicycle signal.

The nextitoqicycle signal, which is used to increment
the TOQ output counter to the next cycle in the TOQ, is
asserted when the TOQ is not empty (Itoqiempty) and
either when no posted memory write cycles currently are
enqueued in the TRQ (Itrqipmw) and the next cycle in the
TOQ is a delayed completion (toqicyctype [1]=“DC”) or
when the next TOQ cycle is a posted memory write or
delayed request transaction (I(toqicyctype [1]=“DC”)) and
there were no posted memory write transactions during the
previous clock cycle (Islitrqipmw). The control block
uses gates 2362, 2364, 2366, and 2368 to generate the
nextitoqicycle signal.

The MCA controller generates the mcairunidcq [3:0]
signal to indicate that a delayed completion transaction has
been popped out of the TOQ. When the TRQ contains no
posted memory write cycles (Itrqipmw), the TOQ is not
empty (Itoqiempty), and the TOQ cycle is a delayed
completion (toqicyctype [1]=“DC”), the mcairunidcq
[3:0] signal takes on the value of the decoded toqivalido
[1:0] signal, discussed above. Otherwise, the mcairunidcq
[3:0] signal equals “0000”. Gate 2370, decoder 2372, and
multiplexer 2374 are arranged to generate mcairunidcq
[3:0] in this manner.

The MCA control block generates newimcairunidr
[3:0] and newimcairunipmw [3:0] signals to indicate that
it has a new delayed request transaction and a posted
memory write transaction, respectively, to be enqueued. The
newimcairunidr [3:0] signal takes on the value of the
2x4 decoded divalido [1:0] signal, discussed above, when
the new cycle is a delayed request cycle (dicyctype [0]:
“DR”). Otherwise, all bits of the newimca runidr signal
are set to zero. Likewise, the newimcairunipmw [3:0]
signal takes on the value of the 2x4 decoded divalido [1:0]
signal when the new cycle is a posted memory write
transaction and is set to “0000” otherwise. Decoders 2376

and 2380 and multiplexers 2378 and 2382 are arranged to
generate the newimcairunidr and newimcairunipmw
signals in this manner.

The MCA controller generates toqimcairunidr [3:0]
and toqimcairunipmw [3:0] signals to indicate when a
new delayed request transaction or posted memory write
transaction, respectively, has popped out of the TOQ. The
toqimcairunidr [3:0] signal takes on the value of the 2x4
decoded toqivalido [1:0] signal when a delayed request
cycle is popped out of the TOQ and a value of “0000”
otherwise. Likewise, the toqimca runipmw [3:0] signal
takes on the value of the 2x4 decoded toqivalido [1:0]
signal when a posted memory write cycle pops out of the
TOQ and a value of “0000” otherwise. Decoders 2384 and

2388 and multiplexers 2386 and 2390 are used to generate
the toqimca runidr and toqimcairunipmw signals in
this manner.

The MCA controller generates trqimcairunidr [3:0]
and trqimcairunipmw [3:0] signals to indicate when a
new delayed request transaction or posted memory write
transaction, respectively, has won the arbitration in the TRQ
and is ready to be run on the PCI bus. The trqimcairunidr
[3:0] signal takes on the value of the 2x4 decoded trqi
valido [1:0] signal when a delayed request cycle has won the
arbitration and the TRQ is not empty. The trqimca runidr
[3:0] takes on a value of “0000” otherwise. Likewise, the
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trqimcairunipmw [3:0] signal takes on the value of the
2x4 decoded trqivalido [1:0] signal when a posted memory
write cycle has won the arbitration and the TRQ is not
empty. The trqimcairunipmw [3:0] signal is set to a value
of “0000” otherwise. Gates 2392 and 2398, decoders 2394
and 2400, and multiplexers 2396 and 2402 are used to
generate the trqimcairunidr and trqimcairunipmw
signals in this manner.

When the TRQ is empty, the MCA may issue a request to
run the next transaction in the TOQ while the transaction is

being placed in the TRQ. When both the TRQ and the TOQ
are empty, transactions may begin to run even before they
have been enqueued into TRQ. Therefore, the MCA control
block includes logic that determines when the newimcai
run or toqimcairun signals may be used a synchronously
to indicate that a transaction may be tried on the PCI bus. By
converting the newimcairun and toqimcairun signals
into asynchronous run signals, the MCA controller saves a
PCI clock wait state. When the newivalidiset signal is
asserted by the MCA control block and the TOQ is not
enabled (Itoqienabled), the asyncimcairunidr [3:0] and
asyncimcairunipmw [3:0] signals take on the values of
the newimcairunidr [3:0] and newimcairunipmw
[3:0] signals, respectively. Otherwise, the asynchronous run
signals take on the values of the toqimcairunidr [3:0] and
toqimcairunipmw [3:0] signals. The MCA controller
uses gate 2404 and multiplexers 2406 and 2408 to generate
the asychronous run signals.

When a PCI bus master has completed a transaction
(sliq2pificycicomplete is asserted), the TRQ is not
empty (Itrqiempty) and is configured for operation in the
zero retry mode (Icfg2qiinfretry), and either a new trans-
action has popped out of the TOQ (newitoqicycle) or the
TOQ is not enabled (Itoqienabled) and the MCA has
received a new cycle to be validated (newivalidiset), the
MCA cannot select a cycle to run on the PCI bus, so both the
mcairunidr [3:0] and mcairunipmw [3:0] signals are set
to “0000”. Otherwise, if the TRQ is empty (trqiempty) and
either a new transaction has popped out of the TOQ (newi
toqicycle) or the TOQ is not enabled (Itoqienabled) and
the MCA has received a new cycle to be validated (newi
validiset), then the mcairunidr [3:0] and mcairunipmw
[3:0] signals take on the value of the asynchronous run
signals, asyncimcairunidr [3:0] and asyncimcairuni
pmw [3:0], respectively. Otherwise, the mcairunidr [3:0]
signal takes on the value of the trqimcairunidr [3:0]
signal and the mcairunipmw [3:0] signal takes on the
value of the trqirunipmw [3:0] signal ANDed with vali-
dation request signal from the PMWQ (pquivalid [3:0]).
Gates 2410, 2412, 2414, 2416, and 2418 and multiplexers
2420, 2422, 2424, and 2426 are arranged to generate the
MCA run signals in this manner.

The Queue-Block-to-PCI-Interface (QPIF)

Referring again to FIG. 4 and to FIG. 75, the QPIF 148
governs the flow of transactions between the queue block
127 and the PCI bus 32. The QPIF 148 also delivers
transactions initiated on the PCI bus 32 to the cable interface

130. The QPIF 148 operates in two modes: master mode and
slave mode. In the master mode, the QPIF 148 has control
of the PCI bus and therefore executes transactions intended

for target devices on the bus. A master state machine 2500
in the QPIF 148 retrieves transactions from the PMWQ and
DRQ and executes them on the PCI bus when the QPIF is
in the master mode. In the slave mode, the QPIF 148
receives transactions initiated by a device on the PCI bus and
either provides the requested information to the initiating
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device (if the information is available) or retries the initiat-
ing device (if the transaction is a delayed request) and
forwards the transaction to the upstream chip. The transac-
tion also is retried if the corresponding one of the transaction
counters 159 indicates that the other bridge chip is full, as
discussed above. A slave state machine 2502 receives an

incoming transaction from the PCI bus and then checks the
DCQ for a corresponding completion message and/or for-
wards the transaction to a cable message generator 2504,
which in turn forwards the transaction through the cable to
the upstream bridge chip.

Referring also to FIGS. 76A and 76B, the QPIF includes
address and data latching logic 2506 that latches the incom-
ing address phase and data phase information associated
with each transaction initiated by a device on the PCI bus.
The QPIF slave state machine 2502 controls operation of the
address and data latching logic 2506. When a new transac-
tion initiated on the PCI bus is intended for the QPIF, the
slave state machine 2502 asserts an address phase latching
signal (regilatchifirstirequest) indicating that the address
phase information should be latched from the PCI bus. At
the next falling edge of the PCI clock signal, the assertion of
the regilatchifirstirequest signal causes a delayed address
phase latching signal (dlyiregilatchifirstirequest) to be
asserted. When both the original and the delayed address
phase latching signals are asserted, the latching logic 2506
generates a first latching signal (latch1). Flip-flop 2508 and
gate 2510 are arranged to generate the first latching signal in
this manner.

The latching logic 2506 loads the address phase informa-
tion from the PCI bus (via the PCI interface) into three
address phase registers when the first latching signal is
asserted. The first register is a thirty-bit address register
2512 that indicates the starting address of the current trans-
action. When the first latching signal is asserted, the address
signal from the PCI interface (p2qiad [31:2]) is loaded into
the address register 2512. The address register 2512 outputs
the address signal used by the QPIF (q2pifiaddr [31:2]) The
second register is a four bit command register 2514 that
receives the PCI command code from the PCI bus (p2qi
cmd [3:0]) and outputs the QPIF command signal (q2pifi
cmd [3:0]). The third register is a three bit slot selection
register 2516 that receives the p2qislot [2:0] signal indi-
cating which PCI device is the current bus master and
outputs the QPIF slot selection signal (q2pifislot [2:0]).

When the address phase of the PCI transaction ends, the
slave state machine 2502 asserts a data phase latching signal
(regilatchisecondirequest) indicating that the data phase
information should be latched from the PCI bus. At the next

falling edge of the PCI clock signal, the asserted reLlatchi
firstirequest signal causes a delayed data phase latching
signal (dlyiregilatchisecondirequest) to be asserted.
When both the original and the delayed data phase latching
signals are asserted, the latching logic 2506 generates a
second latching signal (latch2). Flip-flop 2518 and gate 2520
are arranged to generate the second latching signal in thismanner.

The latching logic 2506 then loads the data phase infor-
mation from the PCI bus (via the PCI interface) into three
data phase registers when the second latching signal is
asserted. The first data phase register is a thirty-two bit data
register 2522 that receives the data associated with the
current transaction on the PCI address/data lines (p2qiad
[31:0]) and outputs the QPIF data signal (q2pifidata
[31:0]). The second data phase register is a four bit enable
register 2524 that receives enable bits from the PCI bus
(p2qicbe [3:0]) and outputs the QPIF byte enable signal
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(q2pif byteien [3:0]). The third register is a three bit lock
register 2526 that receives the PCI lock signal (p2qilock)
indicating that the current transaction should be run as a
locked transaction and outputs the QPIF lock signal (q2pifi
lock).

Referring again to FIG. 75 and also to FIG. 77, the QPIF
includes a “lock” logic block 2528 that controls the “lock”
state of the QPIF. The QPIF has three lock states: an

unlocked state 2530 (lockistate [1:0]=“00”) that indicates
that no locked transactions are pending in the DCQ; a locked
state 2532 (lockistate [1:0]=“01) indicating that a locked
transaction has been received in the DCQ or is completing
on the PCI bus; and an unlocked-but-retry state 2534 (locki
state [1:0]=“10”) that indicates that the lock has been
removed but that a posted memory write transaction pending
in the other bridge chip must be run before the next
transaction can be accepted.

At power-up and reset, the lock logic 2528 enters the
unlocked state 2530 and waits for a locked transaction to

enter the DCQ (indicated by the assertion of the dcqilocked
signal). At the first clock pulse after the dcqilocked signal
is asserted, the lock logic enters the locked state 2532, which
forces the QPIF slave state machine 2502 to retry all
transaction requests from the PCI bus. The PCI interface
also asserts a lock signal (p2qilock) that indicates it has
locked the PCI bus for the transaction. After the locked

transaction has completed and the requesting device has
retrieved the locked completion data from the DCQ, the
dcqilocked signal is deasserted. At the first clock pulse after
the dcqilocked is deasserted, while the p2qilock signal is
still asserted, if no posted memory writes are pending in the
other bridge chip (i.e., the pmwiempty signal is asserted by
the cable decoder), the lock logic 2528 returns to the
unlocked state 2530 and the slave state machine 2502 again
is able to accept transaction requests. However, if the
pwmiempty signal is not asserted at the first clock pulse
after the dcqilock signal is deasserted, the lock logic 2528
enters the unlocked-but-retry state 2534, which forces the
slave state machine 2502 to retry all transactions until the
posted memory write cycle is completed on the other PCI
bus. After the posted memory write cycle is complete, the
pwmiempty signal is asserted, and the lock logic 2528
returns to the unlocked state 2530.

Referring again to FIG. 75 and also to FIG. 78, the QPIF
includes buffer flush logic 2536 that determines when the
DCQ should flush data from one or all of its data buffers. As

discussed above, the PCI interface in the downstream chip
generates a p2qifiush signal when the upstream chip issues
an I/O or config write or a memory write that hits the target
memory range register (TMRR) of a downstream device.
The QPIF buffer flush logic 2536 asserts a QPIF flush signal
(generalifiush) that flushes the corresponding data buffer or
all data buffers (depending upon the value of the p2qislot
signal, as discussed above) when the p2qifiush signal is
received. Otherwise, the buffer flush logic 2536 asserts the
general flush signal only when a device on the secondary bus
issues a delayed request that misses all of the DCQ buffers
when checked by the DCQ control logic (i.e., Idcqihit and
q2pificheckicyc are asserted). In either case, the generali
flush signal is used to flush only buffers that are in the
“prefetch” state, as discussed above. Therefore, prefetch
data is held in the DCQ until the PCI interface orders a flush

or until the corresponding PCI device issues a non-
sequential request (i.e., misses the DCQ). Gates 2538 and
2540 are arranged to generate the generalifiush signal in
this manner.

When a multi-threaded device has more than one comple-
tion buffer allocated, at least one of which contains prefetch
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data, the prefetch data remains in the corresponding buffer
as long as the device does not issue a request that misses all
of the DCQ buffers. As soon as the device issues a new

request, all of its prefetch buffers are flushed. Alternatively,
a prefetch buffer associated with a multi-threaded device
could be flushed as soon as the device issues a request that
hits another DCQ buffer.

Referring again to FIG. 75, the QPIF includes a read
command logic block 2542 that receives read commands
from the PCI interface and prefetch commands from the
DCQ and provides an outgoing message command signal
(message cmd) to the cable. In non-streaming situations, the
outgoing message command may be same as the command
received from the PCI bus or the DCQ, or the read command
logic 2542 may convert the command into one involving a
greater amount of data. Because transactions executed
dword-by-dword take longer to complete on the host bus
than transactions involving an entire cache line of data, and
because single cache line transactions take longer to com-
plete on the host bus than multiple cache line transactions,
the read command logic often promotes “smaller” com-
mands into “larger” ones to reduce the number of clock
cycles consumed by the transaction (“read promotion”). For
example, when a device on the secondary PCI bus issues a
memory read command and then asks for every dword of
data in a cache line, the read command logic 2542 is able to
reduce the host latency by promoting the PCI command to
a memory read line, which allows the upstream chip to read
the entire cache line of data at once instead of reading each
dword individually.

Referring also to FIG. 79, when the DCQ indicates that a
read stream has been established (i.e., dcqistreamiconnect
is asserted), as discussed above, the read command logic
2542 generates a message command of “1000”, which
informs the upstream chip that a stream is occurring. When
no stream has been established, the read command logic
2542 must decide whether to send a memory read, memory
read line, or memory read multiple command. If the com-
mand received from the PCI bus is a memory read (MR)
command (q2picmd [2:0] equals “0110”) and the corre-
sponding memory-read-to-memory-read-line promotion bit
(cfg2qimr2mrl) in the configuration registers is set, the
read command logic 2542 generates a memory read line
command (“1110”). On the other hand, if the PCI command
is a memory read command and the corresponding memory-
read-to-memory-read-multiple bit (cfg2qimr2mrm) is set,
or if the command is a memory read line command (q2pifi
cmd [3:0] equals “1110”) from the PCI bus or a prefetch line
command (dcqiprefetchiline is asserted) from the DCQ
and the corresponding memory-read-line-to-memory-read-
multiple bit (cfg2qimr12mrm) is set, or if the command is
a prefetch multiple command (dcqiprefetchimul) from the
DCQ, the read command logic 2542 generates a memory
read multiple command (i.e., messageicmd equals “1100”).
If the command is a prefetch line command and the corre-
sponding memory-read-line-to-memory-read-multiple bit is
not set, the read command logic 2542 generates a MRL
command (“1110”). Otherwise, the read command logic
2542 outputs the received PCI command (q2pificmd [2:0])
as the message command signal. Gates 2544, 2546, 2548,
2550, 2552, 2554, 2556, and 2558 and multiplexers 2560,
2562, and 2564 are arranged to generate the messageicmd
signal in this manner.

Referring again to FIG. 75, when the QPIF is operating in
the master mode and has received control of the bus to run

a transaction stored in the PMWQ, a write command logic
block 2566 generates the command code that is executed on
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the PCI bus. To reduce transaction time as discussed above,
the write command logic can convert memory write (MW)
commands, which involve data transfers one dword at a time
into memory write and invalidate commands (MWI), which
involve transfers of at least one entire cache line of data. The

write command logic block 2566 can convert a command
midstream when, e.g., the transaction begins as a memory
write in the middle of a cache line and contains data crossing
the next cache line boundary and including all eight dwords
of data in the next cache line. In this situation, the write
command logic 2566 terminates the memory write transac-
tion when it reaches the first cache line boundary and
initiates a memory write and invalidate transaction to trans-
fer the next full cache line of data. The write command logic
2566 also may terminate a MWI transaction midstream in
favor of a MW transaction if less than a cache line of data

is to be written to the target bus after a cache line boundary
is crossed.

Referring again to FIG. 75 and also to FIG. 80, the slave
state machine 2502 also maintains two counters that indicate

when a posted write transaction initiated on the PCI bus
should be terminated. A 4K page boundary counter 2594
generates a page count signal (pageicountireg [1122]) that
indicates when data transferred from the PCI bus reaches a

4K page boundary. Because a single memory access is not
allowed to cross a 4K page boundary, the posted write
transaction must be terminated on the initiating bus when a
boundary is reached. The 4K page boundary counter 2594 is
loaded with the third through twelfth bits of the transaction
address (q2pifiaddr [1122]) when the state machine asserts
a loadiwriteicounter signal (the circumstances surround-
ing assertion of this signal are discussed in more detail
below). The counter 2594 then increments by one at the
rising edge of each clock pulse after the loadiwritei
counter signal is deasserted. The counter 2594 is not incre-
mented on clock pulses during which the initiating device
has inserted an initiator wait state (i.e., p2qiirdy asserted).
The output of gate 2592 determines when the counter is
allowed to increment. When all bits in the pageicountireg
[1122] signal are high, a 4K page boundary has been reached
and the slave state machine must terminate the posted write
transaction and retry the initiating device.

A dword counter 2598 generates a pmwicounter [520]
signal that indicates the number of dwords written from the
initiating bus during a posted write transaction. The pmwi
counter [520] signal then is used to indicate when an over-
flow has occurred or when the last line of the transaction has

been reached, as discussed below. When the slave state
machine 2503 asserts the loadiwriteicounter signal, the
third through fifth bits of the address signal (q2pifiaddr
[422]) are loaded into the lower three bits of the counter
2598, while the upper three bits are set to zero. This address
offset indicates at which dword in a cache line the posted
write transaction has started. The counter 2598 then incre-

ments by one at the rising edge of each clock pulse after the
loadiwriteicounter signal is deasserted. The counter 2598
is not incremented on clock pulses during which the initi-
ating device has inserted an initiator wait state (i.e., p2qi
irdy asserted). The output of gate 2596 determines when the
counter is allowed to increment. When all bits in the

pmwicounter [520] signal are high, the posted write has
reached the end of the eighth cache line.

Referring to FIGS. 81A through 81C, the write command
logic block 2566 generates a four bit write command signal
(writeicmd [320]) indicating the command code of the
posted write transaction to be executed on the PCI bus. If the
command code stored in the PMWQ represents a memory
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write and invalidate command (pquicmd [3]=“1”), the
write command logic 2566 generates a write command code
of “1111”. If the PMWQ command code represents a
memory write command, the write command logic 2566
looks at the memory-write-to-memory-write-and-invalidate
configuration bit (cfg2qimw2mwi) corresponding to the
target PCI slot. If the cfg2qimw2mwi bit is not set, the
write command logic 2566 produces a memory write com-
mand (“0111”). If the configuration bit is set, the write
command logic 2566 generates a MWI command if the next
line in the PMWQ data buffer is full (pquifulliis
asserted) and generates a MW command otherwise. Multi-
plexers 2568 and 2570 are arranged to generate the writei
cmd signal in this manner.

When the QPIF is executing a transaction on the PCI bus
and has reached a cache line boundary, the write command
logic 2566 may assert a newiwriteicmd signal indicating
that the current transaction must be terminated in favor of a
new write command. If the transaction has reached the last

cache line in the PMWQ data buffer (i.e., pquipointer
[523] equals “111”), the newiwrite command signal is
asserted to indicate that the transaction should be terminated

if the next PMWQ buffer is not an overflow buffer contain-

ing valid data, if the corresponding cfg2qimw2mwi bit is
not set, or if the fulliline bits corresponding to the current
cache line and the next cache line are different (i.e., pqui
fulli7] does not equal pquinextifulliline). If the
transaction has not reached the end of the PMWQ buffer, the

newiwriteicmd signal is asserted either if the next line in
the PMWQ buffer does not contain valid data (Ipqui
validilines [x+1]) or if the cfg2qimw2mwi bit is set and
the full line bits for the current line and the next line are

different (i.e., pquifullix] does not equal pquifulli
[x+1]). Gates 2572, 2574, 2576, 2578, and 2580 and mul-
tiplexer 2582 are arranged to generate the newiwrite com-
mand signal in this manner.

After the newiwriteicmd signal is asserted, the trans-
action is not terminated until the write command logic block
2566 asserts a synchronous new write command signal
(heldinewiwriteicmd). The heldinewiwriteicmd sig-
nal is asserted at the first clock pulse after the newiwritei
cmd signal is asserted and the endiofiline signal is
asserted indicating that the end of the cache line has been
reached, as long as the PCI interface has not terminated the
transaction (i.e., p2qistartipulse is asserted). The heldi
newiwrite command is deasserted at reset and at the first

clock pulse after the newiwriteicmd, endiofiline, and
p2qistartipulse signals are deasserted and the QPIF ter-
minates the transaction (i.e., the asynchronous earlyicyci
complete signal is asserted). Otherwise, the heldinewi
writeicmd signal retains its current value. Gates 2584 and
2586, inverter 2588, and flip-flop 2590 are arranged to
generate the heldinewiwriteicmd signal in this manner.

Referring again to FIG. 75 and also to FIG. 82A, the QPIF
includes an overflow logic block 2600 that allows the master
state machine 2500 to manage overflow data, if any, when
executing a posted write transaction on the target bus. When
the QPIF receives a transaction run signal (mcairunipmw
or mcairunidr, discussed above) from the MCA, the
overflow logic 2600 generates a two bit initial queue selec-
tion signal (startiqueueiselect [220]) indicating which of
the buffers in the PMWQ or DRQ should be selected to run

the current transaction. The following table shows how the
startiqueueiselect signal is generated.
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Creation of startigueueiselect signal

MCA Run Code

{mcairunipmw, mcairunidr} startiqueueiselect
00000001 00
00000010 01
00000100 10
00001000 11
00010000 00
00100000 01
01000000 10
10000000 11

When the QPIF is executing a posted write transaction on
the target bus, a two bit QPIF queue selection signal
(q2pifiqueueiselect [1:0]) is used to select the appropriate
buffer in the PMWQ. When the transaction is initiated, the
master state machine 2500 asserts a queue selection signal
(initialiqueueiselect) that causes the q2pifiqueueiselect
signal to take on the value of the initial queue selection
signal (startiqueueiselect). At the same time, a queue
selection counter 2602 is loaded with the value of the

startiqueueiselect signal. After the initialiqueueiselect
signal is deasserted, the q2pifiqueueiselect signal takes on
the value of the countiqueueiselect signal generated by the
counter 2602. When the posted memory write transaction
overflows into the next PMWQ buffer, the master state
machine 2500 asserts an increment queue selection signal
(inciqueueiselect) that causes the counter 2602 to incre-
ment by one. As a result, the q2pifiselectisignal is incre-
mented and the next buffer in the PMWQ is selected to

continue the transaction. Multiplexer 2604 determines the
value of the q2pifiqueueiselect signal.

Referring also to FIG. 82B, the overflow logic 2600 assets
an overflowinextiqueue signal when the master state
machine 2500 should continue pulling information from the
next PMWQ buffer during a posted memory write transac-
tion. Using the q2pifiqueueiselect [1:0] signal to deter-
mine which PMWQ is currently selected, the overflow logic
2600 asserts the overflowinextiqueue signal when the
valid bit (pquivalid) and the overflow bit (pqui
overflow) corresponding to the next PMWQ buffer are set.
The pquivalid and pquioverflow flags are discussed
above. Gates 2606, 2608, 2610, and 2612 and mulitplexer
2614 are arranged to generate the overflowinextiqueue
signal in this manner.

Referring again to FIG. 75, the QPIF includes a read align
logic block 2616 that allows the QPIF to correct misaligned
memory read line and memory read multiple transactions.
Read line correction occurs when the QPIF, while operating
in the master mode, receives a MRL or MRM transaction
that begins in the middle of a cache line. To reduce trans-
action time, the QPIF begins the read transaction on the
cache line boundary and ignores the unrequested dwords
instead of individually reading only the requested dwords of
data.

Referring also to FIG. 83, the read align logic 2616
activates the read alignment feature by asserting an aligni
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read signal. This signal is asserted when the command stored
in the corresponding DRQ buffer is a memory read line or
memory read multiple command (i.e., drqicmd [3:0] equals
“1110” or “1100”, respectively), and when the read align-
ment configuration bit (cfg2qireadialign) corresponding
to the target PCI device is set. Gates 2618 and 2620 are
arranged to produce the aligniread signal in this manner.

Referring also to FIGS. 84A through 84C, the read align
logic 2616 includes a read alignment down counter 2622
that counts the dwords from the cache line boundary and
indicates when the master state machine 2500 reaches the

first requested dword. The counter 2622 includes a state
machine 2624 that controls the operation of the counter
2622.

At reset, the counter 2622 enters an IDLEiCNT state
2626 in which no counting occurs. When the MCA instructs
the QPIF to run a delayed request transaction on the PCI bus
(i.e., when any bits in the mcairunidr [3:0] are asserted),
the QPIF asserts a delayed request run signal (anyidrqi
run) indicating that it is attempting to run a delayed request
transaction. While the counter is in the IDLEiCNT state

2622, its three bit output signal (throwicnt [2:0]) is loaded
with the dword offset of the transaction address (drqiaddr
[4:2]) when the anyirunidrq signal is asserted and the
QPIF gains control of the PCI bus (i.e., p2qiack is
asserted). Gate 2623 generates the load enable signal. Then,
at the rising edge of the next PCI clock cycle, the counter
2622 enters the COUNT state 2628. If the transaction begins
at a cache line boundary, the dword offset equals “000” and
no count is needed. When read alignment is activated, the
master state machine 2500 begins each MRL and MRM
transaction at the cache line boundary, regardless of the
actual starting address.

While in the COUNT state 2628, the counter 2622 dec-
rements by one on every clock pulse as long as the p2qiack
signal is asserted, throwicnt has not reached zero, the
transaction is in the data phase (i.e., the asynchronous signal
earyidataiis asserted), and the target device has not issued
a target ready wait state (Ip2qitrdy). Gate 2625 determines
when the counter is decremented. If the PCI interface takes

the bus away from the QPIF (p2qiack is deasserted) or if
the data phase ends (earlyidataiis deasserted), the counter
2622 stops decrementing and reenters the IDLEiCNT state
2626. If the throwicnt signal reaches “000” while the
p2qiack signal is still asserted, the counter 2622 stops
counting and enters the DONE state 2630. Otherwise, the
counter remains in the COUNT state 2628.

When the counter reaches “000”, the read align logic 2616
asserts a readidataistart signal that instructs the master
state machine 2500 to begin reading data from the target
device. Comparator 2632 generates the readidataistart
signal. After the readidataistart signal is asserted, the
counter 2622 remains in the DONE state 2630 until the data

phase ends (earlyidataiphase is deasserted).
Referring to FIG. 85, the master state machine controls

the operation of the QPIF when the QPIF is operating in the
master mode. In the master mode, the QPIF executes posted
write transactions and delayed request transactions on the
PCI bus. The following table shows the events causing state
transitions in the master state machine.

MASTER STATE MACHINE

Current
State Event Next State

IDLE A=(any,run&& I cable,busy&& Ip2qimasteridphase) IDLE
H (anyirunidrg && tcidcifull)
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-continued

MASTER STATE MACHINE

40

 
 

Current
State Event Next State

IDLE B: p2qiack && q2pidaciflag MASTERiDAC
IDLE C: p2qiack && anyidrgirun RDATAl
IDLE D: p2qiack && I(q2pidaciflag H anyidrqirun) WDATA1

MASTERiDAC E: p2qiack && anyidrqirun && p2qistartipulse RDATAl
F: p2qiack && p2qistart pulse &&Iany,drqirun WDATA1
G: Ip2qiack IDLE

RDATAl H: Ip2qiack IDLE
I: p2q-ack && p2qistartipulse RBURST
J: p2qiack && Ip2qistart-pulse RDATAl

RBURST K: Ip2qiack H p2qiretry H p2qitargetiabort H IDLE
(queueicycicomplete&& I(I 32qilastidphase&&
p2qimasteridphase && cdistream && streamimatch &&
Icngqistreamidisable)&& I32qitrdy) H
(readipageidisconnect&& Ip2qitrdy)

L: p2qiack && Ip2qiretry && Ip2qitargetiabort && RBURST
((readipageidisconnect && 32qitrdy) H (queueicyc,
complete && ((Ip2qilastidp1ase && p2qimasteridphase
&& cdistream && streamimatch && Icfs2qistreamidisable)
H p2qitrdy)) H Ip2qitrdy H otierwise)

WDATA1 M: Ip2qiack H p2qiretry H p2qitargetiabort H IDLE
((queueicycicomplete H helc inewiwriteicmd H
endiofiline && newiwriteicmd H p2qilastidphase
H a17p2qilastidphase)&& I32qitrdy)

N: p2ciack && Ip2qiretry && Ip2qitargetiabort WDATA1
&& (queueicycicomplete H 1eldinewiwriteicmd H
endiofiline && newiwriteicmd H p2qilastidphase H
s1,32q,last,dphase)&& p2qitrdy0: otherwise WDATA2

WDATA2 P: Ip2q,qckH(p2q,retry&&Ip2c,trdy)Hp2q,target,abort IDLE
Q: p2ciack && p2qiretry && p2qitrdy WRETRY
R: p2ciack && Ip2qiretry && Ip2qitargetiabort && WSHORTiBURST

(queueicycicomplete H endiofiline && newiwrite,
cmc) && (Ip2qitrdy H p2qistartipulse)S: otherwise WDATA2

WRETRY T: Always IDLE
WSHORTiBURST U: Ip2qiack H p2qiretry H p2qitargetiabort IDLE

V: p2ciack && Ip2qiretry && Ip2qitargetiabort WCOMPLETE
&&(overflowinextiqueue && Inewiwriteicmd
&& Ip2qitrdy) H Ip2qitrdy)

W: otherwise WSHORTiBURST
WCOMPLETE X: p2ciretry H p2qitargetiabort H (I(overflow,next, IDLE

queue && Inewiwriteicmd && Ip2qilastidphase)&&
Ip2citrdy)

Y: Ip2qiretru &&Ip2q,targetiabort && ((overflow, WDATA1
nextiqueue &&Inew,write,cmd && Ip2qilastidphase)
&&Ip2qitrdy)

Z: otherwise WCOMPLETE
Mster state transitions 

At reset, the master state machine enters an IDLE state
2700 in which the QPIF awaits instructions to run a trans-

action on the PCI bus. When the QPIF receives a run signal
from the MCA (anyirun is asserted when any bit in the
mcairunipmw signal or mcairunidr signal is asserted),
the cable is not busy delivering a message (Icableibusy),
and the PCI interface is not trying to finish the previous
transaction (Ip2qimasteridphase), the master state
machine attempts to run the transaction on the PCI bus. If the
transaction is a delayed request transaction (anyirunidrq is
asserted) and the other chip does not have room for a
delayed completion (tcidcifull is asserted) the master state
machine is not able to run the request and steps the MCA to
the next transaction. Otherwise, if the PCI interface has

given the QPIF control of the bus (p2qiack is asserted), the
master state machine begins to execute the transaction on the
PCI bus. In the IDLE state 2700, the master provides the
address phase information, discussed above, to the PCI bus.
If the transaction to be run is a dual address cycle (q2pifi
daciflag is asserted), the master state machine enters a
MASTERiDAC state 2702 in which the second half of the

50

55

60

65

address information is provided. If the transaction is not a
dual address cycle and is a delayed request transaction
(anyirunidrq is asserted), the master state machine then
enters an RDATAl read state 2704, in which the master state
machine begins the data phase of the delayed request
transaction. If the transaction is not a dual address cycle and
is not a delayed request, it is a posted memory write
transaction, so the master state machine enters a WDATA1
write state 2706, in which the master state machine enters
the data phase of the posted memory write transaction.

In the MASTERiDAC state 2704=2, the master state
machine provides the second half of the address phase
information. Then, if the quiack signal is still asserted and
the transaction is a delayed request, the master state machine
enters the RDATAl state 2704 when it receives the start

signal (p2qistartipulse) from the PCI interface. If the
transaction is not a delayed request, the master state machine
enters the WDATA1 state 2706 when it receives the PCI start

pulse. The master state machine also initiates a delayed
completion message on the cable when the PCI start pulse is
received by asserting an asynchronous completion message
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signal (earlyimasterisendimessage). If the p2qiack sig-
nal has been deasserted by the PCI interface, the master state
machine returns to the IDLE state 2700 and waits to retry the
transaction.

The RDATA1 state 2704 is the initial state for delayed
read and delayed write requests. In this state, the master state
machine waits for the PCI start pulse before entering an
RBURST burst data phase 2708. When the state machine
first enters the RDATA1 state 2704, it initiates a completion
message on the cable (if not already done in the MASTERi
DAC state 2702). Then, if the p2qiack is deasserted by the
PCI interface, the master state machine terminates the
transaction, steps the MCA to the next transaction, and
reenters the IDLE state 2700. Otherwise, when the PCI start
pulse appears, the master state machine prepares to enter the
RBURST state 2708. If the QPIF indicates the end of the

transaction (queueicycicomplete) or if the transaction has
reached a 4K page boundary (readipageidisconnect is
asserted because all bits in the drqiaddr [11:2] signal are
high), the master state machine deasserts the QPIF’s framei
signal and indicates that the next piece of data is the last
piece (asynchronous signal earlyilastimasteridata is
asserted) before entering the RBURST state 2708. The
master state machine also asserts an asynchronous earlyi
masterilastline signal, indicating that the last line of data
has been reached, if the readiPageidisconnectilastline
signal is asserted or if the DRQ last line signal (drqilastline)
is asserted and the QPIF has not received a streaming signal
from the other bridge chip (cdistream or streamimatch are
not asserted or ch2qistreamidisable is not set). If the PCI
start pulse is not asserted, the master state machine remains
in the RDATA1 state 2704 until the QPIF terminates the

transaction or a 4K page boundary is reached, which will
return the state machine to the IDLE state 2700, or until the
PCI start pulse appears, which forces the state machine to
enter the RBURST state 2708

In the RBURST state 2708, the master state machine
bursts data to the PCI bus. If a completion message has not
yet been initiated, the master state machine initiates a
completion message upon entering the RBURST state 2708.
Then, if the p2qiack signal is deasserted, or if the QPIF
transaction is retried by the PCI interface (p2qiretry is
asserted), or if the PCI interface aborts the transaction
(p2qitargetiabort is asserted), the master state machine
terminates the transaction on the PCI bus, aborts the comple-
tion message on the cable, and returns to the IDLE state.
When the p2qiack signal is taken away, the master cycle
arbiter continues to select the current transaction. But when

the transaction is retried or aborted, the master state machine
steps the MCA to the next transaction.

While the p2qiack signal is still asserted and the QPIF
transaction is not retried or aborted, the master state machine
nevertheless terminates the transaction and returns to the

IDLE state 2700 if a 4K page boundary is reached and the
PCI interface indicates that the target device has stopped
taking data (p2qitrdy is no longer asserted). If the target
device took the last piece of data, the master state machine
remains in the RBURST state 2708.

If the QPIF asserts the queueicycicomplete signal indi-
cating that the transaction has completed, the master in
general will terminate the transaction and return to the IDLE
state 2700 if the p2qitrdy signal is deasserted or remain in
the RBURST state 2708 until the last dword of data is

transferred if the p2qitrdy signal remains asserted.
However, if the transaction is in the data phase and is not in
the last data phase (p2qimasteridphase and Ip2qilasti
dphase) and a stream has been established with the other
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bridge chip (cdistream and streamimatch and Icfg2qi
streamidisable), the master state machine will remain in the
RBURST phase indefinitely. When the QPIF is streaming,
the master state machine asserts a streaming signal (q2pifi
streaming) that forces the QPIF to continue to provide data
to the requesting device on the other PCI bus until that
device terminates the transaction.

If the p2qiack signal remains asserted and neither the
p2qiretry, p2qitargetiabort, or queueicycicomplete
signals are asserted, the master state machine looks at the
p2qitrdy signal. If the signal is not asserted, indicating that
the target device has taken or provided the last piece of data,
the master state machine asserts its next data signal (earlyi
nextidata), which indicates that the QPIF is ready to
transfer another piece of data. The next data signal is
asserted only if the transaction is not a corrected read
(aligniread is not asserted) or if the transaction is a cor-
rected read and the readidataistart signal has been
asserted. If the p2qitrdy signal is asserted, indicating that
the target has not performed the last data transfer, the state
machine remains in the RBURST state 2708.

In the WDATA1 state 2706, the master state machine
begins the data phase of a posted memory write transaction.
If the p2qiack signal is deasserted or the p2qiretry or
p2qitargetiabort signals are asserted while the master state
machine is in this state, the transaction is terminated on the
PCI bus and the state machine returns to the IDLE state

2700. When the p2qiack signal is deasserted, the MCA
remains on the current cycle; otherwise, the master state
machine steps the MCA to the next transaction.

If the p2qiack signal remains asserted and the transaction
is neither retried nor aborted, the master state machine must
determine whether the write involves a single dword or more
than one dword. If in the WDATA1 state the queueicyci
complete signal is asserted, the held new write command
signal is asserted, the endiofiline and newiwriteicmd
signals are asserted, or the transaction has reached the last
dword of data, the transaction involves a single dword. In
this situation, the transaction terminates and the state
machine returns to the IDLE state 2700 only when the target
took the last piece of data (Ip2qitrdy). Otherwise, the state
machine remains in the WDATA2 state 2710. If the trans-

action involves more than one dword of data, the master
state machine enters a WDATA2 burst data phase state 2710.
Just before entering the WDATA2 state, the master state
machine inserts a q2piirdy wait state if the overflowf
nextiqueue signal has been asserted.

In the WDATA2 state 2710, the master state machine
bursts data to the PCI bus. If the p2qiack signal is deas-
serted or the transaction is aborted by the PCI interface, the
transaction is terminated in the QPIF and the master state
machine reenters the IDLE state 2710. If the transaction is

retried by the PCI interface but the PCI interface took the
data provided (Ip2qitrdy), the master state machine reen-
ters the IDLE state 2700. Otherwise, the state machine
enters a WRETRY stepback state 2712 that steps the PMWQ
out pointer back to the previous piece of data by generating
the stepback signal discussed above. From the WRETRY
state 2712, the state machine always reenters the IDLE state
2700.

If the p2qiack signal remains asserted and the transaction
is neither retried nor aborted, the master state machine
determines whether the transaction is complete. If the QPIF
indicates the end of the transaction (queueicycicomplete
is asserted) or the end of a cache line is reached and a new
write command is needed (endiofiline and newiwritei
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command are asserted), the state machine enters a WSHORTiBURST state
2714 when either the last piece of data was taken (Ip2qitrdy) or the PCI start
pulse is received. In either case, only two dwords of data must be written to
the PCI bus. Otherwise, the state machine remains in the WDATA2 state
2710. When the state machine enters the WSHORTiBURST state 2714, the
QPIF frameisignal remains asserted if the transaction can overflow into the
next queue and a new write command is not needed.

In the WSHORTiBURST state 2714, the master state
machine prepares to write the final two dwords of data to the
PCI bus. If the quiack signal is deasserted or the cycle is
retried or aborted by the PCI interface, the state machine
terminates the transaction and returns to the IDLE state

2700. When the PCI acknowledge signal disappears or the
cycle is aborted, the master state machine asserts the step-
back signal to indicate that the PMWQ out pointer should be
stepped back to the previous dword. When the transaction is
retried by the PCI interface, the out pointer is stepped back
only if the target device did not take the last piece of data
(quitrdy is asserted). When the transaction is not termi-
nated and it can overflow into the next PMWQ buffer

(overflowinextiqueue is asserted) and a new write com-
mand is not needed, the master state machine keeps the
QPIF frame signal asserted and then enters a WCOMPLETE
state 2716 if the target device has taken the last piece of data
or stays in the WSHORTiBURST state 2714 otherwise. If
the transaction cannot overflow into the next queue or a new
write command is needed, the state machine deasserts the
frame signal to indicate the end of the QPIF transaction and
then enters the WCOMPLETE state 2716 if the last piece of
data was taken by the target device or remains in the
WSHORTiBURST state 2714 otherwise.

In the WCOMPLETE state 2716, the master state
machine terminates the posted memory write transaction.

CURRENT
STATE EVENT

SLAVEilDLE

10
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A: p2qiqcyc && p2qidaciflag && Ip2qiperr
B: p2qiqcyc && Ip2qidaciflag && pmwirequest &&

44
The state machine enters the IDLE state 2700 if the trans-

action is retried or aborted by the PCI interface. If the
transaction is retried, the PMWQ out pointer is incremented
only if the target device took the last piece of data. If the
transaction can overflow into the next queue, a new write
command is not needed, and the transaction is not in the last

data phase, the master state machine increments the queue
selection counter and returns to the WDATA1 state 2706 to

continue the transaction from the overflow queue, as long as
the target device took the last piece of data. If the target
device did not take the last piece of data, the master state
machine remains in the WCOMPLETE state 2716.

If the transaction will not overflow into the next PMWQ

buffer, the master state machine terminates the transaction

and returns to the IDLE state 2700 if the target took the last
piece of data. Otherwise, the state machine remains in the
WCOMPLETE state 2716 until one of the terminating
events discussed above occurs.

Referring to FIG. 86, the slave state machine controls the
operation of the QPIF when the QPIF is operating in the
slave mode. In the slave mode, the QPIF receives posted
write transactions and delayed request transactions from
devices on the PCI bus and forwards the transactions to the

target bus through the cable. The following table shows the
events causing state transitions in the slave state machine.

SLAVE STATE MACHINE

NEXT STATE

SLAVEiDAC
PMWl

Ip2qiperr &&(Itc,pmw,full && Idcqilocked
&& Ilock,state[1])

C: p2qiqcyc && Ip2qidaciflag &&Ipmwirequest STEPiAHEAD
&& Ip2qiperr &&(memireadiline H memireadimul)
&& (dcqihit &&Idcq,no,data&&Ilock,state[1])

D: p2qiqcyc &&Ip2q,dac,flag &&Ipmw,request SECONDiCHECK
&& Ip2qiperr &&I(memireadiline H memireadimul)

E: [p2qiqcyc &&Ip2q,dac,flag && pmwirequest && SLAVELIDLE
Ip2qiperr &&I(Itc,pmw,full&&Idcq,locked &&Ilock,
state[1])] H [p2qiqyc**p2qidaciflag&&p2q,perr]
H [p2qiqcyc &&Ip2qidaciflag&&Ipmerequest&&
(p2qiperr) H ((memireadiline H memireadimul)&&
I (dcq,hit&&I dcq,no,data&& Ilock,state[1]))]
H otherwise

SLAVEiDAC F: p2qiqcyc&&pmwirequest&& Ip2qiperr && PMWl

(Itcipmwifull &&Idcq,locked &&Ilock,state[1])
G: p2qiqcyc &&Ipmw,request && Ip2qiperr && STEPiAHEAD

(memireadiline H mem,read,mul)&& (dcqihit
&& Idcqinoidata && I lockistate[1])

H: p2q,qcyc&&Ipmw,request&& Ip2qiperr && SECONDiCHECK
I(mem,read,line H memireadimul)

STEPiAHEAD

HITLDCQ

I: otherwise SLAVEilDLE
SECONDiCHECK J: Iioiwrite && Iconfigiwrite && Ip2qiperr && STEPiAHEAD

(dcqihit && Idcqinoidata && Ilock,state[1] && dwricheckiok),K: otherwise
SLAVEiIDLE

L: dcqinoidata HITiDCQiFINAL
M: otherwise HITLDCQ
N: Ip2qiqcyc SLAVELIDLE
O: p2qiqcyc&&(dcqinoidata&& Ip2qiirdy H (pmwicounter[2] HITiDCQiFINAL

&&pmw,counter[1]
&& pmw,counter[0] && readidisconnectiforistream)P: otherwise
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SLAVE STATE MACHINE

CURRENT
STATE EVENT

HITiDCQiFINAL Q: Ip2qiqcyc H Ip2qiirdyR: otherwise

S: Ip2qiqcyc
T: otherwise

PMW1

Slave state transitions

At reset, the slave state machine enters an IDLE state
2720, in which the QPIF waits for a transaction be initiated
by a device on the PCI bus. If a transaction initiated on the
bus does not target the QPIF (q2piqcyc is not asserted), the
slave state machine continues in the IDLE state 2720. When

a transaction on the PCI bus does target the QPIF, the slave
state machine enters a SLAVEiDAC dual address cycle
state 2722 if the p2qidac flag is asserted and an address
parity error has not occurred (p2qiperriis low). If the
transaction is not a dual address cycle and is a posted
memory write request, and if a parity error has not occurred
in the address phase, the slave state machine loads the write
counters (i.e., asserts loadiwriteicounter) and determines
whether it can accept the transaction. If the PMWQ in the
other bridge chip is full (tcidcifull is asserted by the DC
transaction counter) or the DCQ is locked (dcqilocked is
asserted) or the QPIF lock logic is in the unlocked-but-retry
state (lockistate [1] equals “1”), the slave state machine
terminates the transaction by asserting an asynchronous
retry signal (earlyiretry) that is passed to PCI interface as
q2pifiretry and remains in the IDLE state 2720. If the QPIF
can accept the transaction, the slave state machine initiates
the posted memory write message on the cable and enters a
PMWl state 2724, in which the transaction is forwarded up
the cable.

If the transaction is not a dual address cycle or a posted
memory write request, the slave state machine loads the
dword counter (asserts loadiwriteicounter) and, if no
parity error has occurred, analyzes the delayed request
transaction. If the transaction is a MRL or a MRM transac-

tion and the QPIF lock logic is not in the unlocked-but-retry
state, the slave state machine asserts the QPIF check cycle
signal (q2pificheckicyc), which instructs the DCQ to
compare the latched request to the delayed completion
messages in the DCQ buffers. If the request hits a DCQ
buffer that is not empty (dcqihit and Idcqinoidata), the
slave state machine enters a STEPiAHEAD state 2726 in

which the QPIF begins delivering the requested information
to the PCI bus. If the MRL or MRM request misses all of the
DCQ data buffers (Idcqihit), the DCQ is not full (Idcqi
full), the delayed request queue in the other bridge chip is
not full (Itcidrifull), and the DCQ and QPIF are not locked
(Idcqilocked and Ilockistate [1]), the slave state machine
asserts the q2pifiretry signal, forwards the request down
the cable, and remains in the IDLE state 2720. If the request
misses the DCQ and the request cannot the sent down the
cable, the QPIF simply retries the requesting device and
remains in the IDLE state 2720.

If the delayed request is not a MRL or MRM transaction,
a second clock cycle is needed to check the request because
the data or byte enables must be compared to the contents of
the DCQ buffers, so the slave state machine enters a
SECONDiCHECK state 2728. If a parity error occurs or if
the lock logic is in the unlocked-but-retry state, the state
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NEXT STATE

HITLDCQ
SLAVELIDLE

HITiDCQiFINAL
SLAVELIDLE

PMW1

machine retries the requesting device and remains in the
IDLE state 2720.

In the SLAVEiDAC state 2722, the slave state machine
receives the second half of the address phase information. If
the requesting device has not targeted the QPIF, the slave
state machine ignores the transaction and remains in the
IDLE state 2720. When the QPIF is the target device, the
state transition events are the same as those in the IDLE state

2720. Specifically, if the transaction is a posted memory
write request and a parity error has not occurred, the slave
state machine loads the write counters and determines

whether it can accept the transaction. If the PMWQ in the
other bridge chip is full (tcipmwifull is asserted), the DCQ
is locked, or the QPIF lock logic is in the unlocked-but-retry
state, the slave state machine retries the requesting device
and returns to the IDLE state 2720. If the QPIF can accept
the transaction, the slave state machine initiates the posted
memory write message on the cable and enters the PMWL
state 2724.

If the transaction is not a posted memory write request,
the slave state machine loads the dword counter and, if no
parity error has occurred, analyzes the delayed request
transaction. If the transaction is a MRL or a MRM transac-

tion and the QPIF lock logic is not in the unlocked-but-retry
state, the slave state machine asserts the QPIF check cycle
signal. If the request hits a DCQ buffer that is not empty, the
slave state machine enters the STEPiAHEAD state 2726. If

the MRL or MRM request misses all of the DCQ data
buffers, the DCQ is not full, the delayed request queue in the
other bridge chip is not full (tcidrifull is not asserted), and
the DCQ and QPIF are not locked, the slave state machine
asserts the q2pifiretry signal, forwards the request down
the cable, and returns to the IDLE state 2720. If the request
misses the DCQ and the request cannot be sent down the
cable, the QPIF simply retries the requesting device and
returns to the IDLE state 2720.

If the delayed request is not a MRL or MRM transaction,
a second clock cycle is needed to check the request because
the data or byte enables must be compared to the contents of
the DCQ buffers, so the slave state machine enters the
SECONDiCHECK state 2728. If a parity error occurs or if
the lock logic is in the unlocked-but-retry state, the state
machine retries the requesting device and returns to the
IDLE state 2720.

In the PMWl state 2724, the slave state machine forwards
a posted memory write transaction through the cable to the
target device. When the state machine first enters the PMWl
state 2724, it deasserts the loadiwriteicounter signal. If the
dword counter indicates that the posted memory write
transaction is in the last cache line (pmwicounter [5:3]
equals “111”) and the PMWQ in the other bridge is full (tc
mwifull) and the write overflow feature is disabled
(I cfg2qiwriteioverflow), or if the writeiPageidisconnect
signal is asserted because the transaction has reached a 4K
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page boundary, or if the DCQ has asserted the dcqi
disconnectiforistream signal and the write disconnect
feature is not disabled (Icfg2qiwrdiscnt disable), the slave
state machine asserts the slaveilastline signal indicating
that the current cache line will be the last to be transferred.
The slave state machine then remains in the PMWl state

2724 until the p2qiqcyc signal is deasserted, indicating that
the transaction has completed on the PCI bus. After leaving
the PMWl state 2724, the slave state machine reenters the
IDLE state 2720.

In the SECONDiCHECK state 2728, the slave state
machine has the DCQ compare the second phase of request
information to the delayed completion information in the
DCQ buffers. If the transaction is not a delayed write request
(Iioiwrite and Iconfigiwrite) or there is no parity error
(Ip2qiperr), and if the DCQ is not locked and the dwri
checkiok signal is asserted, the slave state machine asserts
the q2pificheckicyc. The dwricheckiok signal is
asserted either when the transaction is not a delayed write
request or when it is a delayed write request and a p2qiirdy
wait state has not been inserted. If the request hits one of the
DCQ buffers and the buffer is not empty, the slave state
machine enters the STEPiAHEAD state 2726. If the

request misses all of the DCQ buffers but the QPIF can send
the message down the cable, the slave state machine retries
the requesting device, forwards the transaction down the
cable, and reenters the IDLE state 2720. Otherwise, if the
request missed all of the DCQ buffers and the QPIF could
not send the transaction down the cable, or if a parity error
occurred on a delayed write request, the state machine will
retry the requesting device and reenter the IDLE state 2720.

In the STEPiAHEAD state 2726, the slave state machine
increments the DCQ output pointer to the next dword. This
state is necessary immediately after a DCQ buffer is hit
because the PCI interface latches the first dword of data

without asserting the Ip2qitrdy signal. From the STEPi
AHEAD state 2726, the state machine enters a HITiDCQ
state 2730, in which data is provided from the appropriate
DCQ buffer to the requesting device, if the last dword of data
has not been taken. Otherwise, the state machine enters a
HITiDCQiFINAL state 2732, in which the requesting
device is retried because the DCQ buffer contains no more
data.
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From the HITiDCQ state 2730, when the delayed
request transaction terminates on the PCI bus before it
terminates in the QPIF (i.e., p2qiqcyc is deasserted), the
state machine terminates the transaction in the QPIF and

asserts the stepback signal, which indicates that the DCQ out
pointer should be decremented because the last piece of data
was not taken by the requesting device. The state machine
then reenters the IDLE state 2720. If the DCQ buffer runs

out of data while the requesting device continues to request
it (dcqinoidata and Ip2qiirdy), or if the pmwicounter
indicates that the last dword has been reached and the

readidisconnectiforistream signal has been asserted, the
slave state machine retries the requesting device and enters
the HITiDCQiFINAL state 2732. If the transaction ter-

minates to establish a stream, the step back signal is asserted
and the output pointer of the appropriate DCQ buffer is
decremented. In any other situation, the slave state machine
continues to provide data in the HITiDCQ state 2730.

In the HITiDCQiFINAL state 2732, the slave state
machine has one dword of data left to transfer. If the PCI bus

terminates the transaction before the requesting device takes
the last piece of data (i.e., p2qiqcyc is deasserted), the slave
state machine asserts the stepback signal and returns to the
IDLE state 2720. If the p2qiqcyc signal remains asserted
and the requesting device has not asserted an initiator wait
state (Ip2qiirdy), the requesting device is retried because
the last piece of data has been taken. The state machine then
reenters the IDLE state 2720. Otherwise, the slave state
machine remains in the HITiDCQiFINAL state 2732.

Referring to FIG. 87, the cable message generator is a
state machine that creates cable messages from transaction
information obtained from the master and slave state

machines. In addition to an IDLE state 2740, the cable
message generator also includes a dual address cycle
(CABLEiDAC) state 2742, a master data phase
(MASTERiDPHASE) state 2744, and a slave data phase
(SLAVEiDPHASE) state 2746. The following table shows
the events causing state transitions in the cable message
generator.

CABLE MESSAGE GENERATOR

 

 

CURRENT
STATE EVENT NEXT STATE

CABLEiIDLE A: (sendimessage && q2pifidac) H ((dcqiprefetchimul H CABLELDAC
dcqiprefetchiline)&& dcqiprefetchidac)

B: (sendimessage && Iq2pifidac) H ((dcqiprefetchimul H SLAVEiDPHASE
dcqiprefetchiline)&& Idcqiprefetchidac) H (dcqistream,
connect && I(|drq,valid[3:0])) && (dcqistreamiconnect H
Ip2q ack H dcq prefetch line H dcq prefetch mul)

C: (sendimessage && Iq2pifidac) H ((dcqiprefetchimul H MASTERLDPHASE
dcqiprefetchiline) && Idcqiprefetchidac) H (dcqistreamiconnect
&& I(|drq,valid[3:0])) && Idcqistreamiconnect&&
I(Ip2q ackHdcq prefetch mul H dcq prefetch line)

D: otherwise CABLEiIDLE
CABLELDAC E: Ip2q ack H dcq prefetch mul H dcq prefetch line SLAVEiDPHASE
 

F: otherwise

MASTERiDPHASE G: sendimessage &&q2pifidac
H: sendimessage && Iq2pif7dac
I: Isendimessage &&(earlyilastimasteridata&& Ip2qitrdy H

masteriaborticable)
J: otherwise

SLAVEiDPHASE K: [I(drq,streamiconnect &&Idrq,valid[3:0])&&p2qiqcyc)]

MASTERiDPHASE
CABLELDAC

SLAVEiDPHASE
CABLEiIDLE

MASTERiDPHASE
CABLEiIDLE

&&[(dlyireadirequest H dlyisingleiwriteirequest H
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-c0ntinued

CABLE MESSAGE GENERATOR

CURRENT
STATE EVENT

dcqiprefetchimul H dcqiprefetchiline)] H
L: earlyilastislaveidata H

50

NEXT STATE

dcqistreamiconnect&&I (Idrqivalid[3 :0])&&p2qiqcyc andotherwise SLAVEiDPHASE
Cable Message Generator State Transitions

At reset, the cable message generator enters the IDLE
state 2740, in which it waits for transaction information to
arrive from the master or slave state machines. From the

IDLE state 2740, if the cable message generator receives a
prefetch multiple signal (dcqiprefetchimul) or a prefetch
line signal (dcqiprefetchiline), the cable address signal
(earlyicad [3122]) equals the prefetch address signal (dcqi
prefetchiaddr [3122]). Otherwise the earlyicad [3122] sig-
nal takes on the value of the QPIF address signal (q2pifi
addr [3122]). When the cable message is initiated by the
master state machine, the message is a delayed completion
message, so the command code (earlyiccbe [320]) equals
“1001”. When the cable message is initiated by the slave
state machine, the command code takes on the value of the
messageicmd [320] signal, discussed above.

If the sendimessage signal is asserted, indicating that
either the master state machine or the slave state machine

has initiated a message, and the corresponding transaction is
not a dual address cycle, or if the cable message generator
receives a prefetch request that is not a dual address cycle,
or if the cable message generator receives a stream connect
signal and no delayed requests from the CPU are pending in
the downstream DRQ, the cable message generator asserts a
sentipmw signal that indicates that a posted memory write
request from the PCI bus will be sent down the cable. The
sentipmw signal is not asserted if a stream has been
established by the DCQ. The cable message generator
asserts a sentidr signal when a read request or delayed write
request is received from the slave state machine or a prefetch
signal is received and when a stream has not been estab-
lished by the DCQ.

If the DCQ has established a stream (dcqistreami
connect is asserted), the buffer number for the cable signal
(earlyicbuff [220]) takes on the value of the DCQ stream
buffer (dcqistreamibuff [220]), the cable command code
(earlyiccbe [320]) is set equal to “1000”, and the cable
message generator enters the SLAVEiDPHASE state 2746.
Otherwise, if the QPIF is in the slave mode and the cable
message generator receives either a prefetch multiple or a
prefetch line signal, the cable buffer signal takes on the value
of the DCQ buffer number (dcqibuff [220]) and the cable
message generator enters the SLAVEiDPHASE state 2746.
Otherwise, the QPIF is operating in the master mode and the
cable message generator enters the MASTERiDPHASE
state 2744.

When the cable message generator receives the sendi
message signal and a transaction that is a dual address cycle,
or when it receives a prefetch request that is a dual address
cycle, the message generator enters the CABLEiDAC state
2742. For a prefetch signal, the cable address signal is set
equal to the upper thirty two bits of the dcqiprefetchiaddr
[6320] signal; otherwise, the cable address equals the upper
thirty-two bits of the q2pifiaddr [6320] signal. Also, if the
cable message generator receives the transaction from the
slave state machine, the cable buffer number equals the DCQ
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buffer number; otherwise, the cable buffer number equals the
DRQ buffer number (no completion messages are generated
for posted memory write transactions) In the CABLEiDAC
state 2742, the cable message decoder generates the second
half of the address phase information. As in the IDLE state
2740, the cable address signal takes on the value of the
prefetch address when the received transaction is a prefetch
line or prefetch multiple request and takes on the value of the
q2pifiaddr [3122] otherwise. The sentipmw signal is
asserted when the message generator receives a posted
memory write transaction from the slave state machine, and
the sentidr signal is asserted when it receives a prefetch
request or a delayed request from the slave state machine. If
a prefetch request or a request from the slave state machine
is received, the cable message generator enters the SLAVEi
DPHASE state 2746. Otherwise, the message generator
enters the MASTERiDPHASE state 2744.

In the MASTERiDPHASE state 2744, the cable message
generator attempts to send a delayed completion message
down the cable. However, if the PCI interface grants the bus
to a device on the PCI bus before the QPIF gets control of
the bus, the cable message generator must leave the
MASTERiDPHASE state 2744 to send the newly received
message. Therefore, if the sendimessage signal is asserted
while the message generator is in the MASTERiDPHASE
state 2744, the q2cinewireq signal is asserted to indicate
the start of a new message If the q2pifidaciflag is asserted,
the new transaction is a dual address cycle and the cable
message generator enters the CABLEiDAC state 2742.
Otherwise, message generator enters the SLAVEiDPHASE
state 2746.

If the sendimessage signal is not asserted, then the cable
message generator is sending a delayed completion message
from the master state machine. When the master state

machine has completed the last data transfer with the PCI
bus and the target device has acknowledged the transfer
(Ip2qitrdy), or when the master has aborted the transaction
on the cable, the cable message generator asserts a sentidc
signal indicating that the delayed completion message was
sent down the cable and reenters the IDLE state 2740.

Otherwise, the message generator remains in the
MASTERiDPHASE state 2744 and continues generating
the delayed completion message.

From the SLAVEiDPHASE state 2746, as long as a
stream is established with the upstream chip, no delayed
requests from the CPU are pending in the downstream DRQ,
and the requesting device continues to send data to the QPIF
(q2piqcyc is asserted), the cable message generator
remains in the SLAVEiDPHASE state 2746 and continues

to forward the transaction from the requesting device.
Otherwise, if the cable message generator receives a delayed
request or a prefetch request, the cable message generator
forwards the request and, in the case of a delayed write
request, the one dword of data to the upstream device and
then enters the IDLE state 2740. Otherwise, the cable
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message generator has received a posted memory write
request. In this situation, the cable message generator stays
in the SLAVEiDPHASE state 2746 and continues to for-

ward the posted memory write information down the cable
until the earlyilastislaveidata signal is asserted, indicat-
ing the last piece of data has been sent by the slave state
machine. The message generator then terminates the cable
transaction and reenters the IDLE state 2740.

Cable Interface

To ensure the valid transfer of data between the two

bridge chips, data sent through the cable 28 must be syn-
chronized properly to the clocks from the clock generators
102 and 122. The downstream clock generator 122 bases its
clocks on an upstream clock (which in turn is based on the
PCI bus clock PCICLKl) transmitted down the cable 28
with the data. As a result, upstream data transmitted down-
stream is synchronized to the clocks generated in the down-
stream bridge chip 48. However, the phase delay associated
with the cable 28 between the main clocks generated in the
upstream chip 26 and the data transferred back upstream
from the downstream chip 48 is unknown The length of the
cable 28 range from 10 to as large as 100 feet (if appropriate
interface technology is used). The receiving logic in the
upstream cable interface 104 is effectively an asynchronous
boundary with respect to the upstream clock. Consequently,
the receiving logic needs to re-synchronize the downstream-
to-upstream data to the clock from the upstream clock
generator 102.

Referring to FIG. 5, the clock distribution scheme in the
2-chip PCI-PCI bridge is shown. Transactions which are
forwarded between the bridge chips 26 and 48 are encoded
into multiple time-multiplexed messages. The format of the
messages is similar to the PCI transaction format (except for
time multiplexing) and includes an address and one or more
data phases and modified handshake signals in addition to
signals which are added to indicate buffer number and
special bridge function commands. Each cable interface 104
or 130 includes a master cable interface (192 or 194) and a
slave cable interface (196 or 198). The master cable inter-
face 192 or 194 transmits messages out onto the cable 28,
and the slave cable interface 3075 196 or 198 receives

messages from the cable 28.

The clock generator 102 or 122 in each bridge chip
includes two on-chip PLLs for clock generation. APLL 184
in the upstream bridge chip 26 locks on the primary PCI bus
input clock PCICLKl. In the downstream bridge chip 48,
the PLL 180 locks to an incoming clock PCICLK2 from a
clock buffer 181.

In the ensuing description, a “1x clock” refers to a clock
having the same frequency as the clock PCICLKl, while a
“3x clock” refers to a clock having three times the frequency
of the clock PCICLKl. A 1>< clock PCLK generated by the
PLL 184 or 180 (in the bridge chip 26 or 48, respectively)
is used for the corresponding bridge chip’s PCI bus interface
logic 188 or 190, and the 3x clock PCLK3 is used to run the
cable message generation logic in the master cable interface
192 or 194. The other PLL 186 or 182 is used to lock to a

cable input clock CABLEiCLKl (from upstream) or
CABLEiCLKZ (from downstream) and to generate a 1x
clock CCLK and a 3x clock CCLK3 to capture incoming
cable data. The clock outputs of the PLL 186 or 182 are
routed to the slave cable interface 196 or 198, respectively

The PLLs are arranged in the layout to balance the 1><and
3>< clocks as closely as possible to minimize the skew
between them.
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The PLL 184 or 180 generates a phase indicator signal
PCLKPHII, which indicates to the master cable interface
192 or 194 when the first phase of data should be presented
to the cable 28. On the upstream side, the signal PCLKPHII
is based on the PCI clock PCICLKI; on the downstream
side, the signal PCLKPHII is based on the PCI clock
PCICLK2. The PLL 186 or 182 generates a phase indicator
signal CCLKPHII, based on the cable clock CABLEi
CLK1 or CABLEiCLKZ, to indicate to the slave cable
interface 196 or 198 when the first phase of data has come
down the cable 28.

The PCI clock PCICLK2 for the secondary PCI bus 32 is
generated off a 1x clock BUFCLK of the PLL 182 in the
downstream bridge chip 48. The clock BUFCLK drives the
clock buffer 181 through a driver 179. The buffer 181
outputs a separate clock signal for each of the six slots on the
secondary PCI bus 32 as well as the clock PCICLK2, which
is routed back as the bus input clock to the downstream
bridge chip 48. By basing the clock PCLK on the clock
PCICLK2 from the clock buffer 181, the clock schemes of
the upstream and downstream chips are made to appear
more similar since both are based on an external bus clock.

The cable clock CABLEiCLKl is a 33% duty cycle
clock. The PLL 182 first converts the 33% duty cycle clock
to a 50% duty cycle clock for output as BUFCLK.

The PCI Specification, Version 2.1, requires that the PCI
bus clock must meet the following requirements: clock cycle
time greater than or equal to 30 ns; clock high time greater
than 11 ns; clock low time greater than or equal to 11 ns; and
clock slew rate between 1 and 4 ns.

When the computer system is powered up, the upstream
chip 26 is powered on last, the upstream PLL 184 sends the
clock CABLEiCLKl (through the master interface 192)
down the cable 28, which is then locked to by the down-
stream PLL 182 and PLL 180. The downstream PLL 180

then sends the clock CABLEiCLKZ back upstream to be
locked to by the PLL 186.

The system is not completely operational until all four
PLLs have acquired lock.

If the upstream bridge chip 26 powers up and the down-
stream bridge chip 48 is not yet turned on, the upstream
bridge chip 26 behaves as a PCI-PCI bridge with nothing
connected to its downstream bus (the cable 28). As a result,
the upstream bridge chip 26 does not accept any cycles until
the downstream bridge chip 48 is powered on and the
upstream PLL 186 has acquired “lock” from the cable clock
CABLEiCLKZ.

The upstream bridge chip 26 floats all of its PCI output
buffers and state machines a synchronously with assertion of
the PCI reset signal PCIRSTli on the primary bus 24.
During reset, the PLL 184 may be attempting to acquire lock
on the PCI bus clock PCICLKl. Since the PCI Specification
guarantees that the signal PCIRSTli will remain active for
at least 100 as after the PCI bus clock becomes stable, the
PLL 184 has about 100 us to acquire a lock.

The downstream bridge chip 48 resets all internal state
machines upon detection of the primary bus PCIRSTli
signal. In response, the downstream bridge chip 48 also
asserts a slot-specific reset to each slot on the secondary PCI
bus 32, as well as a secondary PCI bus reset signal
PCIRST2i.

Referring to FIG. 6, each PLL includes a voltage-
controlled oscillator (VCO) 200 generating an output 201
(the 3x clock) between 75 Mhz (for a 25-Mhz PCI bus) and
100 Mhz (for a 33-Mhz PCI bus). The VCO 200 receives a
reference clock 197, which is the PCI bus clock. Each PLL
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has a lock detection circuit 205 which indicates by a lock
indication bit that the PLL phase is locked to its reference
accurately enough to perform its intended function.

The lock indication bits are written to a status register in
the configuration space 105 or 125 of each bridge chip. On
the downstream side, a power-good/lock status bit is trans-
mitted to the upstream bridge chip 26 to indicate that the
main elements of the downstream bridge chip 48 are stable
(power is stable) and the downstream PLLs are locked (lock
indication bits of the two PLLs are active). The lock
indication bit is also gated with the EDC status bits such that
EDC errors are not reported as such until the PLLs are
locked. Thus, the bridge chip pair can come up to an
error-free communication state without software interven-

tion. The lock indication bit also provides some diagnostic
information which can distinguish between a PLL lock
failure and other data errors. The clock generation circuitry
includes a four-state machine 202 to generate a divide-by-3
clock (1>< clock) of the VCO output 201. The 1>< clock is fed
back to the PLL at input 203.

Data is moved down the cable 28 at a 3x clock (PCLK3)
rate in three time-multiplexed phases to produce a 1x clock
message transfer rate. Referring to FIG. 7, the circuitry in
the master cable interface 192 or 194 for disassembling and
transmitting the cable message includes a register 204,
which samples the out-going message at the local PCLK
boundary. The flip-flop 208 provides extra margin for hold
time on the third phase of the transmitted message by
holding this phase for an extra half of a PCLK. Since the
output register 212 is clocked with the 3x clock PCLK3, this
reduces the need for tight control on the skew between the
1x and 3x clocks. From the phase indication signal
PCLKPHII, a set of three flip-flops 210 generates succes-
sive PHIl, PHI2, and PHI3 signals, representing phases 1, 2
and 3, respectively, which in turn control a 60:20 multiplexer
206. The three phases of data (LMUXMSG [19:0]
LMUXMSG [39:20], {LMUXMsG [51:40], EDC [7:0]})
are successively multiplexed into the register 212 and driven
through the cable 28. The third phase of data includes error
correction bits EDC [7:0] generated by an ECC generator
206 (FIG. 17) from the register 204 output bits LMUXMSG
[51:0]. The flip-flop 214, clocked by PCLK3, receives the
PHIl signal and clocks it out as the cable clock CABLEi
CLK1 or CABLEiCLKZ.

Since the master cable interface 192 or 94 is a 1><-to-3><

communication interface, a one 3><-clock latency is incurred,
resulting in a single 3>< clock phase shift of the transmitted
cable message from the PCI bus clock as shown in FIG. 8.
In period TO, message A is presented to the input of the
register 204 and the first phase clock indicator PCLKPHII
is asserted high. The signal PHIL is asserted high from a
previous cycle. In period T1, the cable clock CABLEi
CLK1 or CABLEiCLKZ is driven high in response to the
signal PHIl being high. The PCLKPHII pulse causes the
signal PHIZ to be pulsed high in period T1. Next, in period
T2, the signal PHI3 is pulsed in response to the signal PHI2.
In period T3, the signal PHIl is pulsed high in response to
the signal PHI3 being high. Message Ais also loaded into the
register 204 on the rising edge of the clock PCLK in period
T3. Next, in period T4, the signal PHIl causes the multi-
plexer 206 to select the first phase data A1 for loading into
the register 212. Next, in period T5, the second phase data
A2 is selected and loaded into the register 212. Then, in
period T6, the third phase data A3 is loaded into the register
212. This process is repeated for messages B, C, D and E in
the subsequent clock periods.

As shown in FIG. 8, the cable clock CABLEiCLK has a
33% duty cycle. Alternatively, the cable clock CABLEi
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CLK can be designed to have an average duty cycle of 50%,
which can be accomplished, for example, by sending out the
cable clock as 33% high-66% low-66% high-33% low.
Having an average 50% duty cycle could result in better pass
characteristics in the cable 28.

Referring to FIG. 9, a slave cable interface first-in-
first-out buffer (FIFO) 216 assembles incoming data from
the cable 28 and transmits the assembled data to the queues
and PCI state machines in the receiving bridge chip. The
FIFO 216 is 4 entries deep, with each entry capable of
holding one complete cable message. The depth of the FIFO
216 allows for the cable data to be synchronized to the local
bridge chip clock without losing any effective bandwidth in
the cable interface. In addition, on the upstream side, the
FIFO 216 is an asynchronous boundary for the cable data
coming from the downstream bridge chip 48. The FIFO 216
ensures that the cable data is properly synchronized with
respect to PCLK before it is outputed to the rest of the chip.

The entries of the FIFO 216 are selected by an input
pointer INPTR [1:0] from an input pointer counter 226,
which is clocked by the signal CCLK3, cleared when a
signal ENiINCNT is low, and enabled by the phase indi-
cator CCLKPHII. The negative edge of the 3x clock
CCLK3 from the PLL 186 or 182 is used to latch incoming
data from the cable 28, first into a 20-bit register 218, and
then into a register 220 if a phase one indication signal
PHIliDLY is asserted, or into a register 222 if a phase two
indication signal PHI2iDLY is asserted. The phase 1 data,
phase 2 data and phase 3 data from the registers 220, 222 and
218, respectively, are loaded into the selected entry of the
FIFO 216 on the negative edge of CCLK3 when the phase
3 indication signal PHI3iDLY is asserted. The four sets of
outputs from the FIFO 216 are received by a 240:60 mul-
tiplexer 228, which is selected by an output pointer OUT-
PTR [1:0] from an output pointer counter 224 clocked by
PCLK and cleared when a signal ENiOUTCNT is low.

Referring to FIG. 10, the input pointer and output pointer
counters 226 and 224 continuously traverse through the
FIFO 216 filling and emptying data. The counters 226 and
224 are offset in such a way as to guarantee valid data in a
location before it is read out. The initialization of the

pointers is different for an upstream bridge chip 26 than for
a downstream bridge chip 48 due to synchronization uncer-
tainties.

Flip-flops 236 and 238 synchronize the reset signal
CiCRESET, which is asynchronous to the clocks in the
bridge chip, to the CCLK clock boundary. The signal
ENiINCNT is generated by the flip-flop 238. The input
pointer is incremented on the rising edge of the clock
CCLK3 if the first phase indication signal CCLKPHII and
the signal ENiINCNT. The output pointer is then started at
a later local PCLK clock boundary PCLK when it can be
guaranteed that the data will be valid in the FIFO 216. The
upstream and downstream bridge chips must handle the
starting of the output pointer differently since the phase
relationship of the cable clock to the local clock is not
known for the upstream bridge chip 26 but is known for the
downstream bridge chip 48.

In the downstream bridge chip 48, the phase relationship
between the incoming cable clock CABLEiCLKl and the
secondary PCI bus clock PCICLK2 is known since the PCI
clock PCICLK2 is generated from the cable clock. As a
result, no synchronization penalty exists for the output
pointer OUTPTR [1:0] in the downstream bridge chip 48,
and the output pointer can track the input pointer INPTR
[1:0] as closely as possible. Afiip-fiop 230, which is clocked
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on the negative edge of the clock PCLK, is used to avoid any
clock skew problems between the clock CCLK generated by
the PLL 182 and the clock PCLK generated by the PLL 180.
Though these two clocks have identical frequencies and
should be in phase with each other, there is an unknown
skew between the two clocks since they are generated from
two different PLLs. On the downstream side, the signal
ENiOUTCNT is the signal ENiINCNT latched on the
negative edge of the signal PCLK by the flip-flop 230. A
multiplexer 234 selects the output of the flip-flop 230 since
the signal UPSTREAMiCHIP is low.

In the upstream bridge chip 26, the cable interface is
treated as completely asynchronous. The phase uncertainty
is due to the unknown phase shift of the cable 28 itself.
Designing for this uncertainty gives complete freedom on
the length of cable 28. What is known is that the clocks in
the upstream and downstream bridge chips have the same
frequency, since they both have their origin in the upstream
PCI bus clock PCICLK1. In the upstream bridge chip 26, the
signal ENiOUTCNT is the signal ENiINCNT latched on
the positive edge of the clock PCLK by a flip-flop 232. The
multiplexer 234 selects the output of the flip-flop 232 since
the signal UPSTREAMiCHIP is high. The flip-flop 232
guarantees that even for the worst-case lineup of the cable
clock CABLEiCLKZ and the local PCI clock PCLK (one
complete PCLK period phase shift), there is valid data in the
FIFO 216 before the data is transmitted to the rest of the

chip.
Referring to FIG. 11, the cable data is received by the

slave cable interface 196 or 198 as three phase time-
multiplexed signals A1, A2 and A3; B1, B2 and B3; C1, C2
C3; and so forth. A previous transaction is completed in
periods T0, T1 and T2. Beginning in period T3, the first
phase data A1 is presented to the register 218 and the first
phase indicator CCLKPHIl is pulsed high. On the falling
edge of CCLK3 in period T3, the data A1 is loaded into the
register 218, and the local phase 1 indication signal PHIi
DLY is pulsed high. In period T4, on the falling edge of
clock, the phase 1 data A1 is loaded into the register 220, the
phase 2 data A2 is loaded into the register 218, and the phase
2 indication signal PHI2iDLY is pulsed high. In period T5,
on the falling edge of CCLK3, the phase 2 data is loaded into
the register 222, the phase 3 data A3 is loaded into the
register 218, and the phase 3 indication signal PHI3iDLY
is pulsed high. In period T6, the contents of the registers 220,
222, and 218 are loaded into the selected entry of the FIFO
216 on the following edge of CCLK3. Also in period T6, the
data B1 is presented to the register 218 along with the
indication signal CCLKPHIl. Messages B and C are loaded
into the FIFO 216 in the same manner as message A in
subsequent periods.

Referring to FIG. 12, the input pointer INPTR [1:0] starts
at the value 0 in period T0 on the rising edge of the clock
CCLK3. Also in period T0, message A is loaded into FIFO
0 on the falling edge of the clock CCLK3. In the downstream
bridge chip 48, the output pointer OUTPTR [1:0] is incre-
mented to the value 0 on the next rising edge of the clock
PCLK in period T3. Also in period T3, the input pointer
INPTR [1:0] is incremented to the value 1 on the rising edge
of the clock CCLK3, and message B is loaded into FIFO 1
on the falling edge of CCLK3. Cable data is thus loaded into
FIFO0, FIFOl, FIFO2, and FIFO3 in a circular fashion.

On the upstream side, if the input pointer INPTR [1:0] is
0 in period t0, the output pointer OUTPTR [1:0] is incre-
mented to the value 0 in period T6, two PCLK periods after
the input pointer INPTR [1:0]. The two PCLK period lag in
the upstream bridge chip 26 allows the phase delay in the
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cable 28 to be of any value, which has the advantage that the
cable length need not be of a specific fixed value.

Referring to FIG. 13, the input and output flip flops on the
cable interface are custom-placed by the manufacturer of the
chips to minimize the skew between the cable data and the
clock passed with it. The amount of wire between each
flip-flop and the I/O are maintained as consistent as possible
between all cable interface signals.

Cable Message

Sixty bits of cable data constitute one message. The 60
bits are multiplexed onto 20 cable lines and are transmitted
each 10 ns over the cable 28. The table in FIG. 14 shows the

bits and the phase each bit is assigned to. The first three
columns show the upstream-to-downstream data transfer
format, and the last three columns show the downstream-
to-upstream data transfer format. The following is a descrip-
tion of the signals.

EDC [7:0]: The signals are the eight syndrome bits used
to detect and correct errors encountered in transmitting data
over the cable 28.

CAD [31:0]: The signals are the 32 address or data bits.

CFRAMEi: The signal is used to signal the start and end
of a cable transaction, similar to the PCI FRAMEisignal.

CCBE [3:0]i: The four bits form byte enables in some
PCI clock phases and either a PCI command or a message
code in other PCI clock phases.

CBUFF [3:0]: In the address phase, the signals indicate a
buffer number for initializing the bridge chip delayed
completion queue (DCQ) 148 to tie upstream and down-
stream delayed read completion (DRC) and delayed read
request (DRR) transactions. After the address phase, the
signals contain the parity bit, parity error indication and the
data ready signal.

COMPLETION REMOVED: The bit is used to signal
that a delayed completion has been removed from the
transaction ordering queue (TOQ) on the other side of the
cable 28.

PMW ACKNOWLEDGE: The bit is used to signal that a
posted memory write (PMW) has been completed on the
other side and has been removed from the transaction run

queue (TRQ).

LOCKi: The bit is transmitted downstream (but not
upstream) to identify locked cycles.

SERRi: The bit is used to transmit an SERRiindication

upstream, but is not transmitted downstream.

INTSYNC and INTDATA: The bits carry the eight inter-
rupts from downstream to upstream in a serially multiplexed
format. The signal INTSYNC is the synchronization signal
indicating the start fo the interrupt sequence and the signal
INTDATA is the serial data bit. The signals INTSYNC and
INTDATA are routed on separate lines over the cable 28.

RESET SECONDARY BUS: The bit is asserted when the

CPU 14 writes to the secondary reset bit in a bridge control
register in the upstream bridge chip 26. It causes the
downstream bridge chip 48 to reset to a power up state. The
reset signals for the slots are also asserted. The signal
RESET secondary bus is routed on a separate line over the
cable 28.

Because the address and data in each PCI transaction is

multiplexed over the same lines, each PCI transaction
includes an address phase and at least one data phase (more
than one for burst transactions). The PCI specification also
supports single address transactions (32-bit addressing) and
dual-address transactions (64-bit addressing).
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Referring to FIG. 15A, a table shows what information
appears on each portion of the bus during address and data
phases of the single-address transactions. For a single
address transaction, the first phase is the address phase and
the second and subsequent phases are data phases. In the
address phase of a delayed read/write request transaction,
the signals CBUFF [3:0] indicate the DCQ buffer number for
initializing the bridge chip DCQ 148 to tie upstream and
downstream DRC and DRR transactions. After the address

phase, the signal CBUFF [0] contains the parity bit. The
signals CCBE [3:0] icontain the PCI command in the
address phase and the byte enable bits in the data phases.

For posted memory write transactions, the signals CBUFF
[3:0] are “don’t care” in the address phase and contain the
data-ready indication, parity error indication, and parity bit
in the data phases.

In a delayed read/write completion transaction, the signals
CBUFF [3:0] contain the DCQ buffer numbers in the address
phase and the end-of-completion indication, data- ready
indication, parity error indication, and parity bit in the data
phases. The signals CCBE [3:0]icontain a code represent-
ing a DRC transaction in the address phase and the status
bits of the DRC transaction in the data phases. Delayed
completion transactions return the status of the destination
bus for each data phase. The data parity bit is transmitted on
CCBE [3]i. Other status conditions are encoded on the
CCBE [2:0]ibus, with a binary value 000 indicating normal
completion and a binary value 001 indicating a target abort
condition. The address/data bits CAD [31:0] are “don’t care”
in the address phase and contain data during the data phases.

In a stream connect transaction, the signals CBUFF [3:01]
contain a buffer number in the address phase and the signal
CBUFF [2] contains the data-ready indication in the data
phases. The signals CCBE [3:0] contain a code representing
a stream connect transaction in the address phase and are
“don’t care” in the data phases. The address/data bits CAD
[31:0] are not used during a stream connect transaction.

The table in FIG. 15B shows the encoding of the signals
for dual-address transactions. In delayed read/write request
transactions, the signals CBUFF [3:0] contain a buffer
number in the first and second address phases and the signal
CBUFF [0] contains the parity bit in the data phase. The
signals CCBE [3:0i contain a code representing a dual-
address cycle in the first address phase, the PCI command in
the second address phase, and the byte enable bits in the data
phase. The signals CAD [31:0] contain the most significant
address bits in the first address phase, the least significant
address bits in the second address phase, and the data bits in
the data phase. In a dual-address posted memory write
transaction, the signals CBUFF [3:0] are “don’t care” in the
first two address phases, but the signals CBUFF [1:0]
contain the parity error indication bit and the parity bit in the
data phases. The signals CCBE [3:0]icontain a code rep-
resenting a dual-address cycle in the first address phase, the
PCI command bits in the second address phase, and the byte
enable bits in the data phases. The signals CAD [31:0]
contain the most significant address bits in the first address
phase, the remaining address bits in the second address
phase, and the data bits in the data phases.

There are three possible states for the data transfer:
not-last, last-of-cable-transfer, and last-of- request. The not-
last state is indicated by asserting the bit CBUFF [2] while
FRAMEiis active, which indicates that another word of
data is being presented. The last-of—cable- transfer state is
indicated by asserting the bit CBUFF [2] while the signal
CFRAMEiis inactive. The last-of—request state is indicated
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by asserting the bits CBUFF [3] and CBUFF [2] while the
signal CFRAMEiis inactive.

The following four IEEE 1149.1 Boundary-Scan (JTAG)
signals are included in the cable 28 to effect a JTAG test
chain: TCK (the test clock), TDI (test data input), TDO (test
data output) and TMS (test mode select). The optional
TRSTiis not transmitted down the cable, but TRSTican be
generated from power-good.

The JTAG signals are routed from the system PCI con-
nector through the upstream bridge chip 26, including JTAG
master 110, down the cable 28 to the downstream bridge
chip 48 to the JTAG master 128, which distributes the JTAG
signals to each of the six PCI slots on the secondary PCI bus
32. The return path is from the JTAG master 128, up the
cable 28 back to the upstream bridge chip 26 and then to the
PCI slot on the primary PCI bus 24. The signals TDO, TCK,
and TMS are downstream bound signals. The signal TDI is
an upstream bound signal.

One type of cable 28 that can be used is a cylindrical
50-pair shielded cable designed to support the High Perfor-
mance Parallel Interface (HIPPI) standard. A second type of
cable is a shielded 50-pair ribbon cable. The advantages of
the first are standardization, ruggedness and reliable uniform
manufacture. The advantages of the second are greater
mechanical flexibility, automatic termination to the connec-
tor in assembly and possibly lower cost.

The table of FIG. 16 shows some of the HIPPI cable

specifications. The ground shield consists of a braid over
aluminum tape and carries only minimum DC currents due
to the differential nature of the buffers to be used. The

method of signaling is true differential which provides
several advantages, with differential buffers used to send and
receive signals over the cable 28. First the true differential
method is less expensive than fiber optics for this short
distance and less complex to interface than other serial
methods. Differential signaling provides significant com-
mon mode noise immunity and common mode operating
range, is available in ASICs and is faster than TTL. When
using twisted pair and shielding, it minimizes electromag-
netic radiation. When using low voltage swings, it mini-
mizes power dissipation.

The signaling levels chosen as a target are described in the
IEEE Draft Standard for Low-Voltage Differential Signals
(LVDS) for Scaleable Coherent Interface (SCI), Draft 1.10
(May 5, 1995).

The cable connector is an AMP metallic shell 100-pin
connector with two rows of pins. The rows are 100 mils
apart and the pins are on 50-mil centers. The metal shell
provides EMI shielding and the connection of the ground
path from the cable shield to the board connector. The
mating right angle board connector just fits a PCI bracket.
The connector is to have a bar running between the rows of
pins to divert electrostatic discharges from the signal pins
when the connector is disconnected. Apair of thumb screws
attached to the cable connector will secure the mated con-
nectors.

Error Detection and Correction

An error detection and correction (EDC) method is imple-
mented on each bridge chip to protect communication over
the cable 28. Since the data is time-multiplexed into three
20-bit groups to be sent over 20 pairs of wires, each triplet
of “adjacent” bits (i.e., bits associated with the same wire in
the cable 28) is arranged so as to be transmitted on a single
wire pair. The EDC method can correct single-bit failures
and multi-bit failures occurring in the same bit position in
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each of the three time- multiplexed phases. The multi-bit
failures are typically associated with a hardware failure, e.g.,
a broken or defective wire or a faulty pin on bridge chips 26,
48.

Twenty wire pairs of the cable 28 are used for downstream
communication and 20 more for upstream communication.
For the remaining ten pairs in the 50-pair HIPPI cable 28
(which pass such information as the clock signals CABLEi
CLK1 and CABLEiCLKZ, reset signals, and the power
good/PLL-lock signal), error detection and correction is not
implemented.

The following are the underlying assumptions for the
EDC algorithm. Most errors are single bit errors. The
probability of having random multiple-bit errors in the same
transaction is extremely remote because the cable 28 is not
susceptible to interference from internal or external sources.
Errors caused by a defective wire may affect a single bit or
a group of bits transmitted on that wire. When a hardware
failure occurs, the logic state of the corresponding differen-
tial buffer is in a single valid logic state.

Referring to FIG. 17, the output signals FIFOOUT [59:0]
from the multiplexer 228 in the slave cable interface 196 or
198 are provided to the input of a check bit generator 350,
which produces check bits CHKBIT [7:0]. The check bits
are generated according to the parity-check matrix shown in
FIG. 18, in which the first row corresponds to CHKBIT [0],
the second row corresponds to CHKBIT [1], and so forth.
The bits across a row correspond to data bits FIFOOUT
[0:59].

The check bits are generated by an exclusive-OR of all the
data bits FIFOOUT [X] (X is equal to 0—59), which have a
“1” value in the parity-check matrix. Thus, the check bit
CHKBIT [0] is an exclusive-OR of data bits FIFOOUT [7],
FIFOOUT [8], FIFOOUT [9], FIFOOUT [12], FIFOOUT
[13], FIFOUT [16], FIFOOUT [22], FIFOOUT [23],
FIFOOUT 8 24]), FIFOOUT [26], FIFOOUT [32],
FIFOOUT [33], FIFOOUT [34], FIFOOUT [35], FIFOOUT
[38], FIFOOUT [39], FIFOOUT [45], FIFOOUT [46],
FIFOOUT [48], FIFOOUT [49], FIFOOUT [51], and
FIFOOUT [52]. Similarly, the check bit CHKBIT [1] is an
exclusive-OR of bits 0, 1, 4, 5, 9, 10, 12, 14, 15, 16, 23, 27,
35, 37, 38, 40, 43, 46, 47, 48, 50, and 53. Check bits
CHKBIT [2:7] are generated in similar fashion according to
the parity-check matrix of FIG. 18. The parity check matrix
is based upon the 20 sub-channels or wires per time-
multiplexed phase and a probability that multiple errors in
the accumulated data are attributable to a faulty sub-channel
or wire that affects the same data position in each time-
multiplexed phase.

In the master cable interface 192 or 194, the check bits
CHKBIT [7:0] are provided as error detection and correction
bits EDC [7:0] along with other cable data to allow error
correction logic in the slave cable interface 196 or 198 to
detect and correct data errors.

The check bits CHKBIT [7:0] are provided to a fix bit
generator 352, which generates fix bits FIXBIT [59:0]
according to the syndrome table shown in FIG. 19. The
check bits CHKBIT [7:0] have 256 (28) possible values. The
syndrome table in FIG. 19 contains 256 possible positions.
Each of the 256 positions in the syndrome table contains 2
entries, the first entry being the hexadecimal value of the
check bits CHKBIT [7:0], and the second entry indicating
the cable data status associated with that position. Thus, for
example, a hexadecimal value 00 indicates a no-error
condition, a hexadecimal value 01 indicates an error in data
bit 52, a hexadecimal value 02 indicates an error in data bit
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53, a hexadecimal value 03 indicates an uncorrectable error

(UNCER), and so forth.

The EDC logic is capable of detecting up to 3 erroneous
bits, as long as those data bits are adjacent, i.e., associated
with the same wire. Thus, for example, if the check bits
CHKBIT [7:0] contain a hexadecimal value 3D, then data
bits 3, 23, and 43 are erroneous. The cable 28 carries cable
data CABLEiDATA [19:0]. Thus, data bits FIFOOUT [3],
FIFOOUT [23], and FIFOOUT [43] are associated with the
fourth position of the cable data, i.e., CABLEiDATA [3].
The EDC method can also correct two-bit errors associated

with the same cable wire. Thus, for example, a hexadecimal
check bit value of OF indicates errors in data bits FIFOOUT

[4] and FIFOOUT [24], both associated with CABLEi
DATA [4].

The fix bit generator 352 also produces signals NCERR
(uncorrectable error) and CRERR (correctable error). If no
error is indicated by the check bits, then the signals CRERR
(correctable error) and NCERR (non-correctable error) are
both deasserted low. In those positions in the syndrome table
containing the uncorrectable state UNCER, the signal
NCERR is asserted high and the signal CRERR is deasserted
low. Otherwise, where a correctable data error is indicated,
the signal NCERR is deasserted low and the signals CRERR
is asserted high.

The lower 52 bits of the fix bits FIXBIT [51:0] are
provided to one input of 52 exclusive-OR gates 354, whose
other input receives one of each the lower 52 bits of the
FIFO data FIFOOUT [51:0]. The upper 8 FIFO bits
FIFOOUT [59:52], allocated to the error detection and
correction bits EDC [7:0], are used to generate the check bits
and the syndrome bits, but are not subject to error correction.
The exclusive-OR gates 354 perform a bit-wise exclusive-
OR operation of the fix bits FIXBIT [51:0] and the data bits
FIFOOUT [51:0]. If the data signals FIFOOUT [51:0]
contain correctable, erroneous data bits, those data bits are
flipped by the exclusive-OR operation. The exclusive-OR
gates 354 provide the corrected data CORRMSG [51:0] to
the 1 input of a multiplexer 360. The 0 input of the
multiplexer 360 receives the data bits FIFOOUT [51:0], and
the multiplexer 360 is selected by a configuration signal
CFG2 CiENABLEiECC. The output of the multiplexer
360 produces signals MUXMSGI [51:0]. If the system
software enables error detection and correction by setting
the signal CFG2CiENABLEiECC high, then the multi-
plexer 360 selects the corrected data CORRMSG [51:0] for
output. Otherwise, if error detection and correction is
disabled, the data bits FIFOOUT [51:0] are used.

The non-correctable and correctable error indicators

NCERR and CRERR are provided to inputs of AND gates
356 and 358, respectively. The AND gates 356 and 358 are
enabled by the signal CFG2CiENABLEiECC. The out-
puts of the AND gates 356 and 358 produce signals
CiNLERR and CiCRERR, respectively. The signals
CiNLERR and CiCRERR can be asserted only if error
detection and correction is enabled. When an error is

detected, the fix bits are latched and used for diagnostic
purposes.

If a correctable error is indicated (the signal CiCRERR
is high), then an interrupt is generated to the interrupt
receiving block 132, forwarded up to the interrupt output
block 114, and then transmitted to the system interrupt
controller and then to the CPU 14 to invoke an interrupt
handler. Non-correctable errors indicated by the signal
CiNCERR will cause the system error SERRito be
asserted, which in turn causes the system interrupt controller
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(not shown) to assert the non-maskable interrupt (NMI) to
the CPU 14. In the downstream bridge chip 48, non-
correctable errors will also cause the power-good/PLL lock
indication bit sent up the cable 28 to be negated so that the
upstream bridge chip 26 does not send cycles downstream.

To prevent spurious interrupts during and just after power-
up, error detection and correction on both the upstream and
downstream bridge chips is disabled during power-up until
the upstream PLL 186 and downstream PLL 182 have
locked to the clock CABLEiCLKl or CABLEiCLKZ.

System management software responding to the
correctable-error interrupt determines the cause by reading
the latched fix bits. If a hardware failure is determined (e.g.,
multiple data error bits associated with the same cable wire),
then the system management software can notify the user of
the condition to fix the hardware failure. The system man-
agement software responds to SERRicaused by an uncor-
rectable error by shutting down the system or performing
other functions programmed by the user.

Secondary Bus Arbiter

Referring to FIG. 3, each bridge chip includes a PCI
arbiter 116 or 124. Since the upstream bridge chip 26 is
normally installed in a slot, the PCI arbiter 116 is disabled.
The PCI arbiter 124 supports 8 masters: 7 generic PCI
masters (REQ [7:1]i, GNT [7:1]i) including the six PCI
slots and the hot plug controller in the S10 50, and the bridge
chip itself (BLREQi, BLGNTi). The signals BLREQi
and BLGNTiare routed from and to the PCI master block

123. The bridge chip asserts the signal BLREQiif a trans-
action from the CPU 14 targeted for the secondary PCI bus
32 is received by the upstream and downstream bridge chips
26 and 48. The request and grant lines REQ [1]iand GNT
[1]ifor the S10 50 are routed internally in the downstream
bridge chip 48. The PCI arbiter 124 inserts a PCICLK2 delay
between negation of a GNTisignal for one master and the
assertion of a GNTisignal for another master.

In the downstream bridge chip 48, the PCI arbiter 124 is
enabled or disabled based on the sampled value of REQ
[7]iat the rising edge of the signal PCIRST2i. If the bridge
chip 48 samples REQ [7]ilow on PCIRST2i, it will
disable the PCI arbiter 124. If the PCI arbiter 124 is disabled,

then an external arbiter (not shown) is used and the hot plug
request is driven out on the REQ [1]ipin and hot plug grant
is input on the GNT [1]ipin. The bridge PCI bus request is
driven out on the REQ [2]ipin and its grant is input on the
GNT [2]ipin. If the bridge chip 48 samples REQ [7]ihigh
on PCIRST2i, it will enable the PCI arbiter 124.

The PCI arbiter 124 negates a master’s GNTisignal
either to service a higher priority initiator, or in response to
the master’s REQisignal being negated. Once its GNTi
signal is negated, the current bus master maintains owner-
ship of the bus until the bus returns to idle.

If no PCI agents are currently using or requesting the bus,
the PCI arbiter 124 does one of two things depending on the
value of a PARKMSTRSEL configuration register in the
configuration space 125. If the register contains the value 0,
the PCI arbiter 124 uses the last active master to park on the
bus 32; if it contains the value 1, then the bus is parked at
the bridge chip 48.

The PCI arbiter 124 includes a PCI minimum grant timer
304 (FIG. 21) which controls the minimum active time of all
the GNTisignals. The default value for the timer 304 is the
hexadecimal value 0000 which indicates that there is no

minimum grant time requirement. The timer 304 can be
programmed with a value from 1 to 255, to indicate the
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number of PCICLK2 clock periods the GNTiline is active.
Alternatively, an individual minimum grant timer can be
assigned to each PCI master on the secondary bus 32 to
provide more flexibility. The minimum grant time is appli-
cable only when the current master is asserting its REQi
signal. Once the REQisignal is deasserted, the GNTi
signal can be removed regardless of the minimum grant time
value.

Referring to FIG. 20A, in normal operation, the PCI
arbiter 124 implements a round-robin priority scheme
(second level arbitration scheme). The eight masters in the
round- robin scheme include devices connected to the six

slots of the expansion box 30, the S10 50, and a posted
memory write (PMW) request from the upstream bridge
chip 26. All masters on the PCI bus 32 in this scheme have
the same priority as the bridge chip 48. After a master has
been granted the secondary PCI bus 32 and the master has
asserted the FRAMEisignal, the bus is re-arbitrated and the
current master is put on the bottom of the round-robin stack.
If the master negates its request or the minimum grant timer
304 expires, the PCI bus 32 is granted to the next highest
priority master. Locked cycles are not treated any differently
by the PCI arbiter 124.

In response to certain events, the arbitration scheme is
modified to optimize system performance. The events
include: 1) an upstream-to-downstream delayed read or
delayed write request is pending, 2) a downstream-to-
upstream delayed read request is pending with no read
completion indication provided, and 3) a streaming possi-
bility exists while the bridge chip 26 is the current master on
the upstream bus 24.

When a delayed request is detected, the bridge chip 48
becomes the next master to be granted the secondary PCI
bus 32. Once the bridge chip 48 is granted the bus 32, it
maintains ownership of the bus 32 until it completes all
outstanding delayed requests or one of its cycles is retried.
If the bridge chip 48 is retried, then a two-level arbitration
scheme is implemented by the arbiter 124. One primary
cause of the bridge chip read cycle being retried is that the
target device is a bridge with a posted write buffer that needs
to be flushed. In this case, the optimum operation is to grant
the bus 32 to the retrying target to allow it to empty its
posted write buffer so it can accept the bridge chip read
request.

Referring to FIG. 20B, the two-level arbitration protocol
includes a first level arbitration scheme which is a round-

robin scheme among three possible masters: the delayed
request from the CPU 14, a request from the retrying master,
and a master selected by the second-level arbitration
scheme. Each of the three masters in the first-level arbitra-

tion scheme is guaranteed every third arbitration slot. For
memory cycles, the slot associated with the retrying target
can be determined from target memory range configuration
registers in the configuration space 125 of the bridge chip
48, which store the memory range associated with each PCI
device. If the retrying master cannot be determined (as in the
case of an I/O read), or if the retrying master is not
requesting the secondary bus 32, then the first level arbitra-
tion scheme would be between the bridge chip 48 and a
level-two master.

The retrying master is not masked from the level-two
arbitration. Thus, it is possible for it to have two back-to-
back arbitration wins if it is the next master in the level-two
arbitration scheme.

For example, if an upstream-to-downstream read is retried
and Master C (the retrying master) is requesting the bus 32
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as well as Master B and Master E, the order of the bus grants
would be as follows in descending order: the bridge chip 48,
the retrying master (Master C), Master C, the bridge chip 48,
the retrying master C, Master E, the bridge chip 48, and so
forth, until the bridge chip 48 is able to complete its
transaction and the PCI arbiter 124 reverts back to its

level-two arbitration scheme for normal operation.

If, as another example, the bridge chip read is retried and
the only other requesting masters are Master A and Master
D (i.e., the retrying master is not requesting the bus or it
could not be identified because it is accessing I/O space), the
order of the bus grants is as follows: the bridge chip 48,
Master A, the bridge chip 48, Master D, and so forth.

The two-level arbitration scheme gives delayed requests
from the CPU 14 the highest priority. Although this arbitra-
tion method favors heavily the CPU 14, every requesting
device on the bus 32 is eventually granted the PCI bus 32.
By so doing, there is less chance that the other secondary bus
masters would be starved when a PCI bridge chip request is
retried.

Referring to FIG. 21, the PCI arbiter 124 includes an L2
state machine 302 to implement the level-two round-robin
arbitration scheme. The L2 state machine 302 receives

signals RRiMAST [2:0], which indicate the current round-
robin master. The L2 state machine 302 also receives request
signals RRiREQ [7:0], corresponding to the 8 possible
masters of the secondary PCI bus 32. Based on the current
master and the state of the request signals, the L2 state
machine 302 generates a value representing the next round-
robin master. The output of the L2 state machine 302 is
provided to the 0 input of a 6:3 multiplexer 306, whose 1
input receives signals Q2AiSTRMAST [2:0]. The select
input of the multiplexer 306 receives a signal STREAMi
REQ, which is asserted high by an AND gate 308 when a
streaming opportunity exists (Q2AiSTREAM is high), the
streaming master on the secondary PCI bus 32 is asserting
its request line (MYiREQ [Q2AiSTRMAST [2:0]] is
high), and a delayed request is not pending (BALiDELi
REQ is low).

The output of the multiplexer 306 drives signals NiRRi
MAST [2:0] which represent the next round-robin master in
the level-two arbitration scheme. The signals NiRRi
MAST [2:0] are received by an L1 state machine 300, which
also receives the following signals: a signal RTRYMASTi
REQ (which represents the request of the retrying bus
master); a signal MINiGRANT (which is asserted when the
minimum grant timer 304 times out); the delayed request
signal BALiDELiREQ; the stream request signal
STREAMiREQ; a signal CURMASTiREQ (indicating
that the current master is maintaining assertion of its request
signal); a signal ANYiSLOTiREQ (which is asserted high
if any of the request signals REQ [7:1] i, but not including
the bridge chip request BLREQi, is asserted); and signals
L1STATE [1:0] (which represent the current state of the L1
state machine 300). The L1 state machine 300 selects one of
the three possible L1 masters, including the retrying master
(RTRYMASTiREQ), the delayed request from the bridge
chip 48 (BALiDELiREQ), and the level-two master
(ANYiSLOTiREQ).

The retrying master request signal RTRYMASTiREQ is
generated by an AND gate 312, which receives the signal
BALiDELiREQ, the signal MYiREQ [RTRYiMAT
[2:0]] (which indicates if the retrying master is asserting its
request), and the output of an OR gate 310. The inputs of the
OR gate 310 receive the signals RTRYiMAST [2:0]. Thus,
if a retrying master has been identified (RTRYiMAST [2:0]
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is non-zero), a delayed request is present (BALiDELi
REQ is high), and the retrying master has asserted its
request, then the signal RTRYMASTiREQ is asserted.

The L1 state machine 300 generates signals NiLlSTATE
[1:0] (representing the next state of the L1 state machine
300), as well as signals NiCURMAST [2:0] (representing
the next master according to the level-two arbitration
scheme). The L1 state machine 300 also generates a signal
OPENiWINDOW, which indicates when a re-arbitration
window exists for a grant state machine 306 to change
masters on the secondary PCI bus 32. A signal ADViRRi
MAST provided by the L1 state machine 300 indicates to the
grant state machine 306 when to load the value of the signals
NiRRiMAST [2:0] into the signals RRiMAST [2:0] to
advance the next level-two round-robin master.

The grant state machine 306 outputs grant signals GNT
[7:0] as well as a signal CHANGINGiGNT to indicate that
ownership of the bus 32 is changing. The grant signals GNT
[7:1]i are inverted from the GNT [7:1] signals, and the
grant signal BLGNTi is inverted from the GNT [0] signal.
The grant state machine 306 also generates signals
L1STATE [1:0] and signals RRiMAST [2:0].

The minimum grant timer 304 is clocked by the signal
PCLK and generates the signal MINiGRANT. The mini-
mum grant timer 304 also receives the signal CHANGINGi
GNT and NEWiFRAME (indicating a new FRAMEi
signal has been asserted). The initial value of the minimum
grant timer 304 is loaded as a value {CFG2AiMINGNT
[3:0], 0000}, with the signals CFG2AiMINGNT [3:0]
being stored configuration bits in the configuration space
125 which define the initial value of the minimum grant
timer 304. The minimum grant timer 304 is re-loaded after
it has counted down to zero and the signal CHANGINGi
GNT is asserted high. After the minimum grant timer 304 is
loaded with a new value, it begins decrementing when the
signal NEWiFRAME is asserted high and the signal
CHANGINGiGNT is deasserted low by the grant state
machine 306, which indicates that a new transaction has
started on the PCI bus 32.

Signals MYiREQ [7:1] are generated by a NOR gate
314, whose inputs receive the request signals REQ [7:1]i
and mask signals Q2AMASKREQ [7:1]. Assertion of the
mask bit Q2AMASKREQ [X], X=1—7, masks the request
REQ [X]i of the corresponding master, which prevents the
PCI arbiter 124 from responding to the request signal. A
signal MYiREQ [0] is driven by an inverter 316, which
receives the bridge request BLREQi.

Referring to FIG. 22 the grant state machine 306 includes
four states: PARK, GNT, IDLE4GNT, and IDLE4PARK. On

assertion of a reset signal RESET (generated from the PCI
reset signal PCIRST2i), the grant state machine 306 enters
state PARK, where it remains while a signal ANYiREQ is
deasserted. The signal ANYiREQ is asserted high if any of
the request lines to the PCI arbiter 124 is asserted. In the
PARK state, the PCI—PCI bridge 48 is parked as the owner
of the PCI bus 32 when another request is not present.

If the signal ANYiREQ is asserted, the grant state
machine 306 transitions from state PARK to state

IDLE4GNT, and the signal CHANGINGiGNT is asserted
high to indicate that the PCI arbiter 124 is changing masters.
The grant signals GNT [7:0] are cleared to all zeros, and the
signals CURMAST [2:0] are updated with the value of the
next master NiCURMAST [2:0]. In addition, the round-
robin master signals RRiMAST [2:0] are updated with the
next round-robin master value NiRRiMAST [2:0] if the
signal ADViRRiMAST is asserted by the L1 300. The
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signal ADViRRiMAST when high indicates that the next
L1 master is one of the L2 masters.

From state IDLE4GNT, the grant state machine 306 next
transitions to the GNT state, and the signals GNT [7:0] are
set to the state of new grant signals NEWGNT [7:0] and the
signal CHANGINGiGNT is negated low. The signals
NEWGNT [7:0] are based on the state of the current master
signals CURMAST [2:0], as shown in FIG. 24.

From state GNT, three transitions are possible. The grant
state machine 306 returns to the PARK state if an arbitration

window is open (OPENiWINDOW is high), no request is
pending (ANYiREQ is low), the PCI bus 32 is idle (BUSi
IDLE is high), and the next master is the current master (i.e.,
the current master is the parking master). In the transition
back from the GNT state to the PARK state, the signals
L1STATE [1:0] are updated with the signals NiLlSTATE
[1:0]. However, if no requests are pending and the bus is
idle, but the current master is not the parking master (i.e., the
signals NiCURMAST [2:0] are not equal to the value of the
signals CURMAST [2:0]), an idle state is needed and the
grant state machine 306 transitions from the GNT state to the
IDLE4PARK state. The L1 state values L1STATE [1:0] are
updated. From the IDLE4PARK state, the grant state
machine 306 transitions to the PARK state, setting the grant
signals GNT [7:0] equal to the new grant signals NEWGNT
[7:0] to grant the PCI bus 32 to the new master. The signal
CHANGINGiGNT is also negated low.

If the arbitration window opens up (OPENiWINDOW is
high), and the next master is not the current master (the
signals NiCURMAST [2:0] are not equal to the signals
CURMAST [2:0]), then the grant state machine 306 transi-
tions to the idle state IDLE4GNT to change bus master
grants. In the transition, the signal CHANGINGiGNT is
asserted high, the signals GNT [7:0] are cleared to all zeros,
the signals CURMAST [2:0] are updated with the next
master value NiCURMAST [2:0], and the L1 state signals
L1STATE [1:0] are updated with the next state value
NiLlSTATE [1:0]. In addition, the round-robin master
signals RRiMAST [2:0] are updated with the next round-
robin master NiRRiMAST [2:0] if the signal ADViRRi
MAST is asserted high. The grant signals GNT [7:0] are then
assigned to the value NEWGNT [7:0] in the transition from
the IDLE4GNT state to the GNT state.

Referring to FIG. 23, the L1 state machine 300 (FIG. 21)
starts in state RR upon assertion of the RESET signal, where
the state machine 300 remains while a delayed request signal
BALiDELiREQ is negated low (indicating there is no
delayed request pending). While in the RR state, the signal
ADViRRiMAST is asserted high to allow the grant state
machine 306 to update the round-robin master (i.e., setting
signals RRiMAST [2:0] equal to the value NiRRiMAST
[2:0]. The RR state is the round-robin state in which the
level-two arbitration scheme is used. While in the RR state,
the next master signals NiCURMAST [2:0] are set equal to
the next round-robin master NiRRiMAST [2:0], and the
signal OPENiWINDOW is set high if a stream request
opportunity exists (STREAMiREQ is high), or the mini-
mum grant timer 304 has expired (MINiGRANT is high),
or the current master has negated its request (CURMASTi
REQ goes low). When asserted high, the signal OPENi
WINDOW allows a new arbitration to take place.

If a delayed request is detected (BALiDELiREQ goes
high), the L1 state machine 300 transitions from the RR state
to the BAL state, setting the next master state
NiCURMAST [2:0] as the bridge chip 48 and deasserting
the signal ADViRRiMAST to disable the level-two
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round-robin arbitration. In the BAL state, the signal OPENi
WINDOW is asserted high if the delayed request is deas-
serted (BALiDELiREQ goes low) or the delayed request
has been retried (BALiRETRIED goes high). If the signal
BALiDELiREQ is negated low, or if the delayed request
BALiDELiREQ is asserted high but the retrying master
request is negated low (RTRYMASTiREQ is low) and the
slot request ANYiSLOTiREQ is asserted high, then the
L1 state machine 300 transitions back to the RR state. In the

transition, the signal ADViRRiMAST is asserted high and
the next master signals NiCURMAST [2:0] are set equal to
the next round-robin master NiRRiMAST [2:0]. If the
signal BALiDELiREQ is deasserted, that indicates that
the arbiter 124 should revert back to the level-two round-

robin scheme. If the delayed request signal is asserted but
the retrying master request is negated, then the level-one
arbitration scheme is between the slots on the PCI bus 32

and the bridge chip 48.

If both the delayed request BALiDELiREQ and the
retrying master request RTRYMASTiREQ are asserted,
then the L1 state machine 300 transitions from state BAL to

state RETRYiMAST, and the retrying master is set as the
next master (NiCURMAST [2:0] is set equal to RTRYi
MAST [2:0]). The signal ADViRRiMAST is maintained
low. In the RETRYiMAST state, if none of the PCI slot

masters are asserting a request (ANYiSLOTiREQ is low),
then the level-one arbitration scheme is between the retrying
master and the bridge chip 48, and the L1 state machine 300
transitions back to the BAL state. The bridge chip 48 is set
as the next master (NiCURMAST [2:01] is equal to the
state BALBOA), and the signal ADViRRiMAST is main-
tained low. However, the L1 state machine 300 transitions
from the RETRYiMAST state to the RR state if any one of
the slot masters is asserting a request (ANYiSLOTiREQ
is high). In the transition, the signal ADViRRiMAST is
asserted high, and the next round robin robin master is set as
the next master (NiCURMAST [2:0] is set equal NiRRi
MAST [2:0]).

To take advantage of the streaming capabilities of the
bridge chip, when data for a DRC starts arriving from the
cable 28, the master associated with that DRC becomes the

highest priority device (assuming its REQi is asserted).
This allows the master to receive the data stream coming
down the cable 28 while the window of opportunity is there
for streaming. If the bridge chip 48 cannot connect the
master before the DRC queue fills up, then the upstream
bridge chip 24 will disconnect and only a portion of the data
would be passed to the requesting master, necessitating the
master to issue another read request on the upstream bus 24.
The streaming master retains the highest priority as long as
DRC data continues to arrive from the cable 28. If the master

repeats a different cycle/address, it will be retried, but it will
maintain ownership of the secondary PCI bus 32 until its
request goes away or the opportunity for streaming passes.

Retrying Requests and Multi-Threaded Masters

Since each bridge chip is a delayed transaction device, if
a device on the downstream bus 32 issues a read request
destined for an upstream target, the downstream bridge chip
48 will issue a retry transaction (described in the PCI
specification) on the secondary bus 32 and forward the
request up the cable 28. The retry transaction causes the
requesting master to give up control of the PCI bus 32 and
negate its REQi line. After negating its REQi line, the
retried master will re-assert a request for the same cycle at
a later time, which may result in its GNTi being asserted (if
its REQi line is not masked) and the bus master being
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retried again until the read completion indication is asserted
in the downstream bridge chip 48.

Referring to FIG. 25, to avoid the unnecessary servicing
of retry requests, the REQi line of a secondary bus master
which issues a retried delayed read or write request is
masked by asserting the appropriate one of signals Q2Ai
MASKiREQ [7:1] (requests from the bridge chip 48 which
are retried are not masked) until the delayed completion
returns. In this fashion, other requesting masters are given
priority to get their requests in. As soon as the first infor-
mation associated with the delayed completion is returned,
the REQi line of the corresponding master is unmasked and
the retried master is able to enter arbitration again.

However, a special case exists for multi-threaded (or
multi-headed) masters on the downstream bus 32 (FIG.
26B), which are able to assert a first request, get retried, and
come back with a different request. One such multi-threaded
bus device is a PCI—PCI bridge 323 connecting the sec-
ondary PCI bus 32 and a subordinate PCI bus 325. The bus
325 is connected to network interface cards (NICs) 327A
and 327B which are connected to two different networks.

Thus, if the request from the NIC 327A for the primary PCI
bus 32 is retried by the bridge chip 48, the NIC 327B can
generate a different request. In this case, the REQi lines of
the multi-threaded masters are not masked, as indicated by
the signal CFG2QiMULTIiMASTER [X] being set high.

A status register 326 determines if a slot is single-or
multi-threaded. On reset, the register 326 is cleared to
assume that each secondary bus device is single-threaded.
Each slot is then monitored to determine if it requests a
different cycle while another cycle from the same master is
pending. If multi-threaded behavior is observed in a master,
then that master is marked as such by setting the corre-
sponding bit CFG2QiMULTIiMASTER [X] high.

The input of the status register 326 is connected to the
output of a 14:7 multiplexer 328, whose 0 input is connected
to the output of a 14:7 multiplexer 330 and whose 1 input is
connected to address bits P2QiAD [22:16]. A select signal
CFGWRiMM selects the 0 and 1 inputs of the multiplexer
328. When asserted high, the signal CFGWRiMM causes
a configuration write of the status register 326 from the data
bits P2QiAD [22:16], allowing software control of the bits
in the register 326. The 1 input of the multiplexer 330
receives multi-master signals MULTIiMASTER [7:1], the
0 input receives the output of the register 326, and the
multiplexer 330 is selected by a signal MULTIiSEL. The
signal MULTIiSEL is generated by an AND gate 338,
whose first input receives a signal Q2PIFiCHECKiCYC
(asserted high to indicate that the current transaction infor-
mation should be checked with information stored in the

queue block 127 for a match, such as during a delayed
memory read or write request from a bus device on the
secondary PCI bus 32), and the other input receives the
inverted state of a signal DCQiHIT (indicating that the
current address information does not match the address

information associated with a pending request of the
requesting master in the DCQ 148). Thus, if a failed com-
parison occurred, the value of-signals CFG2QiMULTIi
MASTER [7:1] is updated.

Abit MULTIiMASTER [X] is asserted high if master X
has a pending request that has been retried, and master X
subsequently comes back with a different request. This is
checked by comparing the transaction information (e.g.,
address, byte enables, data for a write) of the pending
request with the address of the new request. A failed
comparison indicates that the master is multi-threaded. Once
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a multi-master configuration bit CFG2QiMULTIi
MASTER [X] (X=1—7) is set high, the bit is maintained
high.

The signals MULTIiMASTER [7:1] are generated by a
decoder 336. The decoder 336 receives signals Q2PIFi
SLOT [2:0] (slot number for the current delayed request
from a master), Q [7:0] iMASTER [2:0] (the master
associated with each of the eight buffers in the DCQ 148),
Q [7:0]iCOMPLETE (the completion status of each of the
eight queues), and Q [7:0]iPARTiCOMPLETE (the par-
tial completion status of each of the buffers in the delayed
completion queue). For example, if the signal
QOiMASTER [2:0] contains the value 4, then that indi-
cates DCQ buffer 0 stores the transaction information of a

delayed request from the bus device in slot 4. The signal
QYiCOMPLETE, Y=0—7, if asserted high indicates if
DCQ buffer Y has received all the data associated with

delayed request transaction. The signal QYiPARTi
COMPLETE, Y=0—7, if asserted high indicates that DCQ
buffer Y has been allocated as the DCQ buffer for a delayed
transaction of one of the masters but all the data associated

with the delayed transaction has not been received.

If the current slot number Q2PIFiSLOT [2:0] is equal to
the value of any one of the eight queue master indication
signals Q [7:0] iMASTER [2:0], and the corresponding
DCQ buffer is in the complete or part complete state, then
the corresponding one of the bits MULTIiMASTER [7:1]
is set high if the signal DCQiHIT is low and the signal
Q2PIFiCHECKiCYC is high. Thus, for example, if the
signal Q2PIFiSLOT [2:0] contains the value 2, indicating
that the device in slot 2 is the current master of the delayed
request, and DCQ buffer 5 is storing a pending request for
the slot 2 master (Q5iMASTER [2:0] =5), and either of
signals QSiCOMPLETE or QSiPARTiCOMPLETE is
high, and if the signal Q2PIFiCHECKiCYC is high and
the signal DCQiHIT is low, then the bit MULTIiMULTIi
MASTER [2] is set high to indicate that the slot 2 device is
a multi-threaded master.

A mask request generation block 332 produces signals
Q2AiMASKiREQ [X] (X=1—7) in response to signals Q
[7:0]iMASTER [2:0], Q [7:0]iSTATE [3:0]) (which indi-
cates the state of delayed completion queues 0—7), SLOTi
WITHiDATA [7:0] (which indicate if delayed completion
Qs 0—7 contain valid data), CFG2QiMULTIiMASTER
[X] (X=1—7), CFG2QiALWAYSiMASK, and CFG2Qi
NEVERiMASK.

Referring to FIG. 26A, the mask request generation block
332 includes a 2:1 multiplexer 320 for producing the signal
Q2AiMASKiREQ [X] (X=1—7). The 1 input of the mul-
tiplexer 320 is connected to the output of an OR gate 322 and
the 0 input is tied low. The select input of the multiplexer
320 is driven by a signal MASKiMUXSEL. One input of
the OR gate 322 is connected to the output of a NOR gate
324, which receives a signal CFG2QiMULTIiMASTER
[X] (indicating a multi-threaded master), and the other input
receives a signal CFG2QiNEVERiMASK (a configura-
tion bit indicating that the request line should not be masked
if a multi-threaded master is detected). The other input of the
OR gate 322 receives a signal CFG2QiALWAYSiMASK,
which is a configuration bit indicating that the corresponding
mask bit Q2AiMASKiREQ [X] should always be masked
if the signal MUXSEL is asserted high. The signal MASKi
MUXSEL is asserted high if the request from the secondary
bus master is not to data already existing in the queue block
127, i.e., the request must be transmitted to the primary PCI
bus 24. Thus each time a request is transmitted from a device
on the secondary PCI bus 32 upstream to the primary PCI
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bus 24, a check is performed on bits CFG2QiMULTIi
MASTER [7:1] to determine if a multi-threaded master has
been detected.

The masking of requests can be overridden by setting the
appropriate bits in the configuration registers 125. The
available modes include: 1) normal mode in which request
masking is enabled except if multi-threaded master
(CFG2QiNEVERiMASK=0, CFG2QiALWAYSi
MASK=0), 2) always mask mode in which requests from
retried masters are masked even if multi-threaded (CFG2Qi
ALWAYSiMASK=1), and 3) never mask mode in which
the requests are never masked (CFG2QiNEVERiMASK=
1, CFG2QiALWAYSiMASKED =0).

Expansion Card Insertion and Removal Connecting
Expansion Cards

As shown in FIGS. 1 and 27A, the two expansion boxes
30a and 30b, of common design 30, each have the six
hot-plug slots 36 (36d—f) in which the conventional expan-
sion cards 807 can be inserted and removed (hot-plugged)
while the computer system 10 remains powered up. The six
mechanical levers 802 are used to selectively secure (when
closed, or latched) the expansion cards 807 that are inserted
into corresponding hot-plug slots 36. For purposes of
removing or inserting the expansion card 807 into one of the
slots 36, the corresponding lever 802 must be opened, or
unlatched, and as long as the lever 802 is opened, the
corresponding slot 36 remains powered down.

When the lever 802 that secures the expansion card 807
to its slot 36 is opened, the computer system 10 senses this
occurrence and powers down the card 807 (and correspond-
ing slot 36) before the card 807 can be removed from its slot
36. Slots 36 that are powered down, like other slots 36 not
holding cards 807, remain powered down until software of
the computer system 10 selectively powers up the slots 36.

The card 46 inserted into the card slot 34 has the bridge
chip 48 that monitors the securement status (open or closed)
of the levers 802 and powers down any card 807 (and
corresponding slot 36) that is not secured by its lever 802.
Software of the computer system 10 can also selectively
power down any one of the slots 36.

The cards 807 are powered up through a power up
sequence and powered down through a power down
sequence. In the power up sequence, power is first supplied
to the card 807 being powered up, and thereafter, a PCI clock
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signal (from the PCI bus 32) is furnished to the card 807
being powered up. Remaining PCI bus signal lines of the
card 807 are then coupled to corresponding lines of the PCI
bus 32. Lastly, the reset signal for the card 807 being
powered up is negated which brings the card 807 out of
reset.

The power up sequence allows the circuitry of the card
807 being powered up to become fully functional with the
PCI clock signal before the remaining PCI bus signals are
provided. When the clock signal and remaining PCI bus
signals are connected to the card 807 and before the card 807
is reset, the bridge chip 48 has control of the PCI bus 32.
Because the bridge chip 48 has control of the PCI bus 32
during these times, potential glitches on the PCI bus 32 from
the power up sequence do not disturb operations of the cards
807 that are powered up.

In the power down sequence, the card 807 being powered
down is first reset. Next, the PCI bus signals, excluding the
PCI clock signal, are removed from the card 807. The bridge
chip 48 subsequently disconnects the PCI clock signal from
the card 807 before power from the card 807 is removed.
The power down sequence minimizes the propagation of
false signals from the card 807 being powered down to the
bus 32 because circuitry on the card 807 remains fully
functional until the PCI bus signal lines are removed.

When the PCI clock signal and remaining PCI bus signals
are disconnected, and when the card 807 is reset, the bridge
chip 48 has control of the PCI bus 32. Because the bridge
chip 48 has control of the PCI bus 32 during these times,
potential glitches on the PCI bus 32 from the power down
sequence do not disturb operations of the cards 807 that are
powered up.

The bridge chip 48 includes the Serial Input/Output (SIO)
circuit 50 which controls the power up and power down
sequences of the slots 36 through twenty-four control signals
POUT [39:16]. The control signals POUT [39:16] are a
subset of forty output control signals POUT [39:0] generated
by the S10 circuit 50. The control signals POUT [39:16] are
latched versions of slot bus enable signals BUSEN#[5:0],
slot power enable signals PWREN [5:0], slot clock enable
signals CLKEN#[5:0] and slot reset signals RST#[5:0], all
internal signals of the S10 circuit 50, further described
below. The control signals POUT [39:0] and their relation-
ship to the signals BUSEN#[5:0], PWREN [5 :0], CLKEN#
[5:0] and RST#[5:0] are described in the following table:

PARALLEL OUTPUT CONTROL SIGNALS POUT 39:0

ASSOCIATED
CONTROL WHEN SIGNAL

DESCRIPTION SIGNALS IS ACTIVE

Control signals for LEDs 54
General purpose output signals GPOA[3:0]
Reset signal for slot 36a (RST#[0]) Low
Reset signal for slot 36b (RST#[1]) Low
Reset signal for slot 36c (RST#[2]) Low
Reset signal for slot 36d (RST#[3]) Low
Reset signal for slot 36e (RST#[4]) Low
Reset signal for slot 36f (RST#[5]) Low
Clock enable signal for slot 36a (CLKEN#[0]) Low
Clock enable signal for slot 36b (CLKEN#[1]) Low
Clock enable signal for slot 36c (CLKEN#[2]) Low
Clock enable signal for slot 36d (CLKEN#[3]) Low
Clock enable signal for slot 36e (CLKEN#[4]) Low
Clock enable signal for slot 36f (CLKEN#[5]) Low
Bus enable signal for slot 36a (BUSEN#[0]) Low
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-continued

PARALLEL OUTPUT CONTROL SIGNALS POUT 39:0

ASSOCIATED
SIGNAL CONTROL

POSITION DESCRIPTION SIGNALS

29 Bus enable signal for slot 36b (BUSEN#[1])
30 Bus enable signal for slot 36c (BUSEN#[2])
31 Bus enable signal for slot 36d (BUSEN#[3])
32 Bus enable signal for slot 36e (BUSEN#[4])
33 Bus enable signal for slot 36f (BUSEN#[5])
34 Power enable signal for slot 36a (PWREN[0])
35 Power enable signal for slot 36b (PWREN[1])
36 Power enable signal for slot 36c (PWREN[2])
37 Power enable signal for slot 36d (PWREN[3])
38 Power enable signal for slot 36e (PWREN[4])
39 Power enable signal for slot 36f (PWREN[5])

As shown in FIGS. 2 and 28, each hot-plug slot 36 has the
associated switch circuitry 41 for connecting and discon-
necting the slot 36 to and from the PCI bus 32. The switch
circuitry 41 for each slot 36 receives four of the control
signals POUT [39:16]. As an example, for the slot 36a, when
the control signal POUT [28] is asserted, or low, the slot 36a
is connected to the bus signal lines of the PCI bus 32 by a
switch circuit 47. When the control signal POUT [28] is
deasserted, or high, the slot 36a is disconnected from the bus
signal lines of the PCI bus 32.

When the control signal POUT [22] is asserted, or low, the
slot 36a is connected to a PCI clock signal CLK through a
switch circuit 43. When the control signal POUT [22] is
deasserted, or high, the slot 36a is disconnected from the
clock signal CLK.

When the control signal POUT [34] is asserted, or high,
the slot 36a is connected to a card voltage supply level V55
through a switch circuit 45. When the control signal POUT
[34] is deasserted, or low, the slot 36a is disconnected from
the card voltage supply level V55.

When the control signal POUT [16] is asserted, or low, the
slot 36a is reset and when the control signal POUT [16] is
deasserted, or high, the slot 36a comes out of the reset state.

As seen in FIG. 2, the $10 circuit 50 may selectively
monitor up to one hundred twenty-eight (sixteen bytes) of
latched status signals STATUS [127:0] furnished by the
expansion box 30. The status signals STATUS [127:0] form
a “snapshot” of selected conditions of the expansion box 30.
The status signals STATUS [127:0] include six status signals
STATUS [127:0] which indicate the securement status
(opened or closed) of each of the levers 802. The $10 circuit
50 monitors the status signals STATUS [31:0] for changes in
their logical voltage levels. The $10 circuit 50 serially shifts
the status signals STATUS [127:32] into the $10 circuit 50
when instructed to do so by the CPU 14.

The $10 circuit 50 serially receives the status signals
STATUS [127:0], least significant signal first, via a serial
data signal NEWiCSID. The data signal NEWiCSID is
furnished by the serial output of the thirty-two bit, parallel
input shift register 82 located on board the expansion box 30
along with the slots 36.

The register 82, through its parallel inputs, receives
twenty-four parallel status signals PIN [23:0], four associ-
ated with each of the hot-plug slots 36, that are included in
the thirty-two least significant status signals STATUS [31:0].
When the status indicated by one or more of the status
signals STATUS [31:0] changes (the logical voltage level
changes), the bridge chip 48 generates an interrupt request
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to the CPU 14 by asserting, or driving low, a serial interrupt
request signal SIiINTR# which is received by the interrupt
receiving block 132. The status signals PIN [23:0] include

two PCI card presence signals (PRSNT1# and PRSNT2#)
associated with each slot 36.

Six status signals PIN [5:0], corresponding to their
latched versions, status signals STATUS [5:0], indicate the

securement, or engagement, status (open or closed) of each
the levers 802. Six sliding switches 805 (FIGS. 27A—27C)
are actuated by the movement of their corresponding levers
802 and are used to electrically indicate the securement
status of the corresponding lever 802. Each switch 805 has
a first terminal coupled to ground and a second terminal
furnishing the corresponding one of the status signals PIN

[5:0]. The second terminal is coupled to a supply voltage
level VDD through one of six resistors 801.

If one of the levers 802 opens and the card 807 secured by
the lever 802 becomes unsecured, the corresponding one of

the status signals PIN [5:0] is asserted, or driven high. As an
example, for the slot 36a, the status signal PIN [0] is
deasserted, or driven low, when the corresponding lever 802
is closed. When the lever 802 for the slot 36a is opened, the

status signal PIN [0] is asserted, or driven high.

The register 82 also receives a serial stream of latched

status signals STATUS [127:32] that do not cause interrupts
when the logical voltage level of one of the signals STATUS
[127:32] changes. The status signals STATUS [127:32] are
formed by the sixteen bit shift register 52 located on board
the expansion box 30 with the slots 36. The shift register 52
receives status signals at its parallel inputs and latches the

status signals STATUS [127:32] when instructed to do so by
the $10 circuit 50. The shift register 52 serializes the status

signals STATUS [127:32] and furnishes the signals STATUS
[127:32] to the serial input of the register 82 via a serial data
signal CSIDiI.

When instructed by the $10 circuit 50, the register 82
latches status signals PIN [23:0], forms the status signals
STATUS [31:0], furnishes the status signals STATUS [31:0]
and furnishes a byte or more of the status signals STATUS

[127:32] (when requested by the CPU 14), in a least sig-
nificant signal first fashion, to the $10 circuit 50 via the
serial data signal NEWiCSID. The status signals STATUS

[127:0] are described by the following table:
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STATUS 127:0

BIT DESCRIPTION

Lever 802 status signal for slot 36a (PIN(0])
Lever 802 status signal for slot 36b (PIN[1])
Lever 802 status signal for slot 36c (PIN[2])
Lever 802 status signal for slot 36d (PIN[3])
Lever 802 status signal for slot 36e (PIN[4])
Lever 802 status signal for slot 36f (PIN[5])
Reserved for lever 802 status signal for additional hot-plug
slot

Reserved for lever 802 status signal for additional hot-plug
slot

8 PRSNT2# signal for slot 36a (PIN[6])
9 PRSNT2# signal for slot 36b (PIN[7])

GUI-bUJNI—‘O
\]

10 PRSNT2# signal for slot 36c (PIN[8])
11 PRSNT2# signal for slot 36d (PIN[9])
12 PRSNT2# signal for slot 36e (PIN[10])
13 PRSNT2# signal for slot 36f (PIN[11])
14 Reserved for PRSNT#2 signal for additional hot-plug slot 36
15 Reserved for PRSNT#2 signal for additional hot-plug slot 36
16 PRSNT1# signal for slot 36a (PIN[12])
17 PRSNT1# signal for slot 36b (PIN[13])
18 PRSNT1# signal for slot 36c (PIN[14])
19 PRSNT1# signal for slot 36d (PIN[15])
20 PRSNT1# signal for slot 36e (PIN[16])
21 PRSNT1# signal for slot 36f (PIN[17])
22 Reserved for PRSNT1# signal for additional hot-plug slot 36
23 Reserved for PRSNT1# signal for additional hot-plug slot 36
24 Power fault status for slot 36a (PIN[18])
25 Power fault status for slot 36b (PIN[19])
26 Power fault status for slot 36c (PIN[20])
27 Power fault status for slot 36d (PIN[21])
28 Power fault status for slot 36e (PIN[22])
29 Power fault status for slot 36f (PIN[23])
30 Reserved for power fault status for additional hot-plug

slot 36

31 Reserved for power fault status for additional hot-plug
slot 36

32— Status signals that do not cause interrupt requests when their
127 status changes

As shown in FIGS. 2 and 30, when the $10 circuit 50
asserts, or drives low, a register load signal CSILiOi, the
shift register 52 latches the status signals STATUS [127:32]
and the shift register 82 latches the status signals STATUS
[31:0]. When the $10 circuit 50 negates, or drives high, the
signal CSILiOi, both the registers 52 and 82 serially shift
their data to the $10 circuit 50 on the positive edge of a clock
signal CSICiO furnished by the $10 circuit 50. The clock
signal CSICiO is synchronized to and one fourth the
frequency of the PCI clock signal CLK.

As shown in FIG. 29, for purposes of monitoring, or
scanning, the status signals STATUS [31:0], the $10 circuit
50 uses a thirty-two bit interrupt register 800 whose bit
positions correspond to the signals STATUS [31:0]. The $10
circuit 50 updates the bits of the interrupt register 800 to
equal the corresponding status signals STATUS [31:0] that
have been debounced, as further described below. Two status
signals STATUS [7:6] are reserved for additional hot-plug
slots 36, and the seventh and eighth most significant bits of
the interrupt register 800 are also reserved for the additional
slots 36. The interrupt register 800 is part of a register logic
block 808 of the $10 circuit 50 which is coupled to the PCI
bus 32.

Serial scan input logic 804 of the $10 circuit 50 sequen-
tially scans, or monitors, the status signals STATUS [31:0],
least significant signal first, for changes, as indicated by
transitions in their logical voltage levels. If the status of one
or more of the status signals STATUS [5:0] associated with
the levers 802 changes, the serial scan input logic 804 enters
a slow scan mode such that the status signals STATUS [5:0]
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are scanned thirty-two times within a predetermined
debounce time interval. If one or more of the status signals
STATUS [5:0] changes, the serial scan input logic 804
updates the interrupt register 800 (and asserts the serial
interrupt signal SIiINTR#) if the changed status signal
STATUS [5:0] remains at the same logical voltage level for
at least a predetermined debounce time interval. The serial
scan input logic 804 is coupled to programmable timers 806
which generate and indicate the end of the debounce delay
interval initiated by the serial scan logic 804. Requiring the
status to remain stable for the debounce time interval

minimizes the inadvertent powering down of one of the
hot-plug slots 36 due to a false value (i.e., a “glitch”)
indicated by one of the status signals STATUS [5:0]. When
all of the status signals STATUS [5:0] remain at the same
logical voltage level for at least the debounce time interval,
the serial scan input logic 804 then proceeds to once again
scan all thirty-two status signals STATUS [31:0] in the faster
scan mode.

If the serial scan input logic 804 detects a change in one
of the status signals STATUS [31:6], the serial scan input
logic 804 instructs the timers 806 to measure another
debounce delay interval, subsequently asserts the serial
interrupt signal SIiINTR#, updates the interrupt register
800 with the signals STATUS [31:6] that have changed, and
ignores further changes in the status signals STATUS [31:6]
until the debounce time interval expires. After expiration of
the debounce time interval, the serial scan input logic 804
proceeds to recognize changes in the thirty-two status sig-
nals STATUS [31:0].

When the serial interrupt signal SIiINTR# is asserted,
the CPU 14 subsequently reads the interrupt register 800,
determines which (may be more than one) status signals
STATUS [31:0] caused the interrupt, and deasserts the serial
interrupt signal SIiINTR# by writing a “1” to the bit or bits
of the interrupt register 800 that have changed.

The CPU 14 may selectively mask interrupt requests
caused by the status signals STATUS [31:0] by writing a “1”
to a corresponding bit of a thirty-two bit interrupt mask
register 810. The CPU 14 can also selectively read any byte
of the status signals STATUS [47:0] by writing a byte
number of the selected byte to a serial input byte register
812. The $10 circuit 50 then transfers the desired byte into
a serial data register 815.

For example, to read the third byte (byte number two) of
the status signals STATUS [23:16], the CPU 14 writes a “2”
to the serial input byte register 812. The serial scan input
logic 804 then serially shifts byte two of the status signals
STATUS [23:16] into the serial data register 815. A busy
status bit BS of the serial input byte register 812 is equal to
“1” when the CPU 14 initially writes the desired byte
number to the serial input byte register 812. The bit BS is
cleared by the $10 circuit 50 after the requested byte has
been shifted into the serial data register 815.

The CPU 14 can power up one of the slots 36 by writing
a “1” to a corresponding bit of a slot enable register 817 and
disable the slot 36 by writing a “0” to this bit. Furthermore,
the CPU 14 can reset one of the slots 36 by writing a “1” to
a corresponding bit of a slot reset register 819. The contents
of the slot enable 817 and slot reset 819 registers are
represented by signals SLOTiEN [5:01] and SLOTiRSTi
[5:0], respectively.

To initiate the request indicated by the slot enable 817 and
reset 819 registers, the CPU 14 writes a “1” to an S0 bit of
control register 814. After the SO bit is asserted (which
asserts, or drives high, a GOiUPDATE signal), the $10
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circuit 50 initiates and controls the required power down
and/or power up sequences.

The serial scan input logic 804 is coupled to ON/OFF
control logic 820 which controls the power up and power
down sequences. The ON/OFF control logic 820 furnishes
the signals BUSEN#[5:0], CLKEN#[5:0], RST#[5:0] and
PWREN [5:0] to serial output logic 824.

Each power up or power down sequence involves four
shift phases during which another step of the power down or
power up sequence is performed. During each shift phase,
the ON/OFF control logic 820 instructs the serial output
logic 824 to combine the control signals BUSEN#[5:0],
CLKEN#[5:0], RST#[5:0] and PWREN [5:0]; latch these
signals; and serially furnish these signals (via a serial data
signal CSODiO) to the serial input of an output shift
register 80. At end of each shift phase, the ON/OFF control
logic 820 instructs the shift register 80 to update the control
signals POUT [35:12].

The ON/OFF control logic 820 is also interfaced to the
register logic 808 and Light Emitting Diode (LED) control
logic 822. The LED control logic 122 controls the on/off
status of the six LEDs 54, which visually indicate whether
the corresponding levers 802 are latched or unlatched. The
LEDs 54 can be programmed to blink when turned on
through LED control registers (not shown) of the register
logic 808.

As shown in FIG. 31A, the serial scan input logic 804
includes a scan state machine 840 which controls the scan-

ning of the status signals STATUS [31:0] for changes and
controls the shifting of a selected byte of the status signals
STATUS [47:0] into the serial input byte register 815.

The scan state machine 840 is clocked on the negative
edge of a clock signal DIV2CLK, which is synchronized to
a PCI clock signal CLK and one half of the frequency of the
PCI clock signal CLK. The load and clock signals, CSILi
of and CSICiO, respectively, are furnished by the scan
state machine 840. The clock signal, when enabled, is
synchronized to the clock signal CSICiO.

A bit/byte counter 841, through a thirty-two bit signal
BITiACTIVE [31:0], indicates which bit of the status
signals STATUS [31:0] is currently represented by the serial
data signal NEWiCSID. The asserted bit of the signal
BITiACTIVE [31:0] has the same bit position as the status
signal STATUS [31:0] represented by the data signal NEWi
CSID.

The counter 841 also furnishes a three bit signal BIT [2:0]
which represents which bit of the current byte of the status
signals STATUS [31:0] is currently being scanned by the
scan state machine 840. The counter 841 is clocked on the

negative edge of a signal SHIFTiENABLE. The outputs of
the counter 841 are reset, or cleared, when the output of an
AND gate 842, connected to the clear input of the counter
841, is negated.

The scan state machine 840 furnishes a signal SCANi
INiIDLE which when asserted, or high, indicates that the
scan state machine 840 is in an IDLE state and not currently
scanning any of the status signals STATUS [127:0]. The
signal SCANiINiIDLE is deasserted otherwise.

The signal SCANiINiIDLE is furnished to one input of
the AND gate 842. The other input of the AND gate 842 is
connected to the output of an OR gate 843. One input of the
OR gate 843 receives an inverted HOLDiOFF signal, and
the other input of the OR gate 843 receives a signal
GETTINGiBYTE.

The signal HOLDiOFF, when asserted, or driven high,
indicates that a change in one of the status signals STATUS
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[5:0] has been detected, and the serial scan logic 804 has
entered the slow scan mode. In the slow scan mode, the
serial scan input logic 804 waits for a predetermined slow
scan interval before traversing the status signals STATUS
[31:0] again. The serial scan input logic 804 counts the
number of times the serial scan signals STATUS [5:0] are
scanned during the slow scan mode and uses this count to
determine when one of the status signal STATUS [5:0] has
remain unchanged for the debounce delay interval, as further
described below.

Therefore, when the scan state machine 840 is in the
IDLE state and the either the HOLDiOFF signal is deas-
serted or the scan state machine 840 is reading in a selected
byte (selected by the CPU 14) of the status signals STATUS
[47:0], all outputs of the counter 841 are cleared, or set equal
to zero.

The signal SHIFTiENABLE is furnished by the output
of an AND gate 844. One input of the AND gate 844
receives the clock signal CSICiO. Another input of the
AND gate 844 receives a signal DIV2CLK#. The signal
DIV2CLK# is asserted, or driven low, on the negative edge
of the signal CLKDIV4. The third input of the AND gate 844
receives a signal SCANiINiPROGRESS, which when
asserted, or driven high, indicates that the scan state machine
840 is currently scanning the status signals STATUS [127:0],
and the signal SCANiINiPROGRESS is deasserted oth-
erwise.

Therefore, when the scan state machine 840 is not shifting
in the status signals STATUS [127:0], the counter 841 is
disabled. Furthermore, when enabled, the counter 841 is
clocked on the negative edge of the clock signal DIV2CLK.

The interrupt register 800 receives input signals
DiINTRiREG [31:0] at its corresponding thirty-two
inputs. The load enable inputs of the interrupt register 800
receive corresponding load enable signals UPDATEiIRQ
[31:0]. The interrupt register 800 is clocked on the positive
edge of the PCI clock signal CLK.

For purposes of keeping track of the status signals STA-
TUS [5:0] after each scan, a multi-bit, D-type flip-flop 836
furnishes status signals SCANiSW [5:0]. The clear input of
the flip-flop 836 receives the reset signal RST, and the
flip-flop 836 is clocked on the positive edge of the clock
signal CLK. The input of the flip-flop 836 is connected to the
output of a multi-bit OR gate 850 which has one input
connected to the output of a multi-bit AND gate 846 and one
input connected to the output of a multi-bit AND gate 847.
One input of the AND gate 846 receives six bit enable
signals BITiENABLE [5:0] (described below) and the
other input of the AND gate 846 receives the serial data
signal NEWiCSID. One input of the AND gate 847
receives inverted bit enable signals BITiENABLE [5:0],
and the other input of the AND gate 847 receives the signals
SCANiSW [5:0].

Only one of the bit enable signals BITiENABLE [5:0] is
asserted at one time (when the scan state machine 840 is
scanning), and the asserted bit indicates which one of the
corresponding status signals STATUS [31:0] is represented
by the signal NEWiCSID. Thus, when the scan state
machine 840 is scanning, on every positive edge of the clock
signal CLK, the signals SCANiSW [5:0] are updated.

The bit enable signals BITiENABLE [31:0] are fur-
nished by the output of a multi-bit multiplexer 832 that
receives the bits BITiACTIVE [31:0] at its one input. The
zero input of the multiplexer 832 receives a thirty-two bit
signal indicative of logic zero. The select input of the
multiplexer 832 receives the signal SHIFTiENABLE.
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For purposes of detecting a change in the status signals
STATUS [5:0], a multi-bit, Exclusive Or (XOR) gate 848
furnishes switch change signals SWiCHG [5:0]. When one
of the signals SWiCHG [5:0] is asserted, or high, the
logical voltage of the corresponding status signal STATUS
[5:0] changed during successive scans. One input of the
XOR gate 848 is connected to the input of the flip-flop 836,
and the other input of the XOR gate 848 receives the signals
SCANiSW [5:0].

As shown in FIG. 31D, for purposes of indicating when
the logical voltage level of a selected status signal STATUS
[5:0] has remained at the logical voltage level for at least the
duration of the debounce delay interval, the scan input logic
804 has six signals LSWITCH [5:0]. The non-inverting
input of a D-type flip-flop 900 furnishes the signal
LSWITCH [5] at its non-inverting output. The signal
LSWITCH [S] is asserted, or driven high, to indicate the
above-described condition and deasserted otherwise. The

flip-flop 900 is clocked on the positive edge of the clock
signal CLK, and the clear input of the flip-flop 900 receives
the RST signal.

The input of the flip-flop 900 is connected to the output of
a multiplexer 902 which furnishes a DiLSWITCH [5]
signal. The select input of the multiplexer 902 is connected
to the output of an AND gate 903 that receives a MAX5
signal and a SCANiEND signal. The SCANiEND signal,
when asserted, indicates the scan state machine 840 has

completed the current scan. Five signals (MAX5, MAX4,
MAX3, MAX2, MAX1 AND MAXO) indicate whether the
corresponding status signal STATUS [5], STATUS [4], STA-
TUS [3], STATUS [2], STATUS [1], or STATUS [0],
respectively, has remained at the same logical voltage level
for a least the duration of the debounce time interval. The

zero input of the multiplexer 902 receives the signal
LSWITCH [5], and the one input of the multiplexer 902
receives the signal SCANiSW [5]. The signal SCANi
END is furnished by the output of an AND gate 851 (FIG.
31B). The AND gate 851 receives a signal STOPiSCAN
and a signal SCANiDONE. The signal STOPiSCAN is
asserted, or driven high, when conditions for ending the
scanning by the scan state machine 840 are present, as
further described below. The signal SCANiEND is a pulsed
(for one cycle of the CLK signal) version of the STOPi
SCAN signal. The signals LSWITCH [4]-LSWITCH [0]
and DiLSWITCH [4]-DiLSWITCH [0] are generated in a
similar fashion from the respective SCANiSW [4]-
SCANiSW [0] signals and the respective signals
MAX4—MAXO.

For purposes of updating the logical voltage level of the
status signals STATUS [31:6] as these signals are scanned
in, a multi-bit D-type flip-flop 905 (FIG. 31D) furnishes
twenty-six signals SCANiNSW [31:6]. One of the signals
SCANiNSW [31:6] is asserted, or driven high, to indicate
this condition and deasserted otherwise. The flip-flop 905 is
clocked on the positive edge of the clock signal CLK, and
the clear input of the flip-flop 905 receives the RST signal.

The input of the flip-flop 905 is connected to the output of
a multi-bit multiplexer 906. The select input of the multi-
plexer 906 receives an inverted CHECKiSWITCHiONLY
signal. The CHECKiSWITCHiONLY signal is asserted,
or driven high, when the scan state machine 840 is only
scanning the status signals STATUS [5:0] or status signals
STATUS [127:32] (i.e., ignoring changes in the signals
STATUS [31:6]) and deasserted otherwise. The zero input of
the multiplexer 906 receives the signals SCANiNSW
[31:6], and the one input of the multiplexer 906 is connected
to the output of a multi-bit OR gate 907. One input of the OR
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gate 907 is connected to the output of a multi-bit AND gate
908, and the other input of the OR gate 907 is connected to
the output of a multi-bit AND gate 872.

One input of the AND gate 908 receives the signals
BITiENABLE [31:6]. The other input of the AND gate 908
is connected to the output of a multi-bit multiplexer 909. If
the NEWiCSID signal is asserted, or high, the multiplexer
909 furnishes a twenty-six bit signal equal to “h3FFFFFF.”
Otherwise, the multiplexer furnishes a twenty-six bit signal
equal to “0.” One input of the AND gate 872 is connected
to the inverted output of the AND gate 908, and the other
input of the AND gate 872 receives the signals SCANi
NSW [31:6].

For purposes of storing the logical voltage level of the
status signals STATUS [31:6] after every scan, a multi-bit,
D-type flip-flop 871 furnishes twenty-six signals LNONi
SW [31:6]. One of the signals LNONiSW [31:6] is
asserted, or driven high, to indicate this condition and
deasserted otherwise. The flip-flop 871 is clocked on the
positive edge of the clock signal CLK, and the clear input of
the flip-flop 871 receives the RST signal.

The input of the flip-flop 871 is connected to the output of
a multi-bit multiplexer 870 which furnishes the signals
DiLNONiSW [31:6]. The select input of the multiplexer
870 receives the signal SCANiEND. The zero input of the
multiplexer 870 receives the signals LNONiSW [31:6], and
the one input of the multiplexer 807 receives the signals
SCANiNSW [31:6].

As shown in FIG. 31B, for purposes of generating the
MAXO, MAX1, MAX2, MAX3, MAX4, and MAX5
signals, the serial input logic 804 includes six counters
831a—f, respectively, of common design 831. Each counter
831 is initialized (to a predetermined count value) when an
AND gate 892 asserts, or drives high, its output. For the
counter 831a, the AND gate 892 receives the signal BITi
ENABLE [O], the signal SWiCHG [O] and an inverted
signal QUICKiFILTER. The signal QUICKiFILTER,
when asserted, or high, can be used to circumvent the
debounce time interval. The QUICKiFILTER signal is
normally deasserted, or low. The clock input of the counter
831 is connected to the output of an AND gate 893. For the
counter 831a, the AND gate 893 receives the BITi
ENABLE [0] signal, the inverted SWiCHG [0] signal, the
inverted GETTINGiBYTE signal, and the inverted MAXO
signal. Therefore, for the counter 831a, once the logical
voltage of the status signal STATUS [0] changes, each time
the serial scan logic 804 scans the status signal STATUS [0],
the counter 831a is incremented. When the counter 831a

reaches its maximum value, the signal MAXO is asserted
which indicates the debounce time interval has elapsed. If
the logical voltage of the status signal STATUS [0] changes
during the count, the counter 831a is reinitialized and the
count begins again. The other counters 831b—f function in a
similar fashion for their corresponding status signals STA-
TUS [5:1].

The HOLDiOFF signal, when asserted, instructs one of
the timers 806 to measure a predetermined slow scan
interval which puts the serial scan state machine 840 in the
slow scan mode. When the timer 806 completes measuring
this delay interval, the timer 806 asserts, or drives high, a
FTRiTIMEOUT signal which is otherwise deasserted, or
negated. The product of this slow scan interval and the
number of counts for the counter 831 to reach its maximum

value is equal to the debounce time interval (8 ms).
The HOLDiOFF signal is furnished by the output of a JK

flip-flop 885. The flip-flop 885 is clocked on the positive
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edge of the CLK signal, and the clear input of the flip-flop
885 receives the RST signal. The J input is connected to the
output of an AND gate 883, and the K input is connected to
the output of an AND gate 884. One input of the AND gate
884 is connected to the output of a JK-type flip-flop 896, and
the other input of the AND gate 883 receives the SCANi
END signal. One input of the AND gate 884 is connected to
the inverted output of the AND gate 883, one input of the
AND gate 884 receives the FTRiTIMEOUT signal, and
another input of the AND gate 884 receives a SCANiINi
IDLE signal, which is asserted when the scan state machine
840 is in its IDLE state, as further described below.

The flip-flop 895 is clocked on the positive edge of the
CLK signal, and the clear input of the flip-flop 895 receives
the RST signal. The J input is connected to the output of a
NAND gate 894 which receives the MAXO, MAX1, MAXZ,
MAX3, MAX4 and MAX5 signals. The K input is con-
nected to the output of an AND gate 826 which is connected
to the inverted J input of the flip-flop 895 and receives an
inverted SCANiINiPROGRESS signal which is asserted
when the scan state machine 840 is scanning the status
signals STATUS [31:0].

For purposes of generating the CHECKiSWITCHi
ONLY signal, the serial scan input logic 804 includes a
JK-type flip-flop 864 which furnishes the CHECKf
SWITCHiONLY signal at its non-inverting output and is
clocked on the positive edge of the CLK signal. The clear
input of the flip-flip 864 receives the RST signal, and the J
input of the flip-flop 864 receives a DEBOUNCE signal,
which when asserted, or driven high, indicates that one of
the logical voltage level of one or more of the status signals
STATUS [31:6] has changed. The K input of the flip-flop
864 is connected to the output of aAND gate 865. One input
of the AND gate 865 receives the inverted DEBOUNCE
signal, and one input of the AND gate 865 receives the
SCANiINiIDLE signal.

As shown in FIG. 31C, the debounce signal DEBOUNCE
is furnished by the non-inverting output of a JK-type flip-
flop 860. The flip-flop 860 is clocked by the positive edge of
the clock signal CLK, and the clear input of the flip-flop 860
receives the reset signal RST. The J input of the flip-flop 860
receives a signal CHANGEiONiINPUT signal. The
CHANGEiONiINPUT signal is asserted, or driven high,
when a change in one of the status signals STATUS [31:6]
is detected at the end of a scan by the serial input logic 804
and deasserted otherwise. The K input is connected to the
output of an AND gate 861 which receives a
DBiTIMEOUT signal at one of its inputs. The other input
of the AND gate 861 receives the inverted CHANGEiONi
INPUT signal. The DBiTIMEOUT signal is asserted by the
timers 106 for one cycle of the CLK signal when the
debounce time delay (initiated by the assertion of the
DEBOUNCE signal) has expired. The assertion of the
DBiTIMEOUT signal negates the DEBOUNCE signal on
the next positive edge of the CLK signal.

The CHANGEiONiINPUT signal is furnished by the
non-inverting output of a JK-type flip-flop 866 which is
clocked on the positive edge of the CLK signal. The clear
input of the flip-flop receives the RST signal. The J input of
the flip-flop 866 is connected to the output of an AND gate
869 which receives the SCANiEND signal, and another
input of the AND gate 869 is connected to the output of an
OR gate 867. The OR gate 867 logically ORs all of a set of
NSWiCHG [31:6] signals. The bit positions of the signals
NSWiCHG [31:6] correspond to the bit positions of the
status signals STATUS [31:6] and indicate, by their
assertion, whether the corresponding status signal STATUS
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[31:6] has changed after the last scan. The AND gate 869
further receives the SCANiEND signal. The K input of the
flip-flop 866 is connected to the output of an AND gate 868
which receives the inverted SCANiINiPROGRESS signal
and the inverted output of the AND gate 869. The signals
NSWiCHG [31:6] are furnished by the output of a multi-
bit, XOR gate 862 which receives the signals DiLNONi
SW [31:6] and LNONiSW [31:6].

The non-inverting output of a multi-bit D-type flip-flop
912 furnishes bits SIiDATA [7:0] for the serial data register
815. The clear input of the flip-flop 912 receives the signal
RST, and the flip-flop 912 is clocked on the positive edge of
the CLK signal. The signal input of the flip-flop 912 is
connected to the output of a multi-bit multiplexer 916. The
select input of the multiplexer 916 is connected to the output
of an AND gate 914, and the zero input of the multiplexer
916 receives the bits SIiDATA [7:0]. The AND gate 914
receives the signals GETTINGiBYTE and SHIFTi
ENABLE. Thus, when the serial scan logic 804 is not
shifting in a requested byte of the status signals STATUS
[47:0], the values of the bits SIiDATA [7:0] are preserved.

The one input of the multiplexer 916 is connected to the
output of a multi-bit multiplexer 910. The one input of the
multiplexer 910 is connected to the output of a multi-bit OR
gate 911, and the zero input of the multiplexer is connected
to the output of a multi-bit AND gate 915. The select input
of the multiplexer 910 receives the signal NEWiCSID.

One input of the AND gate 915 receives the bits
SIiDATA [7:0], and an inverting input of the AND gate 915
is connected to the output of a 3x8 decoder 913. The decoder
913 receives the signal BIT [2:0]. One input of the OR gate
911 receives the bits SIiDATA [7:0], and the other input of
the OR gate 911 receives the output of the decoder 913.

The serial input logic 804 furnishes five signals RSTi
SWITCH [5:0] (corresponding to the bit positions of the
status signals STATUS [5:0] to the ON/OFF control logic
820 which indicate, by their assertion, whether the corre-
sponding slot 36a—f should be powered down. The ON/OFF
control logic 820 indicates when the slot 36 (indicated by the
RSTiSWITCH [5:0] signals) has subsequently been pow-
ered down by the subsequent assertion of one of five signals
CLRiSWITCHJ5:0] signals whose bit positions corre-
spond to the signals RSTiSWITCH [5:0]. After receiving
the indication that the slot 36 has been powered down, the
serial logic 804 then deasserts the corresponding RSTi
SWITCH [5:0] signal.

The signals RSTiSWITCH [5:0] are furnished by the
non-inverting output of a multi-bit, D-type flip-flop 891
(FIG. 31B). The clear input of the flip-flop 891 receives the
reset signal RST, and the flip-flop 891 is clocked on the
positive edge of the clock signal CLK. The input of the
flip-flop 891 is connected to the output of a multi-bit OR
gate 857 which has one input connected to the output of a
multi-bit AND gate 859 and one input connected to the
output of a multi-bit AND gate 855. One input of the AND
gate 859 is connected to the output of a multiplexer 853, and
the other input of the AND gate 859 receives latched slot
enable signals LSLOTiEN [5:0] which indicate, by their
assertion, whether the corresponding slot 36a—f is powered
up. One input of the AND gate 855 receives the signals
CLRiSWITCHi5:0] signals. Another input of the AND
gate 855 receives the signals RSTiSWITCH [5:0]. Another
input of the AND gate 855 is connected to the inverted
output of the multiplexer 853.

The zero input of the multiplexer 853 receives a six bit
signal indicative of zero. The one input of the multiplexer
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853 is connected to the output of a multi-bit AND gate 849.
One input of the AND gate 849 receives the signals
DiLSWITCH [5:0], and the other input of the AND gate
849 receives the inverted signals LiSWITCH [5:0]. The
select input of the multiplexer 853 receives the SCANi
END signal.

For purposes of generating the SIiINTR# signal, the
serial scan logic 804 includes a D-type flip-flop 882 which
furnishes the serial interrupt signal SIiINTR# at its invert-
ing output. The flip-flop 882 is clocked on the positive edge
of the CLK signal, and the clear input of the flip-flip 882
receives the RST signal. The input of the flip-flop 882 is
connected to the output of an OR gate 881 which receives
thirty two pending interrupt signals PENDINGiIRQ [31:0],
which indicate, by their assertion, or driving high, whether
an interrupt is pending for the corresponding one of the
status signals STATUS [31:0]. The signals PENDINGiIRQ
[31:0] are otherwise deasserted.

As shown in FIG. 31E, a multi-bit, D-type flip-flop 979
furnishes the signals PENDINGiIRQ [31:0] at its non-
inverting output. The flip-flop 979 is clocked on the positive
edge of the signal CLK signal and receives the signal RST
at its clear input. The input of the flip-flop 979 is connected
to the output of a multi-bit AND gate 981 which receives
inverted interrupt mask signals INTRiMASK [31:0] at one
input. The signals INTRiMASK [31:0] are indicative of
corresponding bit of the interrupt mask register 810. The
other input of the AND gate 981 is connected to the output
of a multi-bit OR gate 835. One input of the OR gate 835 is
connected to the output of a multi-bit AND gate 862, and the
other input of the OR gate 835 is connected to the output of
a multi-bit AND gate 834.

The AND gate 862 receives inverted PENDINGiIRQ
[31:0] signals and signals SETiPIRQ [31:0]. The signals
SETiPIRQ [31:0] are asserted to indicate an interrupt
request should be generated for the corresponding one of the
status signals STATUS [31:0]. Therefore, the signals
PENDINGiIRQ [31:0] are updated with the signals SETi
PIRQ [31:0] if not masked by the signals INTRiMASK
[31:0].

The AND gate 834 receives the signals PENDINGiIRQ
[31:0], inverted signals SETiPIRQ [31:0] and inverted
WRiINTRiREG [31:0] signals. The signals WRiINTRi
REG [31:0] indicate the write data furnished by the CPU 14
to the interrupt register 800. The CPU clears an interrupt by
writing a “1” to the corresponding bit of the interrupt register
800. Therefore, if this occurs, and no new interrupt requests
are indicated for the corresponding one of the status signals
STATUS [31:0], the corresponding one of the signals
PENDINGiIRQ [31:0] is cleared.

The signals SETiPIRQ [31:0] are furnished by the output
of a multi-bit AND gate 839. One input of the AND gate 839
receives the signals UPDATEiIRQ [31:0]. The other input
of the AND gate 839 is connected to the output of a multi-bit
XOR gate 837. One input of the XOR gate 837 receives the
signals DiINTRiREG [31:0], the other input of the XOR
gate 837 receives the signals INTRiREG [31:0]. Therefore,
when the bits of the interrupt register 800 transition from one
logical state to another, an interrupt request is generated.

For purposes of updating the bits of the interrupt register
800, the signals UPDATEiIRQ [31:0] are furnished to the
corresponding load inputs of the register 800. When one of
the signals UPDATEiIRQ [31:0] is asserted, or driven high,
the corresponding bit is loaded with the corresponding one
of the signals DiINTRiREG [31:0].

The signals UPDATEiIRQ [31:0] are furnished by the
output of a multi-bit OR gate 971. One input of the OR gate
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971 is connected to the output of a multi-bit AND gate 973.
One input of the AND gate 973 is connected to the output of
a multi-bit multiplexer 977, and the other input of the AND
gate 973 receives inverted PENDINGiIRQ [31:0] signals.
The select input of the multiplexer 977 receives the signal
SCANiEND, the one input of the multiplexer 977 receives
a thirty-two bit signal indicative of “hFFFFFFFF,” and the
zero input of the multiplexer 977 receives a thirty-two bit
signal indicative of “0.” Therefore, at the end of a scan, the
signals UPDATEiIRQ [31:0] allow the bits of the interrupt
register 800 to be updated that correspond to the asserted
PENDINGiIRQ [31:0] signals.

Another input of the OR gate 971 is connected to the
output of a multi-bit AND gate 975. One input of the AND
gate 975 receives the inverted INTRiMASK [31:0] signals,
another input of the AND gate 975 receives the signals
PENDINGiIRQ [31:0], and another input of the AND gate
975 receives the signals WRiINTRiREG [31:0].
Therefore, the CPU 14 can selectively clear bits of the
signals PENDINGiIRQ [31:0].

The signals DiINTRiREG [5:0] are furnished by the
output of a multi-bit multiplexer 830. When the SCANi
END signal is asserted, the signals DiINTRiREG [5:0] are
equal to the signals DiLSWITCH [5:0]. When the SCANi
END signal is deasserted, the signals DiINTRiREG [5:0]
are equal to the signals LSWITCH [5:0].

The signals DiINTRiREG [31:6] are furnished by the
output of a multi-bit multiplexer 845. When the SCANi
END signal is asserted, the signals DiINTRiREG [31:6]
are equal to the signals DiLNONiSW [31:6]. When the
SCANiEND signal is deasserted, the signals DiINTRi
REG [5:0] are equal to the signals LNONiSW [31:6]. The
interrupt register 800 takes on new values only when the
signal SCANiEND is asserted.

As shown in FIGS. 32A—B, the scan state machine 840
enters an IDLE state after the assertion of the reset signal
RST. When not in the IDLE state, the scan state machine 840
toggles the states of the serial input clock signal CSICi0 in
order to clock the shift register 82. Furthermore, when not in
a first load state LD1, the scan state machine 840 asserts, or
drives high, the load signal CSILi0iin order to enable the
registers 82 and 52 to serially shift the status signals STA-
TUS [127:0] to the S10 circuit 50. In the IDLE state, the
scan state machine 840 sets the signal SCANiDONE equal
to zero.

The scan state machine 840 transitions from the IDLE

state to the state LD1 when either the signal GETTINGi
BYTE is asserted or the signal HOLDiOFF is deasserted.
Otherwise, the scan state machine 840 remains in the IDLE
state. In the LD1 state, the scan state machine 840 asserts,
or drives low, the load signal CSILi0iwhich enables the
registers 82 and 52 to latch and start receiving the status
signals STATUS [127:0].

The scan state machine 840 transitions from the LD1

state, to a load two state LD2. In the LD2 state, the load
signal CSILi0iis kept asserted which enables the registers
82 and 52 to serially shift the status signals STATUS [127:0].

The scan state machine 840 subsequently transitions to a
scan state SCAN. In the SCAN state, the serial scan input
logic 804 scans in one of the status signals STATUS [127:0]
on each negative edge of the clock signal DIV2CLK. When
the signal STOPiSCAN is asserted, the scan state machine
840 transitions back to the IDLE state. The STOPiSCAN

signal is asserted when either the desired byte of the status
signals STATUS [127:0] has been shifted into the serial data
register 815; the lever status signals STATUS [5:0] have
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been scanned in and the serial interrupt signal SIiINTR#
has been asserted; or all of the status signals STATUS [31:0]
have been shifted in. In the SCAN state, the SCANiDONE
signal is set equal to the STOPiSCAN signal

As shown in FIG. 33A, the ON/OFF control logic 820
includes an ON/OFF state machine 998 which receives the

signals RSTiSWITCH [5:0], SLOTiEN [5:0] and SLOTL
RSTJ5:0]. Based on the conditions indicated by these
signals, the ON/OFF state machine 998 indicates and con-
trols the appropriate power up or power down sequences.
The ON/OFF state machine 998 furnishes control signals to
control logic 999.

The ON/OFF state machine 998 furnishes a serial output
update signal SOiUPDATE to the serial output logic 824.
When the signal SOiUPDATE is asserted, or driven high,
the serial output logic 824 begins the shifting phase and
serially shifts control data, via the signal CSODi0, to the
register 80. The serial output logic 824 indicates completion
of the shifting phase by asserting a signal SOiUPDATEi
DONE which is received by the ON/OFF state machine 998.
The ON/OFF state machine 998 subsequently updates the
control signals POUT [39:0] by negating, or clocking, the
latch signal CSOLCiO which is received by the register 80.

The control logic 999 furnishes the signals PWREN [5:0],
CLKEN#[5:0], BUSEN#[5:0] and RST#[5:0] to the serial
output logic 824. The control logic 999 also furnishes a PCI
bus request signal CAYREQ# to and receives a PCI bus
grant signal CAYGNT# from the arbiter 124. The ON/OFF
control logic 820 asserts, or drives low, the signal
CAYREQ# to request the PCI bus 32, and when the arbiter
124 asserts, or drives low, the signal CAYGNT#, the arbiter
124 has granted control of the PCI bus 32 to the ON/OFF
control logic 820.

As shown in FIGS. 33B—G, the ON/OFF state machine
998 enters an idle state IDLE upon assertion of the reset
signal RST. If not idle, the ON/OFF state machine 998
controls one of three sequences: the power down sequence,
the power on sequence, or the one pass sequence used to
update the control signals POUT [39:0] as indicated by the
slot enable 817 and LED control (not shown) registers. The
ON/OFF state machine 998 asserts, or drives high, the load
signal CSOLCiO for one cycle of the clock signal CLK of
the register 80 until the ON/OFF state machine 998 deter-
mines the control signals POUT [39:0] are to be updated.
When the control signals POUT [39:0] are updated, the
ON/OFF state machine 998 negates the signal CSOLCiO
which updates the control signals POUT [39:0].

The ON/OFF state machine 998 begins the power down
sequence when either the software requests a power down of
at least one of the slots 36, as indicated by the deassertion
of the signals SLOTiEN [5:0]; or the serial scan input logic
804 determines at least one of the slots 36a—fshould undergo
the power down sequence, as indicated by the assertion of
the signals RSTiSWITCH [5:0]. To begin the power down
sequence, the ON/OFF state machine 998 asserts the
SOiUPDATE signal to begin a shifting phase and transi-
tions from the IDLE state to a RSTON state.

During the RSTON state, the control logic 999 negates the
reset signals RST#[5:0] for the slots 36 that are to be
powered down, and the serial output logic 824 serially shifts
the reset signals RST#[5:0] to the output register 80. The
ON/OFF state machine 998 also negates the signal
SOiUPDATE. Once all forty-control signals are shifted by
the serial output logic 824 to the register 80, as indicated by
the assertion of the signal SOiUPDATEiDONE, the
ON/OFF state machine 998 transitions from the RSTON
state to an OFFiARBl state.
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In the OFFiARBl state, the ON/OFF state machine 998
requests control of the secondary PCI bus 32 by asserting the
request signal CAYREQ#. The ON/OFF state machine 998
then transitions to an OFFiWGNTl state where it waits for

the grant of the secondary PCI bus 32. When the arbiter 124
grants control of the bus 32, as indicated by the assertion of
the CAYGNT# signal, the ON/OFF state machine 998
negates the signal CSOLCiO for one cycle of the signal
CLK to update the control signals POUT [39:0] and transi-
tions to an OFFiLCLKl state.

In the OFFiLCLKl state, the ON/OFF state machine 998
asserts the signal SOiUPDATE to begin another shift
phase. The ON/OFF state machine 998 transitions from the
OFFiLCLKl state to a bus off state BUSOFF. During the
BUSOFF state, the control logic 999 deasserts, or drives
high, the bus enable signals BUSEN#[5:0] for the slots 36
that are to be powered down, and the serial output logic 824
serially shifts the bus enable signals BUSEN#[5:0] to the
output register 80. The ON/OFF state machine 998 also
negates the signal SOiUPDATE. Once all forty-control
signals are shifted by the serial output logic 824, as indicated
by the assertion of the signal SOiUPDATEiDONE, the
ON/OFF state machine 998 transitions from the BUSOFF
state to an OFFiARBZ state where the state machine 998

once again requests control of the secondary PCI bus 32. The
state machine 998 then transitions to an OFFiWGNT2 state

where it waits for the grant of the PCI bus 32. Once the grant
is received, the state machine 998 transitions to an OFFi
LCLK2 state where the control signals POUT [39:0] are
updated by negating the signal CSOLCiO for one cycle of
the signal CLK. The state machine 998 then transitions to a
clock off state CLKOFF.

During the CLKOFF state, the control logic 999 deasserts,
or drives high, the clock enable signals CLKEN#[5:0] for
the slots 36 that are to be powered down. The bus enable
signals BUSEN#[5:0] do not change, and the serial output
logic 824 serially shifts the clock enable signals CLKEN#
[5:0] to the output register 80. The ON/OFF state machine
998 also negates the signal SOiUPDATE. Once all forty
control signals are shifted by the serial output logic 824, as
indicated by the assertion of the signal SOiUPDATEi
DONE, the ON/OFF state machine 998 transitions from the
CLKOFF state to an OFFiARB3 state, where the state
machine 998 once again requests control of the PCI bus 32.
The state machine 998 then transitions to an OFFiWGNTS

state where it waits for the grant of the PCI bus 32. Once the
grant is received, the state machine 998 transitions to an
OFFiLCLK3 state where the control signals POUT [39:0]
are updated by negating the signal CSOLCiO for one cycle
of the signal CLK. The state machine 998 then transitions to
a power off state PWROFF.

During the PWROFF state, the control logic 999
deasserts, or dries low, the power enable signals PWREN
[5:0] for the slots 36 that are to be powered down. The
signals RST#[5:0], BUSEN#[5:0], and CLKEN#[5:0] do not
change, and the serial output logic 824 serially shifts the
power enable signals PWREN [5:0] to the output register 80.
The ON/OFF state machine 998 also negates the signal
SOiUPDATE. Once all forty control signals are shifted by
the serial output logic 824, as indicated by the assertion of
the signal SOiUPDATEiDONE, the ON/OFF state
machine 998 transitions from the PWROFF state to an

OFFiLCLK4 state where the signals POUT [39:0] are
updated by negating the signal CSOLCiO for one cycle of
the signal CLK. The state machine 998 then transitions to the
IDLE state which completes the power down sequence.

If a power down sequence is not required, the ON/OFF
state machine 998 then determines if the power up sequence
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is required. If either the software has requested at least one
of the slots 36 to powered up or a power up of the expansion
box 30 is pending, then the ON/OFF state machine 998
transitions from the IDLE state to a power on PWRON state
to begin the power on sequence. To begin the power on
sequence, the ON/OFF state machine 998 asserts the
SOiUPDATE signal to begin a shift phase and transitions
from the IDLE state to a power on state PWRON.

During the PWRON state, the control logic 999 asserts the
power enable signals PWREN [5:0] for the slots 36 that are
to be powered up, and the serial output logic 824 serially
shifts the power enable signals PWREN [5:0] to the output
register 80. The ON/OFF state machine 998 also negates the
signal SOiUPDATE. Once all forty control signals are
shifted by the serial output logic 824, as indicated by the
assertion of the signal SOiUPDATEiDONE, the ON/OFF
state machine 998 transitions from the PWRON state to a

timer 806 initialization state LDCNT1 and negates the load
signal CSOLCiO to update the control signals POUT
[39:0].

In the LDCNT1 state, the ON/OFF state machine 998
initializes the timers 806 so that the timers 806 provide an
indication when a predetermined stabilization delay interval
has expired. The stabilization delay interval allows sufficient
time for the card 807 that is being powered up to stabilize
once the voltage level V55 is furnished to the card 807. In the
LDCNT1 state, the ON/OFF state machine 998 also asserts
the signal CSOLCiO. The ON/OFF state machine 820
transitions from the LDCNT1 state to a CLKON state.

During the CLKON state, the control logic 999 asserts, or
drives low, the clock enable signals CLKEN#[5:0] for the
slots 36 that are to be powered up. The PWREN [5:0] signals
remain unchanged, and the serial output logic 824 serially
shifts the clock enable signals CLKEN#[5:0] to the output
register 80. The ON/OFF state machine 998 also negates the
signal SOiUPDATE. Once the stabilization delay interval
has expired, the ON/OFF state machine 998 transitions from
the CLKOFF state to an ONiARBl state.

In the ONiARBl state, the ON/OFF state machine 998
requests control of the secondary PCI bus 32 by asserting the
request signal CAYREQ#. The ON/OFF state machine 998
then transitions to an ONiWGNTl state where it waits for

the grant of the secondary PCI bus 32. Once control of the
bus 32 is granted, as indicated by the assertion of the
CAYGNT# signal, the ON/OFF state machine 998 negates
the signal CSOLCiO to update the control signals POUT
[39:0] and transitions to an ONiLCLKl state where the
signals POUT [39:0] are updated.

The ON/OFF state machine 998 transitions from the
ONiLCLKl state to a LDCNT2 state where the timers 806

are initialized so that the timers 806 provide an indication
when another predetermined stabilization delay interval has
expired. This delay interval is used to allow the clock signal
on the card 807 being powered up to stabilize before the
power up sequence continues The ON/OFF state machine
998 transitions from the LDCNT2 state to a bus on state
BUSON.

During the BUSON state, the control logic 999 asserts, or
drives low, the bus enable signals BUSEN#[5:0] for the slots
36 that are to be powered down. The signals CLKEN#[5:0]
and PWREN [5:0] remain unchanged, and the serial output
logic 824 serially shifts the bus enable signals BUSEN#[5:0]
to the output register 80. The ON/OFF state machine 998
also negates the signal SOiUPDATE. Once the stabilization
delay interval has expired, the ON/OFF state machine 998
transitions from the BUSON state to an ONiARB2 state
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where the state machine 998 once again requests control of
the PCI bus 32. The state machine 998 then transitions to an

ON WGNT2 state where it waits for the grant of the bus 32.
Once the grant is received, the state machine 998 transitions
to an ONiLCLK2 state where the signals POUT [39:0] are
updated by negating the signal CSOLCiO for one cycle of
the signal CLK. The state machine 998 then transitions to a
reset off state RSTOFF.

During the RSTOFF state, the control logic 999 asserts, or
negates, the reset signals RST#[5:0] for the slots 36 that are
to be powered up, depending on their respective SLOTi
RSTJ520] signals. The signals CLKEN#[5:0], PWREN
[5:0] and BUSEN#[5:0] remain unchanged, and the serial
output logic 824 serially shifts the reset signals RST#[5:0] to
the output register 80. The ON/OFF state machine 998 also
negates the signal SOiUPDATE. Once all forty control
signals are shifted by the serial output logic 824, as indicated
by the assertion of the signal SOiUPDATEiDONE, the
ON/OFF state machine 998 transitions from the RSTON
state to an ONiARB3 state where the state machine 998

once again requests control of the bus 32. The state machine
998 then transitions to an ONiWGNT3 state where it waits

for the grant of the bus 32. Once the grant is received, the
state machine 998 transitions to an ON LCLK3 state where

the signals POUT [39:0] are updated by negating the signal
CSOLCiO for one cycle of the signal CLK. The state
machine 998 then transitions back to the IDLE state.

If neither the power up sequence nor the power down
sequence is required, the ON/OFF state machine 998 then
determines if a one pass sequence is needed to update
selected ones of the signals POUT [39:0]. If the
GOiUPDATE signal is asserted, and if any bits of the slot
enable register 817 or slot reset register 819 changes, then
the ON/OFF state machine 998 transitions to a ONEPASS

state and asserts the SOiUPDATE signal The ON/OFF state
machine 998 remains in the ONEPASS state until the forty
control signals have been shifted to the register 80. The
ON/OFF state machine 998 then transitions to an OPiARB

state where the state machine 998 requests control of the PCI
bus 32 by asserting the signal CAYREQ#. The state machine
998 then transitions to an OPiWGNT state where it waits

for the grant of the bus 32. Once the grant is received, the
state machine 998 transitions to an OPiLCLK state where

the signals POUT [39:0] are updated by negating the signal
CSOLCiO for one cycle of the signal CLK. The state
machine 998 then transitions back to the IDLE state.

As shown in FIG. 34, the serial output logic 824 includes
a shift output bit counter 921 that provides a six bit counter
output signal BITiCNTR [5:0] which tracks the control
signal shifted out of the serial output logic 824 via the signal
CSODiO. When the signal BITiCNTR [5:0] is equal to a
six digit number equivalent to “39 ” then a signal MAXi
CNT is asserted. The signal MAXiCNT is provided to the
input of an AND gate 922. The AND gate 922 further
receives a signal SHIFT4 which is asserted when the output
shift state machine 920 enters its SHIFT4 state, further
described below. The output of the AND gate 922 provides
the signal SOiUPDATEiDONE.

The output shift state machine 920 furnishes an increment
counter signal INCiCNTR to the bit counter 921. When the
INCiCNTR signal is asserted, the bit counter 921 incre-
ments the value represented by the signal BITiCNTR [5:0].
When a load counter signal LOADiCNTR is asserted or
when the RST signal is asserted, then the output of an OR
gate 925, connected to a clear input of the bit counter 921,
clears the signal BITiCNTR [5:0].

The signal BITiCNTR [5:0] is furnished to the select
input of a multi-bit multiplexer 924 that furnishes the signal
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CSODi0. The zero through eleven inputs of the multiplexer
924 receive the LED control signals LEDS [11:0]. The
twelve through fifteen inputs of the multiplexer 924 receive
general purpose output signals GPOA [3:0]. The sixteen
through twenty-one inputs receive the reset signals RST#
[5:0]. The twenty-two through twenty-seven inputs receive
the clock enable signals CLKEN#[5:0]. The twenty-eight
through thirty-three inputs receive the bus enable signals
BUSEN#[5:0] The thirty-four through thirty-nine inputs
receive the power enable signals PWREN [5:0].

As shown in FIGS. 35A—B, the output shift state machine
920 enters an IDLE state when the signal RST is asserted. If
the signal SOiUPDATE is asserted, then the output shift
state machine 920 transitions from the IDLE state to a
SHIFT1 state.

Because the output shift state machine 920 is clocked on
the positive edge of the PCI clock signal CLK, the output
shift state machine 920 transitions through a SHIFT1 state,
a SHIFT2 state, a SHIFT3 state and a SHIFT4 state to
generate the clock signal CSOSCiO that is one fourth of the
frequency of the clock signal CLK. During the SHIFT1 and
SHIFT2 states the clock signal CSOSCiO is negated, or
low, and during the SHIFT3 and SHIFT4 states, the clock
signal CSOSCiO is asserted, or high. When the current
shift phase is completed, as indicated by the assertion of the
signal MAXCNT, the shift state machine 920 returns to the
IDLE state and the clock signal CSOSCiO is asserted until
the beginning of the next shifting phase.

As shown in FIG. 36, a HANGiPEND signal is received
by the clear input of the register 80. The assertion, or driving
high, or the HANGiPEND signal asynchronously clears the
appropriate output control signals POUT [39:0] to power
down all slots 36 when the PCI bus 32 is in a locked up
condition, as further described below.

Fault Isolation

The bus watcher 129 can detect for a hang condition on
the secondary PCI bus 32. If a hang condition is detected, the
bus watcher 129 sets a bus hang pending bit, which causes
the S10 50 to power down the slots on the secondary PCI bus
32 and a non-maskable interrupt (NMI) to be transmitted to
the CPU 14. The CPU 14 responds to the NMI by invoking
an NMI routine to isolate the slot(s) causing the hang
condition. Once identified, the defective slot(s) are disabled
or powered off.

For software diagnostic purposes, the bus watcher 129 in
the downstream bridge chip 48 includes a bus history FIFO
and a bus vector FIFO. When the secondary PCI bus 32 is
functioning properly, the bus history information, which
includes an address group (including the PCI address, PCI
command signals, PCI master number, and the address
parity bit) and a data group (including the PCI data, byte
enable signals C/BE [3:0]i, parity error signal PERRi, the
data parity bit, a burst cycle indication bit, and a data valid
flag), are recorded by the bus watcher 129 in each transac-
tion. When the PCI signal FRAMEiis asserted on the
secondary PCI bus 32 to start a bus transaction, the address
group and each subsequent data group are stored in the bus
history FIFO. If the transaction is a burst transaction, then
the burst cycle indication bit is set active on the second data
phase. After the first data phase, the address field in the
address group associated with the subsequent data groups in
the burst transaction is incremented by 4 and the new
address group and data group are stored in the next location
of the bus history FIFO. If data is not transferred because of
a retry condition or a disconnect-without-data condition, the
valid data indication bit is set low.
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Both the address group and the data group flow through
a 2-stage pipeline to allow time for the data group to collect
the data parity bit and data parity error bit, and stop the
recording process when a data parity error occurs before the
next address group is stored. If the bus hangs in the middle
of a write data phase, the data is stored, and a bus-hang status
bit is set in a bus-hang indication register 482 (FIG. 42)
accessible via configuration space. If the bus hangs in the
middle of a read data phase, the data is marked as not valid,
and the bus-hang bit is set.

Bus state vectors are assembled and stored in the bus

vector FIFO, including the following PCI control signals:
slot request signals REQ [7:0]i; slot grant signals GNT
[7:0]i; the FRAMEisignal; the PCI device select signal
DEVSELi; the PCI initiator ready signal IRDYi; the PCI
target ready signal TRDYi; the STOPisignal; the PCI
parity error signal PERRi; the PCI system error signal
SERRi; and the LOCKisignal. On each PCI clock in
which the bus state vector changes, i.e., any one of the listed
signals changes state, the new vector is stored into the bus
vector FIFO.

The bus watcher 129 includes a watch-dog timer 454
(FIG. 40) to determine whether the secondary bus 32 has
locked up. If the watch-dog timer 454 expires, then the bus
32 has hung. The following are examples of bus-hang
conditions that can be detected by the watch-dog timer 454:
The FRAMEisignal is stuck high or low; the signal
TRDYiis not asserted in response to IRDYi; the PCI
arbiter 124 does not grant the bus to any master; and a master
requesting the bus 32 keeps getting retried.

When the watch-dog timer 454 expires, the bus hang
pending bit is set active in the bus-hang indication register
482. When set active, the bus hang pending bit disables the
bus watcher 129. Next, the slot enable bits in the S10 50 are
cleared, causing the slots to be powered off. The S10 50 then
asserts the system error signal SERRi.

To isolate the cause of a bus-hang condition, the system
error signal SERRicauses the interrupt logic in the system
to issue the NMI to the CPU 14. Referring to FIG. 37, the
NMI handler first determines 400 if the bus hang pending bit
is set by reading the bus hang indication register 482. If so,
the NMI handler calls 401 a BIOS isolation handler for

isolating the defective slot or slots. Otherwise, other NMI
procedures are called 402.

As a fail-safe mechanism, the computer system also
includes the automatic server recovery (ASR) timer 72
which is cleared when certain software routines are executed

by the operating system. If the ASR timer expires (e.g., after
10 minutes), that indicates that the operating system has
locked up. The secondary PCI bus 32 hanging may be the
cause of the system lock up, in which case the NMI may
never get to the CPU 14. If the ASR timer expires, then an
ASR-generated reboot occurs. The ASR timer also ensures
that if the BIOS isolation handler is in the middle of isolating
a faulty slot on the PCI bus 32, and the computer system
hangs to cause the ASR reboot, the isolate routine can pick
up where it left off just before the ASR time-out event.

Referring to FIG. 38, a BIOS ASR handler is invoked in
response to an ASR reboot condition. The ASR handler first
checks 444 to determine if an isolation-in-progress event
variable (EV) contains active information indicating that the
isolation process was in progress prior to the ASR time-out
event. The isolation-in-progress EV is stored in non-volatile
memory (NVRAM) 70 and includes header information
which is set active to indicate that the isolation process has
started The isolation-in-progress EV is also updated with the
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current state of the isolation process, including the slots
which have been checked, the slots which are defective, and
the slots which have been enabled.

If the isolation process was in progress, the BIOS ASR
handler re-enables 448 all slots except the ones that were
enabled immediately prior to the ASR event, which is
determined from the isolation-in-progress EV. The enabled
slots prior to the ASR reboot were probably the cause of the
ASR lock-up. As a result, those slots are disabled (i.e.,
powered off). Next, the disabled slot numbers are logged 450
as fail status information stored in the NVRAM, and the
isolation-in-progress EV is cleared. The BIOS ASR handler
then checks 452 to determine if the bus-hang pending bit is
set. If so, the bus-hang pending bit is cleared (by performing
an I/O cycle on the secondary PCI bus 32) to re-enable the
bus watcher 129.

If the isolation-in-progress EV is not set 444 to the active
state, indicating that the isolation process was not running
when the ASR event occurred, the routine checks 446 to
determine if the bus-hang pending bit is set. If not, then the
BIOS ASR handler is done. If the bus-hang pending bit is set
446, indicating that a bus-hang condition occurred before
the ASR event, the BIOS ASR handler calls the BIOS
isolation handler to isolate the faulty slot or slots.

Referring to FIG. 39, the BIOS isolation handler first logs
408 to the fail status information portion of the NVRAM the
bus history and bus state vector information stored in the
history and vector FIFOs in the bus monitor 127. The bus
history and bus state vector FIFOs are read and their
contents transferred to the NVRAM. Next, the header infor-
mation of the isolation-in-progress event variable is set 410
to indicate that the isolation process is in progress. The
bus-hang pending bit is cleared (by writing to a predeter-
mined configuration address) to re-enable the bus watcher
129. Next, the isolation routine re-enables 412 (i.e., powers
up) the first populated slot (i.e., slot with a PCI device
connected), and reads and writes from the PCI configuration
space of the device. Aslot is re-enabled by writing to the slot
enable register 817 (FIG. 29). Next, the routine determines
414 if the bus-hang pending bit is set active, indicating that
the device connected to the slot caused the bus to hang while
reading from it. If not, the routine determines 416 if all
populated slots have been checked. If not, the first populated
slot is disabled 418 and the isolation-in-progress EV is
updated 420 to indicate that the first populated slot has been
tried by the BIOS isolation handler. If the routine determines
414 that the bus-hang pending bit is set active, the slot is
indicated as being failed (e.g., by setting active a fail flag for
that slot) in the fail status information portion of the
NVRAM. Next, the loop consisting of steps 412, 414, 416,
418 and 420 is performed until all populated slots have been
checked.

If all populated slots have been checked 416, the routine
checks 424 to determine if any slot is indicated as failed in
the fail status information portion of the NVRAM. If so, the
routine 398 re-enables 426 only the non-failing slots. Then,
the isolation-in-progress EV is cleared 428, and the BIOS
isolation routine is complete.

If none of the slots are indicated 424 as failed, then that
indicates that the bus-hang condition is not caused by a
single slot, but may be caused by more than one device being
active at the same time. To confirm that, the BIOS isolation

handler first disables (i.e., powers down) 430 all the slots,
and updates the isolation-in-progress EV with this informa-
tion. Next, the BIOS isolation handler clears 431 a count
variable N to zero and sets a count variable I to the value of

N. The count variable N represents the count of the popu-
lated slots.
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The BIOS isolation handler re-enables (i.e., powers up)
432 the populated slot I (which is initially slot N) and reads
and writes to its PCI configuration space. The handler then
checks 438 to determine if the bus-hang pending bit is set.
If not, the handler decrements 433 the variable I and checks
434 if the variable I is greater than or equal to zero. If so, the
handler updates 435 the isolation-in-progress EV and
re-enables 432 and reads and writes the next populated slot
I. The handler then checks 438 if the bus hang pending bit
is set for this next slot. In this manner, for each slot N that
is to be enabled, the previously enabled slots are also
powered on one at a time to determine if a combination of
slots is causing the failure if the variable I is determined 434
to be less than zero, then the handler checks 436 to deter-
mine if all populated slots have been enabled. If not, the
variable N is incremented 437, the isolation-in-progress EV
is updated 439, and the variable I is again set 441 equal to
the value of N.

If the bus hang pending bit is set 438 active, then
potentially two slots are disabled 440: slot N (which is the
slot currently being enabled) and slot I (which is the slot
currently being read from and written to). If the value of I
and N are the same, then only slot N is disabled.

If the handler determines 436 that all populated slots have
been enabled (and a failure could not be identified), then the
handler logs 442 in the NVRAM its inability to isolate the
failure. Next, the handler clears 428 the isolation-in-progress
EV.

Referring to FIG. 40, the watch-dog timer 454, provides
output signals WDiTMRiOUT [17:0] (timer count value),
HANGiPEND (bus hang condition present), ENiCAP (the
software has enable capture of the bus and vector history
information), TIMEiOUT (the watch-dog timer 454 has
timed out), a signal HANGiRCOVRiEN (set high by
software to enable the hang recovery logic in the bus
watcher 129 and in the S10 50) and a signal CAPiILLEGi
PROT (to indicate an illegal cycle on the PCI bus 32).

The signal HANGiPEND is provided to the S10 50 to
shut down the secondary bus slots. The input signals to the
watch-dog timer 454 include some of the PCI bus signals, a
signal WRTiENiCAPil (pulsed high by software to
re-enable the capture of the bus history and bus vector
information by the fault isolation block 129), and a power-
good indicator signal SYNCiPOWEROK (indicating that
power in the computer system is stable).

A bus hang recovery state machine 456 receives the
signals HANGiPEND, TIMEiOUT, and HANGi
RCOVRiEN from the watch-dog timer 454. The recovery
state machine 456 also receives some of the PCI signals. The
output signals from the bus hang recovery state machine 456
includes a device select signal DEVSELiO for driving the
PCI signal DEVSELi, a signal STOPiO for driving the
PCI signal STOPi, a signal SERRiEN which enables
assertion of the system error signal SERRi, a signal
BRiMiABORT (indicating that the bus watcher 129 has
recovered with a master abort), a signal BRiTiABORT
(indicating that the bus watcher 129 has recovered with a
target abort), and a signal RCOVRiACTIVE (for indicating
when the bus hang recovery state machine 456 is active).
The bus hang recovery state machine 456 ensures that the
secondary PCI bus 32 is brought back to the idle state to
allow the software to isolate the faulty slot. When the hang
condition is detected, the S10 50 powers down the second-
ary bus slots, which would automatically place the bus 32
into the idle state if one of the slot devices was the bus

master when the hang condition occurred. However, if one
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of the slot devices was the target (and the bridge chip 48 was
the master) when the bus hang occurred, then the bridge chip
48 would remain on the bus. To take the bridge chip off the
bus, the recovery state machine 456 forces a retry cycle on
the PCI bus 32 by asserting the signal STOPi.

Abus history capture block 458 monitors the PCI bus 32
for transactions, and presents the bus history information
(including the address and data) on to output signals BUSi
HISTiDATA3 [31:0] (the bus history address), BUSi
HISTiDATA2 [31:0] (the bus history data), and BUSi
HISTiDATAl [15:0] (parity error signal IPERRi, parity
bit PAR, valid data bit VALIDiDAT, address parity bit
ADDRPAR, burst indicator BURST, master number MAS-
TER [2:0], byte enable bits CBE [3:0]i, and command bits
CMD [3:0]). The bus history capture block 458 asserts a
signal HISTiRDY when data is available on the BUSi
HISTiDATA signals, which is true at the end of each data
phase in a normal transaction, or if the transaction is
terminated with a master abort, a retry, while the assertion of
the time out signal TIMEiOUT.

A bus vector capture block 460 captures the states of
certain PCI control signals when any of the those control
signals changes state. The vector is captured and output as
signals BUSiVECTiDATA [20:0], which contain the
request signals IREQ [7:0]i, grant signals IGNT [7:0] i,
time out signal TIMEiOUT, lock signal LOCKi,system
error signal SERRi, parity error signal PERRi, stop signal
STOPi, target ready signal TRDYi, initiator ready signal
IRDYi, device select signal DEVSELi, and frame signal
FRAMEi. The bus vector capture block 460 asserts a signal
VECTiRDY if any of the bus vector BUSiVECTiDATA
[24:0] has changed or the watch- dog timer 454 has eXpired
(TIMEiOUT is high).

The bus history and bus vector signals are presented to the
inputs of bus watcher FIFOs, which includes a 2-deep bus
history FIFO and a 4-deep vector history FIFO. The outputs
of the bus history FIFOs are presented as signals BUSi
HISTiREGl [31:0], BUSiHISTiREG2[31:0], and
BUSiHISTiREG3 [31:0]. The outputs of the vector his-
tory FIFO are presented as signals BUSiVECTiREG
[31:0]. The system software reads the outputs of the bus
history FIFO by generating an I/O read cycle which causes
a signal BUSiHISTiRDl to be asserted, and reads the
outputs of the vector FIFO by generating an I/O read cycle
which causes a signal BUSiVECTiRD to be asserted.

Referring to FIG. 41, the recovery state machine 456
begins in state IDLE when the signal SYNCiPOWEROK is
negated low, indicating that power is not yet stable. The state
machine remains in state IDLE while the signal HANGi
PEND is low. In state IDLE, signals BRiMiABORT,
BRiTiABORT and RCOVRiACTIVE are negated low.
The signal RCOVRiACTIVE is active high in the other
states WAIT, ABORT, and PENDiOFF. If the signal SETi
HANGiPEND is asserted high, the state machine transi-
tions to state WAIT. In the transition, the signal
DEVSELiO is set equal to the inverted state of the device
select signal DEVSELi. This insures that if the device
select signal DEVSELiis asserted by a target before the bus
hang condition, the recovery state machine 456 maintains
the signal DEVSELiasserted. In state WAIT, the signal
DEVSELiO is set equal to the state of the signal DEVi
SELiWAS, which is set high if the signal DEVSELiis
asserted by a target before the state machine transition to the
WAIT state.

From state WAIT, the bus hang recovery state machine
456 transitions to the PENDiOFF state if a signal PCIi
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IDLE is asserted, indicating that the PCI bus 32 has gone
idle (i.e., signals FRAMEiand IRDYiare both negated
high). In the transition, the signal BRiMiABORT is set
high to indicate that one of the slot devices was the master
before the hang condition and powering down the slot
device caused the PCI bus to go idle. Asignal SERRiEN is
also set high to enable assertion of the system error signal
SERRior if INTAiis enabled.

If a slot device was a target before the bus hang condition,
then the bus master will remain on the PCI bus 32. To force

the bus master off the PCI bus 32, the bus hang recovery
state machine 456 issues a retry on the PCI bus 32. Acounter
457 counts a predetermined number of PCLK periods (e.g.,
15 PCLK period) after the signal HANGiPEND is asserted
high. The 15 PCLK periods insure sufficient rise time on
FRAMEiand IRDYito give the signals time to go back to
their idle states. When 15 PCLK periods have elapsed, the
counter 457 asserts the signal TIMEiOUT15. If the signal
TIMEiOUT15 is asserted high, and the signal PCIiIDLE
remains low, then the state machine transitions from state
WAIT to state ABORT. In the transition, the signal STOPiO
is asserted high to drive the PCI STOPisignal active to retry
the bus master. The state machine remains in state ABORT

while the bus master maintains the signal FRAME asserted
low. In state ABORT, the signal STOPiO is maintained
high. Once the bus master deasserts the FRAMEisignal in
response to the retry condition, the state machine transitions
from state ABORT to state PENDiOFF. In the transition,
the signal BRiTiABORT is asserted high to indicate that
the target abort was necessary after the bus hang condition
to place the bus 32 in the idle state. The signal SERRiEN
is also asserted high to enable assertion of the signal
SERRior if INTAiis enabled. The state machine remains

in state PENDiOFF until the signal WRTiENiCAPil
has been asserted high at which time it transitions back to
state IDLE.

System software can read the value of the BRiMi
ABORT and BRiTiABORT signals to determine if the slot
device involved in the bus hang was a master or a slave.

Referring to FIG. 42, the watch-dog timer 454 includes an
18-bit LSFR counter 464 which is clocked by the signal
PCLK. The counter 464 is enabled when the output of an
AND gate 467 is asserted high, which occurs when a new
master issues a request (ANYiREQ is high), the bus cycle
has started (signals FRAMEiand IRDYiare both asserted),
the enable capture signal ENiCAP is asserted, and the
signal TIMEiOUT is low. An OR gate 466 receives the
signal ANYiREQ and the inverted states of signals
FRAMEiand IRDYi. The AND gate 467 receives the
output fo the OR gate 466, signal signal ENiCAP, and the
inverted state of the signal TIMEiOUT. The output of the
counter drives signals WDiTMRiOUT [17:0] and is
cleared when a time out condition is detected (TIMEiOUT
is high), a data transfer has taken place (both signals
IRDYiand TRDYiare asserted low), or all output bits of
the counter 464 are high (which is an illegal condition). The
clear condition is indicated by an OR gate 470, which
receives the signal TIMEiOUT, the bit-wise AND of the
signals WDiTMRiOUT [17:0], and the output of an AND
gate 472. The inputs of the AND gate 472 receive the
inverted state of the signal IRDYiand the inverted state of
the signal TRDYi.

The signal TIMEiOUT is asserted high by a time out
detector 474 when the timer signals WDiTMRiOUT
[17:0] count to the binary value 1000000000000000. The
signal TIMEiOUT is provided to one input of an OR gate
476, whose output is connected to the input of an AND gate
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478. The other input of the AND gate 478 receives the
inverted state of a signal WRTiENiCAPil (controlled by
software to re-enable the bus history and bus vector capture),
and its output is connected to the D input of a D-type
flip-flop 488. The flip-flop 488 is clocked by the signal
PCLK and drives an output signal WDiTIMEiOUT,
which is fed back to the other input of the OR gate 476. The
flip-flop 488 is cleared when the power-good signal SYNCi
POWEROK is negated. Thus, an ASR reset does not clear
the signal WDiTIMEiOUT.

The HANGiPEND signal is asserted high by a D-type
flip-flop 482, whose D input is connected to the output of an
AND gate 484 and which is clocked by the signal PCLK.
One input of the AND gate 484 is connected to the output of
an OR gate 486, and its other input receives the inverted
state of the signal WRTiENiCAPil. One input of the OR
gate 486 is connected to the signal HANGiPEND, and the
other input is connected to the output of an AND gate 488.
The inputs of the AND gate 488 receive the signal TIMEi
OUT and the enable signal HANGiRCOVRiEN. Thus, if
system software enables bus hang recovery (HANGi
RCOVRiEN is high), then a time-out condition will cause
the signal HANGiPEND to be set high. The signal
HANGiPEND is cleared when the system software causes
the signal WRTiENiCAPil to be asserted (by perform-
ing an I/O cycle on the bus 32) or when the signal SYNCi
POWEROK is negated. The bit HANGiPEND is not
negated by an ASR reboot.

The enable capture signal ENiCAP is generated by a
D-type flip-flop 490, whose D input receives the output of an
AND gate 492. One input of the AND gate 492 is connected
to the output of an OR gate 494, and its other input is
connected to the inverted state of a signal CLRiENiCAP.
One input of the OR gate 494 is routed back to the signal
ENiCAP and the other input receives the signal WRTi
ENiCAPil. The flip-flop 490 is clocked by the signal
PCLK and set high when the signal SYNCiPOWEROK is
negated low. Once the signal ENiCAP is set high by the
software via the signal WRTiENiCAPil, it is maintained
high. The signal CLRiENiCAP is asserted to clear the
signal ENiCAP (disable capture of information), which
occurs when a time-out has occurred (TIMEiOUT is high),
a system error has occurred (SERRiis low), a parity error
has occurred (PERRiis low), or an illegal bus protocol has
been detected (CAPiILLEGiPROT is high).

The signal CAPiILLEGiPROT is generated by a
D-type flip-flop 483, whose D input receives the output of an
AND gate 485. One input of the AND gate receives the
inverted state of the signal WRTiENiCAPil, and the
other input receives the output of an OR gate 487. The OR
gate 487 receives the signals CAPiILLEGiPROT and
SETiILLEGiPROT. The signal SETiILLEGiPROT is
asserted when capture is enabled (ENiCAP is high), the
state machine 456 is not active (RCOVRiACTIVE is low),
the bus is idle, and any of signals DEVSELi, TRDYi, or
IRDYiis asserted low. This condition is an illegal
condition, which triggers capture of the bus history and bus
vector information.

Referring to FIG. 43, the bus history ready signal HISTi
RDY is generated by a D-type flip-flop 502, which is
clocked by the signal PCLK and cleared by the signal
RESET. The D input of the flip-flop 502 is connected to the
output of an OR gate 504, whose inputs receive the signal
TIMEiOUT, a signal MiABORT (master abort signal
delayed by one PCLK), the output of an AND gate 506, and
the output of an AND gate 508. The AND gate 506 asserts
its output if a retry, disconnect C or target abort cycle is
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present on the secondary bus 32 (the signal FRAMEi, the
inverted state of the signal IRDYi, the inverted state of the
signal STOPi, and the inverted state of the signal DSCi
AiB are all true). The AND gate 508 asserts its output when
a completed data transfer has occurred (the signals IRDYi
and TRDYiare both low). Thus, the bus history information
is loaded into the bus history FIFOs when the watch-dog
timer 454 times out, a retry, disconnect C, or target abort
condition is present, the master has aborted the cycle, or a
cycle has successfully completed.

The valid data indication signal VALIDiDAT is gener-
ated by a D-type flip-flop 510, which is clocked by the signal
PCLK and cleared by the signal RESET. The D input of the
flip-flop 510 is connected to the output of a NOR gate 512,
which receives the signal TIMEiOUT, master abort signal
MiABORT, and the output of the AND gate 506. Thus, data
is valid unless a time out is detected, a master abort cycle is
issued, or a retry, disconnect C, or target abort cycle is
present.

The signal VECTiRDY is generated by a D type flip-flop
514, which is clocked by the signal PCLK and cleared by the
signal RESET. The D input of the flip-flop 514 is connected
to the output of an OR gate 516, which receives the time out
signal TIMEiOUT and a signal CHANGEiSTATE indi-
cating that one of the PCI control signals in the bus vector
has changed state. Thus, the state vector information is
loaded into the vector FIFOs whenever control signals on
the PCI bus 32 change state or when a time-out occurred.

Referring to FIG. 44, the bus history data {BUSiHISTi
DATA3 [31:0], BUSiHISTiDATAZ [31:0], BUSiHISTi
DATA1 [15:0] is provided to the input of bus history register
540, which is the first stage of the bus history FIFO. The bus
history 501 provides output signals BUSiHISTiFIFOl
[79:0], to the register 542 (the second state of the pipeline),
which provides output signals BUSiHISTiFIFO0 [79:0].
Both bus history registers 540 and 542 are clocked by the
signal PCLK and cleared when the power-good signal
SYNCiPOWEROK is low.

The bus history registers 540 and 542 are loaded when the
output of an AND gate 518 is driven high. The AND gate
518 receives the enable capture bit ENiCAP and the OR of
the bus history ready signal HISTiRDY and the CAPi
ILLEGiPROT signal (OR gate 519). The output signals
BUSiHISTiFIFOO [79:0] and BUSiHISTiFIFOl[79:0]
are provided to the 0 and 1 inputs, respectively, of multi-
plexers 520, 522, and 524. Each of the multiplexers 520,
522, and 524 is selected by a read address signal HISTi
FIFOiRDiADDR (which starts out low to select the
output of the bus register 502 and is toggled on each
subsequent read). The multiplexers 520, 522, and 524 drive
output signals BUSiHISTiREG3 [31:0], BUSiHISTi
REG2[31:0], and BUSiHISTiREGl [15:0], respectively.

The bus vector data signals BUSiVECTiDATA [24:0]
are provided to the inputs of a bus vector register 544, whose
output is routed to the input of a bus vector register 546. The
output of the bus vector register 546 is routed to the input of
a bus vector register 548, whose output is in turn routed to
the input of a bus vector register 550. Each of the bus vector
registers 0—3 are clocked by the signal PCLK and cleared
when the signals SYNCiPOWEROK is low. The bus vector
registers are loaded when the output of the AND gate 521 is
asserted high. The AND gate 521 receives the signal
ENiCAP and the OR of signals VECTiRDY and CAPi
ILLEGiPROT (OR gate 523). The bus vector registers 550,
548, 546 and 544 produce output signals BUSiVECTi
FIFOO [24:0], BUSiVECTiFIFOl [24:0], BUSiVECTi
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FIFO2[24:0], and BUSiVECTiFIFO3[24:0], respectively,
which are in turn provided to the 0, 1, 2, and 3 inputs of a
multiplexer 526, respectively. The output of the multiplexer
526 provides signals BUSiVECTiREG [31:0], with the
multiplexer 526 selecting one of its inputs based on the state
of address signals VECTiFIFOiRDiADDR [1:0] (which
begin with a binary value 00 and is incremented on each
successive read).

Thus, the bus history and bus state vector information is
captured in response to assertion of signals HISTiRDY or
VECTiRDY, respectively, or in response to assertion of the
signal CAPiILLEGiPROT if an illegal bus protocol con-
dition is detected.

Expansion Card Space Reservation

Unlike conventional computer systems, in the initial
configuration of the computer system 10 at power up, the
CPU 14 reserves memory space and PCI bus numbers for the
slots 36 that are empty (no card 807 inserted) or powered
down.

As is typically done, the CPU 14 assigns bus numbers for
PCI buses (e.g., PCI buses 24, 32a—b and PCI bus(es) of the
cards 807 that are inserted into slots 36 and powered up) that
are present when the computer system 10 is first powered up.

Each PCI—PCI bridge circuit (e.g., PCI—PCI bridge 26,
48), in its configuration register space 1252 (FIG. 49), has a
subordinate bus number register 1218 and a secondary bus
number register 1220. The subordinate bus number register
1218 contains a subordinate bus number which is the highest
PCI bus number downstream of the PCI—PCI bridge
circuit, and the secondary bus number register 1220 contains
a secondary bus number which is the PCI bus number of the
PCI bus immediately downstream of the PCI—PCI bridge
circuit. Thus, the values stored in the subordinate 1218 and
secondary 1220 bus number registers define the range of PCI
bus numbers that are downstream of the PCI—PCI bridge
circuit.

The configuration register space 1252 also has a primary
bus number register 1222. The primary bus number register
1222 contains the number of the PCI bus located immedi-

ately upstream of the PCI—PCI bridge circuit.
The system controller/host bridge circuit 18 also has the

subordinate 1218 and secondary 1220 bus number registers.
After configuration, the subordinate bus number register
1218 of the circuit 18 contains the maximum PCI bus

number present in the computer system. The secondary bus
number register 1220 of the circuit 18 contains bus number
zero, as the PCI bus immediately downstream of the circuit
18 (PCI bus 24) always is assigned bus number zero.

Unlike the known system, the CPU 14 recognizes that one
of the slots 36 that is initially powered down or empty may
introduce one or more additional PCI buses (present on the
card 807 inserted into the slot 36 initially powered down)
into the computer system 10 after the computer system 10 is
already powered up and configured. Accordingly, during
initial configuration, the CPU 14 reserves memory space,
I/O space and a predetermined number (e.g., one or three) of
PCI bus numbers for any slot 36 that is powered down or
empty.

Thus, PCI—PCI bridge circuits of the computer system
10 do not have to be reconfigured to accommodate the card
807 that has recently been powered up. Only the PCI—PCI
bridge circuit of the card 807 that was recently powered up
needs to be configured. The remainder of the computer
system 10 remains unchanged.

As part of the resource reservation process, a Basic
Input/Output System (BIOS) stored in the ROM 23 and
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shadowed (and write-protected) in the memory 20, builds a
table specifying resource ranges being reserved for the slots
36. This table includes bus number, memory, and I/O
resource ranges for use in configuring a PCI device that has
been newly added to the system 10. The operating system
uses this table to determine what resources have been

reserved and what resources are available for configuring the
newly added PCI devices.

As shown in FIG. 45, in a recursive PCI configuration
routine called BUSiASSIGN, the CPU 14 assigns PCI bus
numbers and programs configuration registers 1252 of the
PCI—PCI bridge circuits accordingly. The CPU 14 accom-
plishes this by scanning one PCI bus at a time for PCI
devices. The BUSiASSIGN routine is part of the BIOS
stored in the ROM 23 and is used to initially configure the
computer system 10 after power up.

The CPU 14 first sets 1000 the value of a search parameter
PCIiBUS equal to the value of another search parameter
CURRENTiPCIiBUS and initializes 1000 search param-
eters FCN and DEV. The parameter PCIiBUS indicates the
bus number of the PCI bus currently being scanned by the
CPU 14, and when the BUSiASSIGN routine is first
executed by the CPU 14, the parameter PCIiBUS indicates
bus number zero.

The parameter CURRENTiPCIiBUS indicates the next
PCI bus number available for assignment by the CPU, and
when the routine BUSiASSIGN is first executed by the
CPU 14, the parameter CURRENTiPCIiBUS indicates
bus number zero. The parameters FCN and DEV indicate the
current PCI function and PCI device, respectively, currently
being scanned by the CPU 14.

The CPU 14 determines 1001 whether the parameter
PCIiBUS indicates bus number zero, and if so, the CPU 14
sets 1002 the secondary bus number register 1220 of the
system controller/host bridge circuit 18 equal to zero. The
CPU 14 then finds 1004 the next PCI—PCI bridge circuit or
the slot 36 that is powered down or empty on the PCI bus
indicated by the parameter PCIiBUS.

For purposes of determining if the next found PCI device
is a PCI—PCI bridge circuit or does not exist (a powered
down or empty slot) the CPU 14 attempts to read from a
value from a one word vendor ID register located in the
configuration space of every PCI device. A value of
“hFFFF” (where the prefix “h” denotes hexadecimal
representation) is reserved and not used by any vendor. If the
attempted read from the vendor ID register returns a value
of “HFFFF,” then this indicates no PCI device is present.

If the CPU 14 determines 1006 there are no more unfound

PCI—PCI bridge circuits or slots 36 that are powered down
or empty on the PCI bus indicated by the parameter PCI
BUS, a return is made from the last call made to the
BUSiASSIGN routine. Otherwise, the CPU 14 determines
1008 whether another PCI—PCI bridge circuit was found,
and if not, the CPU 14 increments 1010 the parameter
CURRENTiPCIiBUS, as a slot 36 that is powered down
or empty was found, and finds 1004 the next PCI—PCI
bridge circuit or slot 36 that is powered down or empty.
Thus, by incrementing 1010 the parameter CURRENTi
PCIiBUS, the CPU 14 effectively reserves a bus number
for the slot 36 that is powered down or empty. Alternatively,
the CPU 14 may reserve more than one bus number for the
slot 36 that is powered down or empty.

If the CPU 14 found a PCI—PCI bridge circuit, the CPU
14 then sets 1012 the primary bus number of the PCI—PCI
bridge circuit equal to the parameter CURRENT PCI
BUS. The CPU 14 then increments 1014 the parameter
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CURRENTiPCIiBUS and sets 1016 the secondary bus
number of the PCI—PCI bridge equal to the new bus
number indicated by the parameter CURRENTiPCIiBUS.

The CPU 14 then sets 1018 the subordinate bus number

of the found PCI—PCI bridge circuit equal to the maximum
possible number of PCI buses by writing to the subordinate
bus number register 1218. This value for the subordinate bus
number register 1218 is temporary and allows the CPU 14
to find and program additional downstream PCI—PCI
bridge circuits or slots 36 that are powered down or empty.

The CPU 14 finds additional downstream PCI—PCI

bridge circuits or slots 36 that are powered down or empty
by preserving 1022 the parameters PCIiBUS, DEV and
FCN and recursively calling 1022 the BUSiASSIGN rou-
tine. The CPU 14 then restores 1024 the values for the

parameters PCIiBUS, DEV and FCN, and returns the latest
call of the BUSiASSIGN routine to update the parameter
CURRENTiPCIiBUS with the next PCI bus number to be

assigned by the CPU 14.
The CPU 14 then updates 1026 the subordinate bus

number of the found PCI—PCI bridge by setting 1026 the
subordinate bus number equal to the parameter
CURRENTiPCIiBUS. Thus, this completes the assign-
ment of the PCI bus number to the found PCI—PCI bridge
circuit and additional downstream PCI—PCI bridge circuits
and slots 36 that are powered down or empty The CPU 14
then finds 1004 the next PCI—PCI bridge circuit or slot 36
that is powered down or empty on the PCI bus indicated by
the parameter PCIiBUS.

As shown in FIG. 46, after the PCI bus numbers are
assigned, the CPU 14 executes a memory space allocation
routine called MEMiALLOC to allocate memory space for
PCI functions and slots 36 that are powered down or empty.
The CPU 14 first initializes 1028 search parameters used in
aiding the CPU 14 in finding the located PCI functions and
slots 36 that are powered down or empty.

The CPU 14 then finds 1030 the next PCI function or slot

36 that is powered down or empty. If the CPU 14 determines
1032 that all PCI functions and all slots 36 that are powered
down or empty have been allocated memory space, the CPU
14 returns from the routine MEMiALLOC. Otherwise, the
CPU 14 determines 1032 whether a PCI function was found.

If so, the CPU 14 allocates 1038 memory resources as
specified by the PCI function. Otherwise, one of the slots 36
that is powered down or empty is found, and the CPU 14
allocates 1036 a default memory size and memory alignment
for the slot 36. The default memory size can either be a
predetermined size determined before power up of the
computer system 10 or a size determined after a determi-
nation of the memory resources required by the computer
system 10.

When allocating memory space, the CPU 14 programs
memory base 1212 and memory limit 1214 registers of the
PCI—PCI bridge circuits that are upstream of the found PCI
function. The CPU 14 also programs base address registers
of the corresponding PCI devices appropriately. The CPU 14
then finds 1030 the next PCI function or slot 36 that is

powered down or empty.
As shown in FIG. 47, after the PCI bus numbers are

assigned, the CPU 14 executes an I/O space allocation
routine called I/OiALLOC to allocate I/O space for PCI
functions and slots 36 that are empty. The CPU 14 first
initializes 1040 search parameters used in aiding the CPU 14
in finding the located PCI functions and slots 36 that
powered down or empty.

The CPU 14 finds 1042 the next PCI function or slot 36

that is powered down or empty. If the CPU 14 determines
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1044 that all PCI functions and slots 36 that are powered
down or empty have been allocated I/O space, the CPU 14
returns from the I/OiALLOC routine. Otherwise, the CPU
14 determines 1044 whether a PCI function was found. If so,
the CPU 14 allocates 1050 I/O resources as specified by the
PCI function. Otherwise, a slot 36 that is powered down or
empty was found, and the CPU 14 allocates 1048 a default
I/O size and I/O alignment for the slot 36. The default I/O
size can either be a predetermined size determined before
power up of the computer system 10 or a size determined
after a determination of the I/O resources required by the
computer system 10.

When allocating I/O space, the CPU 14 programs the I/O
base 1208 and limit 1210 registers of the PCI—PCI bridge
circuits upstream of the PCI function or slot 36. The CPU 14
also programs base address registers of the corresponding
PCI devices appropriately. The CPU 14 then finds 1042 the
next PCI function or slot 36 that is powered down or empty.

As shown in FIG. 48, after initial configuration, when an
interrupt is generated that indicates one of the levers 802 has
opened or closed, the CPU 14 executes an interrupt service
routine called CARDiINT. The CPU 14 reads 1052 the

contents of the interrupt register 800 to determine 1053
whether the lever 802 has been opened or closed. If the CPU
14 determines 1053 that the lever 802 causing the interrupt
was opened, the CPU 14 returns from the routine CARDi
INT.

Otherwise, the CPU 14 writes 1054 to the slot enable
register 817 and sets 1054 the SO bit to initiate the power up
of the slot 36 and the card 807 inserted into the slot 36. The

CPU 14 then waits (not shown) for the card 807 to power up.
The CPU 14 then accesses 1055 the PCI bus on the card, if
any. The CPU 14 then determines 1056 whether the card 807
that was just powered up has a PCI bus (and PCI—PCI
bridge circuit). If so, the CPU 14 determines 1057 the
primary, secondary and subordinate bus numbers reserved
for the slot 36 in which the card 807 was powered up. The
CPU 14 subsequently configures 1058 the PCIiPCI bridge
circuit on the card 807 that was powered up.

The CPU 14 then determines 1060 the location and size

of I/O and memory spaces reserved for the slot 36. The CPU
14 subsequently writes 1062 to base address registers in the
PCI configuration header space of the card 807 that was
powered up. The CPU 14 then reads 1064 an interrupt pin
register in the configuration space of the card 807 to deter-
mine 1066 whether the card 807 uses interrupt requests. If
so, the CPU 14 writes 1068 an interrupt line register in the
configuration space of the card 807 with an assigned IRQ
number.

The CPU then enables 1070 command registers of the
card 870 which are located in the configuration space of the
card 807 and allow the card 807 to respond to memory and
I/O accesses on the PCI bus 32. The CPU 14 subsequently
writes 1072 to the interrupt register 800 to clear the interrupt
request and loads 1074 a software device driver for the card
807. The CPU 14 then returns from the routine CARDiINT.

Bridge Configuration

Functionally, bridge chipsbridge between 48 form a
PCI—PCI bridge between PCI buses 24 and 32. However,
each bridge chip includes configuration space which must be
independently configured. One solution is to treat the two
bridges as independent devices forming one bridge, but that
would require modification of the BIOS configuration rou-
tine. The other solution is to define the cable 28 as a bus so

that the configuration routine can configure the upstream
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bridge chip 26 as a PCI—PCI bridge between the PCI bus
24 and the cable 28, and the downstream bridge chip 48 as
a PCI—PCI bridge between the cable 28 and the PCI bus 32.
One advantage of this second solution is that standard PCI
configuration cycles can be run to configure the bridge chips
26 and 48 as if they were two PCI—PCI bridges, when in
fact the two bridge chips actually form one PCI—PCI
bridge.

There are two types of configuration transactions on a PCI
bus: type 0 and type 1. A type 0 configuration cycle is
intended for devices on the PCI bus on which the configu-
ration cycle is generated while a type 1 configuration cycle
is targeted for devices on a secondary PCI bus accessed via
a bridge. FIG. 51 illustrates the address format of the type 0
and type 1 configuration cycles. A type 0 configuration
command is specified by setting PCI address bits AD [1:0]
to 00 during a configuration cycle. A type 0 configuration
cycle is not forwarded across a PCI—PCI bridge, but stays
local on the bus on which the type 0 configuration transac-
tion was generated.

A type 1 configuration command is specified by setting
address bits AD [1:0] to binary value 01. Type 1 configu-
ration commands can be forwarded by a PCI—PCI bridge to
any level in the PCI bus hierarchy. Ultimately, a PCI—PCI
bridge converts a type 1 command to a type 0 command to
configure devices connected to the secondary interface of
the PCI—PCI bridge.

Configuration parameters stored in the configuration reg-
isters 105 or 125 of the bridge identify the bus numbers for
its primary PCI interface (primary bus number) and second-
ary PCI interface (secondary bus number) and a subordinate
bus number that indicates the highest numbered PCI bus
subordinate to the bridge. The bus numbers are set by the
PCI configuration routine BUSiASSIGN (FIG. 45). For
example, in the upstream bridge chip 26, the primary bus
number is the bus number of the bus 24, the secondary bus
number is the number of the cable 28, and the subordinate
bus number is the number of the secondary PCI bus 32 or the
number of a deeper PCI bus if one eXists. In the downstream
bridge chip 48, the primary bus number is the number of the
cable bus 28, the secondary bus number is the number of the
PCI bus 32, and the subordinate bus number is the number
of a PCI bus located deeper in the PCI bus hierarchy, if one
eXists.

Referring to FIG. 53A, detection of configuration cycles
are handled by logic in the PCI target block 103 or 121 in
the upstream bridge chip 26 or downstream bridge chip 48,
respectively. A type 0 configuration cycle detected on the
upstream bus 24 is indicated by asserting a signal TYPOi
CFGiCYCiUS generated by an AND gate 276. The AND
gate 276 receives signals UPSTREAMiCHIP, IDSEL (chip
select during configuration transactions), CFGCMD
(configuration command cycle detected) and ADDROO
(bits 1 and 0 are both zeros). A type 0 configuration cycle
detected by the downstream bridge chip 48 is indicated by
a signal TYPOiCFGiCYCiDS generated by an AND
gate 278, which receives a signal SliBLiIDSEL (IDSEL
signal for the downstream bridge chip 48), the signal
CFGCMD, the signal ADDROO, a signal MSTRiACTIVE
(indicating that the bridge chip 48 is the master on a
secondary PCI bus 32), and the inverted state of a signal
UPSTREAMiCHIP.

Detection of a type 1 configuration cycle by the PCI target
103 in the upstream bridge chip 26 is indicated by asserting
a signal TYPliCFGiCYCiUS from an AND gate 280,
which receives signals CFGCMD, ADDR01 (bits 1 and 0 are
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low and high, respectively) and UPSTREAMiCHIP. Detec-
tion of a type 1 configuration cycle on the downstream bus
32 is indicated by asserting a signal TYPliCFGiCYCi
DS from an AND gate 282, which receives the signals
CFGCMD, ADDR01, and the inverted state of the signal
UPSTREAMiCHIP.

The bridge chip receiving the type 0 transaction uses the
register number field 250 in the configuration transaction
address to access the appropriate configuration register. The
function number field 252 specifies one of eight functions to
be performed in a multi-functional device during the con-
figuration transaction. A PCI device can be multi-functional
and have such functions as a hard disk drive controller, a
memory controller, a bridge, and so forth.

When the bridge chip 26 sees a type 1 configuration
transaction on its upstream bus 26, it can forward the
transaction either downstream, translate the transaction to a
type 0 transaction, convert the transaction to a special cycle,
or ignore the transaction (based on the bus number param-
eters stored in the configuration registers 105 or 125). If a
transaction is forwarded, it is up to the PCI master of the
destination bridge chip to convert the type 1 transaction to
the corresponding appropriate transaction. If a bridge chip
handles the transaction itself, then it responds by asserting
the signal DEVSELion the PCI bus and handles the trans-
action as a normal delayed transaction.

In a type 1 configuration transaction, the bus number field
260 selects a unique PCI bus in the PCI hierarchy. PCI target
block 103 passes a type 1 configuration cycle from the
upstream chip 26 down to the downstream bridge chip 48 if
a signal PASSiTYPliDS is asserted by an AND gate 284.
The AND gate 284 receives the signal TYPliCFGiCYCi
US and a signal INiRANGE (the bus number field 260 is
greater than or equal to the stored secondary bus number and
less than or equal to the stored subordinate bus number). The
other input of the AND gate 284 is connected to the output
of an OR gate 286, which has one input connected to the
output of an AND gate 288 and the other input receiving the
inverted state of a signal SECiBUSiMATCH. Thus, if a
type 1 cycle is detected, the signal INiRANGE is asserted
and the bus number field 260 does not match the stored

secondary bus number, the signal PASSiTYPliDS is
asserted. If the bus field 260 does not match the stored

secondary bus number, then bus devices on or below the
downstream bus 32 are addressed. The AND gate 288 asserts
its output high if the signal SECiBUSiMATCH is asserted
high and the device number field 258 indicates that the target
of the type 1 configuration cycle is the configuration space
of the downstream bridge chip 48. If this is true, the type 1
configuration transaction is forwarded down the cable 28 to
the downstream bridge chip 48 for translation to a type 0
configuration transaction. The PCI target 121 in the down-
stream bridge chip 48 responds to the transaction and reads
and writes the downstream bridge configuration registers
125 according to the type 0 transaction. The control pins of
the downstream chip are driven and read and write data
appear on the downstream PCI bus 32 as if a type 0
transaction is running on the downstream bus (for debug
purposes), although each IDSEL on the downstream bus 32
is blocked so that no device actually responds to the type 0
transaction.

If the PCI target block 103 in the upstream bridge chip 26
detects a type 1 configuration transaction on its upstream bus
24, having a bus number field equal to the stored secondary
bus number (the cable bus 28) but not addressing device 0
(searching for other devices on the cable bus 28), then the
target block 103 ignores the transaction on the primary bus
26.
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If the PCI target 121 detects a type 1 configuration write
transaction (WRihigh) on the secondary PCI bus 32, which
has a bus number field 260 outside the range of the second-
ary bus number and subordinate bus number (INiRANGE
low), and if the device number 258, the function number
256, and the register number 254 indicate a special cycle
(SPiMATCH high), then a signal PASSiTYPliUS is
asserted by an AND gate 290. The AND gate 290 receives
the signal TYPliCFGiCYCiDS, the signal
SPiMATCH, the write/read strobe WRi, and the inverted
state of the signal INiRANGE. When the PCI master 101
in the upstream bridge chip 26 receives such a cycle, it runs
a special cycle on the primary PCI bus 24.

Configuration transactions are ignored by a bridge chip
under certain conditions. If the target block 103 in the
upstream bridge chip 26 detects a type 1 configuration
transaction on the PCI bus 24 (its upstream bus), and the bus
number field 260 is less than the secondary bus number or
greater than the subordinate bus number stored in the bridge
chip’s configuration space, then the target block 103 ignores
the transaction.

If the target block 121 in the downstream bridge chip 48
detects a type 1 configuration transaction on the secondary
PCI bus 32 (its downstream bus), and the bus number field
260 is greater than or equal to the secondary bus number and
less than or equal to the subordinate bus number stored in the
bridge chip’s configuration space, then the target block 121
ignores the transaction. In addition, type 1 configuration
commands going upstream are ignored if the type 1 com-
mand does not specify a conversion to a special cycle
transaction regardless of the bus number specified in the
type 1 command.

Referring to FIG. 53B, the PCI master 101 or 123 watches
for a configuration cycle transferred over the cable 28. If the
PCI master 123 in the downstream bridge chip 48 detects a
type 1 configuration transaction from the upstream bridge
chip 26, it compares the bus number field 260 with the
primary bus number and secondary bus number stored in the
configuration space of the bridge chip 48. If the bus number
field 260 matches either the stored primary bus number (i.e.,
cable 28) or the stored secondary bus number (addressing a
device directly connected to the downstream bus 32), the
downstream bridge chip 48 translates the transaction to a
type 0 transaction (by setting AD [1:0] =00) as it passes the
configuration transaction onto the bus. The type 0 transac-
tion is performed on the PCI bus 32 by the PCI master block
123.

The following are translations performed of fields in the
type 1 configuration transaction. The device number field
258 in the type 1 configuration transaction is decoded by the
PCI master 123 to generate a unique address in the translated
type 0 transaction on the secondary bus 32, as defined in
table of FIG. 52. The secondary address bits AD [31:16]
decoded from the device number field 258 are used by the
PCI master 123 to generate the appropriate chip select
signals IDSEL for the devices on the secondary PCI bus 32.
When the address bit AD [15] is equal to 1, then the bridge
chip 48 maintains all of address bits AD [31:16] deasserted
low (no IDSEL asserted). The register number field 254 and
the function number field 256 of the type 1 configuration
command are passed unmodified to the type 0 configuration
command. The function number field 256 selects one of

eight functions, and the register number field 254 selects a
double word in the configuration register space of the
selected function.

For a type 1 configuration transaction targeted to the
downstream bridge chip 48, the bridge chip 48 converts the
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type 1 transaction to a type 0 transaction as if it were
addressing a device on the downstream bus 32, but the AD
[31:16] pins are set to zeros so that no secondary PCI bus
device receives an IDSEL. The PCI master logic 123 detects
this by asserting a signal TYPliTOiINTO driven by an
AND gate 262. The AND gate 262 receives a signal CFGi
CMD (indicating a configuration command cycle), the out-
put of an OR gate 264, and the inverted state of the signal
UPSTREAMiCHIP (type-1-to-type-0 translation is dis-
abled in the upstream bridge chip 26). The OR gate 264
asserts its output high if a signal PRIMiBUSiMATCH is
asserted (the bus number field 260 matches the stored
primary bus number), or if the stored primary bus number
CFG2PiPRIMiBUSiNUM [7:0] is equal to zero
(indicating that the primary bus number in the configuration
space of the bridge chip 48 has not been configured by the
system BIOS yet and the current type 1 configuration cycle
is going to the internal configuration space to program the
primary bus number of the bridge chip 48).

A signal TYPLiTOiEXTO is asserted by an AND gate
266 and responds to a match to the stored secondary bus
number. The inputs of the AND gate 266 receive the signal
CFGiCMD, the signal SECiBUSiMATCH, the inverted
state of the signal UPSTREAMiCHIP, and the inverted
state of a signal SPiMATCH (not a special cycle). The
signal TYPliTOiEXTO indicates that the converted type
0 configuration transaction is targeted to a device on the
secondary PCI bus 32.

The signal TYPliTOiINTO is provided to the 1 input of
a 4:1 multiplexer 274. The 2 input is tied low and the 0 and
3 inputs of the multiplexer 274 receive a signal LTYPli
TOiINTO from a D type flip-flop 270. The select input S1
of the multiplexer 274 receives a signal CMDiLATCH
(FRAMEiasserted for a new cycle on the PCI bus 32), and
the select input SO receives a signal P2QiSTARTiPULSE
(which indicates when high that an address has been sent to
the PCI bus 32). The output of the multiplexer 274 is
connected to the D input of a flip-flop 270, which is clocked
by the signal PCLK and cleared by the signal RESET. The
IDSEL signals to the secondary bus devices are blocked by
asserting a signal BLOCKiIDSEL from an OR gate 272,
which receives at its inputs signals Q2PiAD [15] (no
conversion needed according to Table 1 of the FIG. 6),
TYPliTOiINTO and LTYPliTOiINTO. The signal
LTYPliTOiINTO extends the assertion of the signal
BLOCKiIDSEL.

If the PCI master 123 in the downstream bridge chip 48
receives a type 1 configuration transaction from the
upstream bridge chip 26 in which the bus number field 260
is greater than the stored secondary bus number and less than
or equal to the stored subordinate bus number, then the PCI
master block 123 forwards the type 1 transaction to the
secondary PCI bus 32 unchanged. Some other device on the
secondary PCI bus 32, e.g., another bridge device 323 (FIG.
26B), will receive the type 1 configuration transaction and
forward to its secondary bus (PCI bus 325).

A type 1 configuration transaction to special cycle trans-
lation is performed if the PCI master 123 detects a type 1
configuration write transaction from the upstream bridge
chip 26 and the bus number field 260 matches the stored
secondary bus number and if the device number field 258,
the function number field 256, and the register number field
254 indicates a special cycle (SPiMATCH is high). This is
indicated by an AND gate 268 asserting a signal TYPEli
TOiSPCYC high. The AND gate 268 receives
SPiMATCH, and Q2PiCBEi0] (command bit for special
cycle). The data from the type 1 configuration transaction
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becomes the data for the special cycle on the destination bus.
The address during a special cycle is ignored.

Bus Performance Monitor

The bus monitor 127 (FIG. 3) includes circuitry for
storing information to calculate certain bus performance
parameters. The parameters include bus utilization, bus
efficiency, and read data efficiency. Bus utilization is the
ratio of the time that the bus is busy performing a transaction
to a predetermined global period of time. Bus efficiency is
the ratio of the number of PCI clock periods actually used
for data transfer to the total number of clock periods during
the bus busy period. Read data efficiency is the ratio of the
number of the read data bytes accessed by a device on the
secondary PCI bus 32 from the delayed completion queue
(DCQ) 144 (FIG. 4) to the total number of data bytes fetched
for that master by the bridge chip 48. The information stored
in the bus monitor 127 is retrieved by system software to
calculate the desired parameters.

Referring to FIG. 54A, a global period timer 1300 (which
can be 32 bits wide) counts a total period of time during
which the various parameters are to be calculated. The timer
1300 is programmed to the hexadecimal value FFFFFFFF. If
the PCI clock PCICLK2 is running at 33 MHZ, then the
timer period is approximately 2 minutes. When the timer
1300 decrements to 0, it asserts a signal GLiTIMEi
EXPIRE.

The bus monitor 127 includes 7 slot-specific bus-busy
counters 1302A—G, six of the counters corresponding,
respectively, to the 6 slots on the secondary PCI bus 32 and
one to the $10 50. The bus-busy counters 1302A—G are
cleared when the signal GLiTIMEiEXPIRE is asserted.
Depending on which bus device has control of the secondary
bus 32, the bus-busy counter 1302 increments on every PCI
clock in which the secondary PCI bus FRAMEi or IRDYi
signal is asserted The appropriate one of the seven counters
is selected by one of the grant signals GNT [7:1]i. Thus, for
example, the bus-busy counter 1302A is selected when the
signal GNT [1]i is asserted low, indicating that the $10 is
the current master on the secondary PCI bus 32.

Seven data-cycle counters 1306A—G, corresponding,
respectively, to the 6 slots on the secondary PCI bus 32 and
the $10 50, keep track of the time during which a data
transfer is actually occurring between a master and a target
during a transaction on the PCI bus 32. The selected
data-cycle counter 1306 is incremented on every PCI clock
in which the secondary bus IRDYi and TRDYisignals are
both asserted low. The data-cycle counters 1306A—G are
cleared when the signal GLiTIMEiEXPIRE is asserted.

Six DCQ data counters 1310A—F are included in the bus

monitor 127 for keeping track of the amount of data loaded
into the DCQ buffers. The six DCQ data counters 1310A—F

correspond to the 6 slots on the secondary PCI bus 32. The
selected DCQ data counter 1310 increments on every PCI
clock in which delayed read completion (DRC) data is
received from the cable 28 and loaded into the prefetch
buffers.

Another set of counters, DCQ-data-used counters
1314A—F, are used to keep track of the amount of data
loaded into the DCQ 144 actually used by the 6 slots on the
secondary PCI bus 32. The selected DCQ-data-used counter
1314 increments on every PCI clock in which the secondary
bus master reads data from the corresponding DCQ buffer.
Both the DCQ-data counters 1310A—F and DCQ-data-used

counters 1314A—F increment on each data cycle regardless
of the number of bytes actually transferred. In most cases,
the number of bytes transferred in each data cycle is 4.
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When the global period timer 1300 times out and asserts
the signal GLiTIMEiEXPIRE, several events occur. First,
the global period timer 1300 reloads its original count value,
which is the hexadecimal value FFFFFFFF. The contents of

all the other counters, including the bus-busy counters
1302A—G, data-cycle counters 1306A—G, DCQ data
counters 1310A—F, and DCQ-data-used counters 1314A—F,
are loaded into registers 1304, 1308, 1312, and 1316,
respectively. The counters 1302, 1306, 1310, and 1314 are
then cleared to 0. The global period timer 1300 then begins
to count again after it is reloaded with its original value.

The signal GLiTIMEiEXPIRE is provided to the inter-
rupt receiving block 132, which forwards the interrupt over
the cable 28 to the interrupt output block 114, which in turn
generates an interrupt to the CPU 14. The CPU 14 responds
to the interrupt by invoking an interrupt handler to perform
the bus performance analysis. The interrupt handler accesses
the contents of the registers 1304, 1308, 1312, and 1316, and
calculates the several parameters, including the bus
utilization, bus efficiency, and prefetch efficiency parameters
associated with the 6 secondary bus slots and the $10 50.

The bus utilization parameter is the value of the bus-busy
counter 1302 divided by the initial value of the global period
timer 1300, which is the hexadecimal value FFFFFFFF.
Thus, bus utilization is the percentage of the total global
time during which a bus master is performing a bus trans-
action.

A PCI transaction includes an address phase and at least
one data transfer phase. A bus master asserts the signal
FRAMEi to indicate the beginning and duration of an
active bus transaction. When the signal FRAMEi is
deasserted, that indicates the transaction is in the final data
phase or the transaction has been completed. The signal
IRDYi indicates that the bus master is able to complete the
current data phase of the bus transaction. During a write, the
signal IRDYi indicates that valid data is present on the bus.
During a read, the signal IRDYi indicates the master is
prepared to accept read data. The addressed PCI target
responds to the bus transaction by asserting the signal
TRDYi to indicate that the target is able to complete the
current data phase of the transaction. During a read, the
signal TRDYi indicates that valid data is present on the
bus; during a write, the signal TRDYi indicates the target
is prepared to accept data. Wait states can be inserted
between the address and data phases and between consecu-
tive data phases of the bus transaction.

During the address phase or the wait states, no data
transfer is actually occurring.

Actual data transfer is occurring only when both signals
IRDYiand TRDYi are asserted low. To determine the data

transfer bus efficiency, the interrupt handler divides the
value of the data-cycle counter 1306 by the value of the
bus-busy counter 1302. The bus efficiency represents the
amount of time during which a data transfer actually occurs
during a bus transaction. By calculating this value, the
computer system can be made aware of target devices which
require many wait states and therefore are inefficient.

The bridge chip 48 can fetch data from the primary PCI
bus 26 and store the data in the DCQ 144. The DCQ 144 has

each eight buffers, each being assignable to a secondary bus
master. For example, a memory read multiple transaction
generated by a secondary bus master targeted at the primary
bus will cause bridge 26, 48 to fetch 8 cache lines from the
memory 20 and load into the DCQ 144. Amemory read line
transaction will cause the PCI—PCI bridge 26, 48 to fetch
one line of data from the memory 20. In addition, as
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described in conjunction with FIGS. 75 and 79, the PCI—
PCI bridge 26, 48 can perform read promotion, which
converts a read request from a secondary bus master to a
read request for a larger block of data. In these instances,
there exists a possibility that not all of the fetched data will
be used by the bus master. In that case, the unread data is
discarded, which reduces the read data efficiency. Measuring
the read data efficiency allows system designers to under-
stand how a bus master is utilizing read data fetched by the
bridge chip 26, 48 from the primary bus 24.

Referring to FIG. 54B, the counter 1310 increments on
the rising edge of the clock PCLK if the signal DCQi
DATAiRECEIVED [X], X=2—7, is asserted, indicating that
four bytes of data are being received by a DCQ buffer
associated with master X from the cable 28. The counter

1310 outputs count value DCQiDATA [X] [20:0], X=2—7,
which is cleared to zero when the signal GLiTIMEi
EXPIRE is asserted.

The counter 1314 increments on the rising edge of the
clock PCLK if a signal DCQiDATAiTAKEN [X], X=2—7,
is asserted, indicating that four bytes of data are read from
a DCQ buffer associated with master X. The counter 1314 is

cleared when the signal GLiTIMEiEXPIRE is high.

To determine the amount of the DCQ data that is actually
used by the devices on the secondary PCI bus 32, the
prefetch efficiency is calculated by the interrupt handler This
is determined by taking the ratio of the value in the DCQ-
data-used counter 1314 to the value in the DCQ data counter

1310. Even though not all data transferred into or out of the
prefetch buffers are 4 bytes wide, that ratio is closely
approximated by assuming that every data phase transfers
the same number of bytes.

In response to the calculated parameters, a user or the
computer manufacturer can better understand computer sys-
tem performance. For example, if bus efficiency is low, then
the PCI device involved could be replaced with a different
part by the computer manufacturer. Knowing the DCQ read
data efficiency allows the computer manufacturer to change
its DCQ fetch algorithm to better improve efficiency.

Using Subordinate Bus Devices

As shown in FIG. 88, six expansion cards inserted into the
six expansion cards slots 36a—f introduce bus devices
1704—1708 that are subordinate to the CPU 14 and bus

devices 1701—1702 that are subordinate to an 120 processor
1700. Although all of the subordinate bus devices
1701—1708 are connected to the common PCI bus 32, the
120 subordinate devices 1701—1702 appear to the CPU 14 to
only be addressable through the I2 0 processor 1700 and not
directly addressable via the PCI bus 32. Therefore, the PCI
bus 32 serves as both an I2 0 subordinate device bus and a
CPU 14 subordinate device bus.

For purposes of preventing the CPU 14 from recognizing
the 120 subordinate devices 1701—1702 as PCI bus 32
devices, the bridge chip 48 includes logic 1710 (FIG. 90) for
preventing the 120 subordinate devices 1701—1702 from
responding to configuration cycles run by the CPU 14. The
expansion box 30 also includes multiplexing circuitry 1712
which cooperates with the interrupt receiving block 132 of
the bridge chip 48 to mask interrupt requests originating
with the 120 subordinate devices 1701—1702 from propa-
gating to the CPU 14. Interrupt requests originating with 120
subordinate bus devices 1701—1702 are redirected by the
interrupt receiving block 132 to the 120 processor 1700. The
120 processor 700 configures the 120 subordinate devices
1701—1702; receives and processes interrupt requests origi-
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nating from the 120 subordinate devices 1701—1702; and
controls operation of the 120 subordinate devices as directed
by the CPU 14.

After power up of the computer system 10 and when a
card 807 is powered up (i.e., a new bus device is introduced
on the PCI bus 32), the 120 processor 1700 scans the PCI bus
32 to identify IZO subordinate bus devices. For purposes of
identifying the type of bus device (120 subordinate bus
device or CPU 14 subordinate device), the 120 processor
1700 runs configuration cycles on the PCI bus 32 to read the
device identification word (Device ID) of each bus device.
The Device ID is located in the configuration header space
of all PCI devices. The 120 processor 1700 stores the results
of this scan in a six bit 120 subordinate register 1729 (FIG.
93) inside the 120 processor 1700 which is accessible by the
CPU 14. Bits zero through five of the register 1729 are
associated with slots 36a—f, respectively. Avalue of “1” for
a bit indicates the associated slot 36 has a bus device
subordinate to the CPU 14 and a value of “0” for a bit
indicates the associated slot 36 has a bus device subordinate

to the 120 processor 1700.

The 120 processor 1700 can be inserted into any of the
slots 36a—f. For purposes of identifying which slot 36, if any,
contains an 120 processor, the CPU 14 scans the PCI bus 32
and reads the Device ID of the bus devices connected to the

bus 32. The CPU 14 does not attempt to configure any
devices 1704—1708 on the bus 32 until a host configuration
enable bit 1726 (FIG. 94) inside the 120 processor 1700
indicates to the CPU 14 that the 120 processor 1700 has
completed its identification of 120 subordinate devices
1701—1702 on the bus 32. The host configuration enable bit
1726 has a value of “0” (value at power up) to disable
configuration of the devices on the bus 32 by the CPU 14 and
a value of “1” to enable configuration of the CPU 14
subordinate devices 1704—1708 on the bus 32. When the

CPU 14 does configure bus devices on the bus 32, the CPU
14 does not “see” the 120 subordinate device 1701—1702
because of the masking by the logic 1710, as described
below.

After the host enable configuration bit 1726 is set, the
CPU 14 reads the contents of the 120 subordinate register
1729 and transfers the read contents to a six bit 120
subordinate register 1728 (FIG. 91) of the bridge chip 48.
The register 1728 indicates the subordinate status (120
processor 1700 subordinate or CPU 14 subordinate) of the
bus devices in the same manner as the register 1729. Before
the CPU 14 writes to the register 728, the register 1728
contains all ones (value at power up) which allows the CPU
14 to scan the bus 32 for the 120 processor 1700. The
interrupt receiving block 132 uses the register 1728 to
identify which interrupt requests received by the block 132
should be routed to the CPU 14 and which interrupt requests
received by the block 132 should be routed to the 120
processor 1700 for processing. Furthermore, the logic 1710
uses the contents of the register 1728 to block recognition by
the CPU 14 of the 120 subordinate devices 1701—1702 from
the CPU 14.

For purposes of indicating to the interrupt receiving block
132, which bus device, if any, is an 120 processor, the CPU
14 sets one bit of an 120 slot register 730 (FIG. 92) whose
bits 0—5 correspond to the slots 36a—f, respectively. For this
register 1730, located inside the bridge chip 48, a value of
“0” for a bit indicates the associated slot 36 does not have

an 120 processor and a value of “0” for the bit indicates the
associated slot 36 has an 120 processor.

As shown in FIG. 90, the logic 1710 includes a multi-bit
AND gate 1711 which furnishes signals ADiIDSEL [5:0] to
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address/data lines of the bus 32 to select devices on the bus

32 during configuration cycles. The AND gate 1711 receives
a six bit signal ENABLE [5:0] having bits indicative of and
corresponding to bits of the 120 subordinate register 1728.
The AND gate 1711 also receives the typical identification
select signals SLOTiIDSEL [5:0] furnished by the bridge
chip 48 for selecting devices on the bus 32 during configu-
ration cycles. Therefore, the signals ENABLE [5:0] are used
to selectively mask the signals SLOTiIDSEL [5:0] from the
PCI bus 32 when configuration cycles are run by the CPU
14.

For purposes of controlling the destination of interrupt
requests from the slots 36a—d, the four standard PCI inter-
rupt request signals (INTA#, INTB#, INTC# and INTD#)
provided by each slot 36 are furnished to multiplexing
circuitry 1712 (FIG. 88). The multiplexing circuitry 1712
serializes the PCI interrupt request signals received from the
slots 36 and furnishes the signals to the interrupt receiving
block 132 via four time multiplexed serial interrupt request
signals: INTSDA#, INTDSB#, INTSDC#, and INTSDD#.

As shown in FIG. 89, the interrupt receiving block 132
furnishes interrupt request signals for the CPU 14 to the
interrupt output block 114 via a time multiplexed serial
interrupt request signal INTSDCABLE#. The interrupt
receiving block 132 furnishes interrupt request signals for
the 120 processor 700 via a time multiplexed serial interrupt
request signal INTSDIIO# furnished via a PCI INTC# line
1709 of the bus 32 to the 120 processor 1700 The interrupt
output block 114 furnishes the interrupt requests destined for
the CPU 14 to one or more of the standard PCI interrupt
request lines (INTA#, INTB#, INTC#, and INTD#) of the
PCI bus 24. An interrupt controller 1900, external to the
bridge chip 26, receives the interrupt requests from the PCI
interrupt request lines of the PCI bus 24. The interrupt
controller 1900 prioritizes the interrupt requests (which may
include interrupt requests from other devices on the PCI bus
24) and furnishes them to the CPU 14. The interrupt output
block 114 may either asynchronously (when in an asynchro-
nous mode) furnish the interrupt request signals to the
interrupt request lines of the PCI bus 24 or serially (when in
a serial mode) furnish the interrupt request signals to the
INTA# line of the PCI bus 24, as further described below.

As shown in FIG. 95, all of the time multiplexed serial
data signals represent their data via an interrupt cycle 1850
which comprises eight successive time slices (T0—T7) The
duration of each time slice is one cycle of the PCI clock
signal CLK. Each time slice represents a “snapshot” of the
status of one or more interrupt request signals. As shown in
FIG. 99, the signal INTSDA# represents the sampled INTA#
interrupt request signals from the slots 36a—f. The signal
INTSDB# represents the sampled INTB# interrupt request
signals from the slots 36a—f. The signal INTSDC# represents
the sampled INTC# interrupt request signals from the slots
36a—f. The signal INTSDD# represents the sampled INTD#
interrupt request signals from the slots 36a—f.

For purposes of combining the interrupt signals
INTSDA#-D# into the signal INTSDIIO#, the interrupt
receiving block 132 logically ANDs the signals INTSDA#-
D# together while simultaneously masking interrupt request
signals destined for the CPU 14 Similarly, for purposes of
combining the interrupt signals INTSDA#—D# into the signal
INTSDCABLE#, the interrupt receiving block 132 logically
ANDs the signals INTSDA#—D# together while simulta-
neously masking interrupt request signals destined for the
CPU 14.

For the purpose of instructing the interrupt output block
114 when another interrupt cycle 1850 is beginning, the
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interrupt receiving block 132 furnishes a synchronization
signal INTSYNCCABLE# to the interrupt output block 114.
The falling, or negative, edge of the signal INTSYNC-
CABLE# indicates that time slice T0 of the interrupt cycle
1850 transmitted via the signal INTSDCABLE# is begin-
ning on the next positive edge of the CLK signal. A signal
INTSYNCIIO# is used in an analogous fashion to indicate
an upcoming time slice TO of the interrupt cycle 1850
transmitted via the signal INTSDIIO#. The signal
INTSYNCIIO# is furnished by the interrupt receiving block
132 to the 120 processor 1700 via a PCI INTD# line 1713
of the bus 32. For the purpose of instructing the multiplexing
circuitry 1712 when to transmit another interrupt cycle 1850
via the interrupt signals INTSDA#—D#, the interrupt receiv-
ing block 132 furnishes a synchronization signal
INTSYNC# to the multiplexing circuitry 1712. The falling,
or negative, edge of the signal INTSYNC# indicates the
muliplexing circuitry 1712 should being transmitting time
slice T0 of the signals INTSDA#-D# on the next positive
edge of the CLK signal.

As shown in FIG. 96, the multiplexing circuitry 1712
includes four multiplexers 1741—1744 which furnish the
signals INTSDA#, INTSDB#, INTSDC# and INTSDD#,
respectively. The select inputs of the multiplexers
1741—1744 receive a time slice signal SLICEIN [2:0] which
is used to indicate the time slices T0—T7 of the signals
INTSDA#-D#. The INTA-D# interrupt request signals from
the slots 36 are furnished to the inputs of the multiplexers
1741—744, respectively.

The signal SLICEIN [2:0] is furnished by the output of a
three bit counter 1745 that is clocked on the positive edge of
the PCI clock signal CLK. The interrupt synchronization
signal INTSYNC# is received by a clocked enable input of
the counter 1745. On the negative edge of the signal
INTSYNC#, the counter 1745 resets to zero (SLICEIN [2:0]
equals zero). The counter 1745 increments the value indi-
cated by the SLICEIN [2:0] signal until the SLICEIN [2:0]
signal is equal to “7” where it remains until the counter 1745
is once again reset by the INTSYNC# signal.

As shown in FIG. 97A, for purposes of tracking the time
slices T0—T7, the interrupt receiving block 132 includes a
three bit counter 1750 that is clocked on the positive edge of
the CLK signal. The counter 1750 furnishes an output signal
SL1 [2:0] which is received by the select input of a 3x8
decoder 1752. The decoder 1752 furnishes an eight bit signal
GiCNTR [7:0] with the asserted bit of the signal GiCNTR
[7:0] indicating the time slice of the signals INTSDIIO# and
INTSDCABLE#.

The INTSYNC# signal is furnished by the output of an
inverter 1754 that receives the most significant bit of the
GiCNTR [7:0] signal, GiCNTR [7]) . Although the
INTSYNC# signal is pulsed low during the time slice T7, the
interrupt receiving block 132 could alternatively wait sev-
eral cycles of the CLK signal after ending an interrupt cycle
1850 before pulsing the INTSYNC# signal low. The signals
INTSYNCCABLE# and INTSYNCIIO# are both provided
by the output of an inverter 1755 which receives the bit
GiCNTR [0].

An additional interrupt request signal CAYiINT# for the
CPU 14 is provided by the $10 circuit 50. The CAYiINT#
signal is logically ANDed with the INTSDA#-D# signals
during time slice T0. The CAYiINT# signal is furnished by
the output of an AND gate 1756 which receives a 810*
CMPL# signal, the SIiINTR# signal, and an IZCiINT#
signal. The SIOiCMPL# signal is asserted, or driven low,
when the $10 circuit 50 has completed a serial output
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process. The IZCiINT# signal is asserted, or driven low, to
indicate completion of a transaction over an 12C bus (not
shown) connected to the bridge chip 48. The IzCiINT#
signal is deasserted, or driven high, otherwise.

For purposes of masking interrupt requests, the interrupt
receiving block 132 generates four masking signals:
MASKA, MASKB, MASKC and MASKD. When the
MASKA signal is asserted, or driven high, during a particu-
lar time slice (T0—T7) of the signal INTSDA#, an interrupt
request indicated by the serial interrupt signal INTSDA#
during that particular time slice is masked from the CPU 14.
If the MASKA signal is deasserted, or driven low, during the
particular time slice, the interrupt request indicated by the
serial interrupt signal INTSDA# is masked from the 120
processor 1700. The MASKB-D signals function similarly
to mask interrupt requests furnished by the signals
INTSDB#-D#.

As shown in FIG. 97B, a multiplexer 1758 furnishes the
MASKA signal. The select input of the multiplexer 1758
receives the SL1 [2:0] signal. The eight inputs of the
multiplexer 1758 receive inverted IIOiSUB [5:0] signals
which are indicative of corresponding bits of the 120 sub-
ordinate register 1728. The signals IIOiSUB [5:0] are
connected to the appropriate inputs of the multiplexer 1758
so that when the INTSDA# signal indicates the interrupt
status for a particular slot 36, the MASKA signal concur-
rently indicates the associated bit of the register 1728 for that
slot 36. Three other multiplexers 1760, 1762, and 1764
furnish the signals MASKB, MASKC and MASKD, respec-
tively. Similar to the generation of the MASKA signal, the
signals IIOiSUB [5:0] are connected to the appropriate
inputs of multiplexers 1760, 1762, and 1764 so that the
MASKB, MASKC and MASKD signals indicate the bit of
the register 1728 associated with the slot represented by the
signals INTSDB#, INTSDC#, and INTSDD#. The multi-
plexers 1760—1764 receive the signal SL1 [2:0] at their
select inputs.

As shown in FIG. 97C, the interrupt receiving block 132
also includes two multiplexers 1768 and 1770 which furnish
two masking signals, IIOTSiD and IIOTSiC, used to mask
the INTD# and INTC# signals furnished by the slot interrupt
lines of the 120 processor 1700 because the lines 1709 and
1713 are used to furnish the signals INTSDIIO# and
INTSYNCIIO#, respectively, to the 120 processor 1700. The
select inputs of both multiplexers 1768 and 1770 receive the
signal SL1 [2:0], and the signal inputs of the multiplexers
1768 and 1770 receive signals IIOSLOT [5:0] which are
indicative of the corresponding bits of the 120 slot register
1730. The signals IIOSLOT [5:0] are connected to the
appropriate inputs of multiplexers 1768 and 1770 so that
when the INTSDC#-D# signals indicate the interrupt status
for a particular slot 36, the IIOSLOT [5:0] signal selected by
the multiplexers 1768 and 1770 concurrently indicate the
associated bit of the register 1730 for that slot 36.

As shown in FIG. 97D, six AND gates 1772—1782 are
used to combine the signals INTSDA#—INTSDD# and mask
selected interrupt request signals from the CPU 14. The
AND gate 1772 receives an inverted ECCiERRiDOWN#
signal (asserted to indicate an error detected by the chip 48b
in cable transmissions) and the bit GiCNTRL [0] The AND
gate 1774 receives an inverted INTSDA# signal and the
MASKA signal. The AND gate 1776 receives an inverted
INTSDB# signal and the MASKB signal. The AND gate
1778 receives an inverted INTSDC# signal, the MASKC
signal and the IIOTSiC signal. The AND gate 1780
receives an inverted INTSDC# signal, the MASKD signal,
and the IIOTSiD signal. The AND gate 1782 receives an
inverted CAYiINT signal and the GiCNTRL signal.
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The outputs of the AND gates 1772—1782 are connected
as inputs to an OR gate 1784 which has its output connected
to the signal input of a D-type flip-flop 1786. The flip-flop
1786 is clocked on the positive edge of the CLK signal, and
the set input of the flip-flop 1786 receives the RST signal.
The inverting output of the flip-flop 1786 furnishes the
INTSDCABLE# signal.

Four AND gates 1790—1796 are used to combine the
INTSDA#-D# signals and mask selected interrupt request
signals from the 120 processor 1700. The AND gate 1790
receives an inverted INTSDA# signal and an inverted
MASKA signal. Another input of the AND gate 1790 is
connected to the output of a NOR gate 1802 which masks
the INTSDA# signal during the time slices T0 and T7
because no card interrupt requests are include in these time
slices. The NOR gate 1802 receives the bits GiCNTRL [0]
and GiCNTRL [7] The AND gate 1792 receives an
inverted INTSDB# signal and an inverted MASKB signal.
Another input of the AND gate 1792 is connected to the
output of a NOR gate 1804 which masks the INTSDB#
signal during the time slices T1 and T4 because no card
interrupt requests are include in these time slices. The NOR
gate 1802 receives the bits GiCNTRL [1] and GiCNTRL
[4].

The AND gate 1794 receives an inverted INTSDC# signal
and an inverted MASKC signal. Another input of the AND
gate 1794 is connected to the output of a NOR gate 1806
which masks the INTSDC# signal during the time slices T2
and T5 because no card interrupt requests are include in
these time slices. The NOR gate 1806 receives the bits
GiCNTRL [2] and GiCNTRL [5]. The AND gate 1796
receives an inverted INTSDD# signal and an inverted
MASKD signal. Another input of the AND gate 1796 is
connected to the output of a NOR gate 1808 which masks
the INTSDD# signal during the time slices T3 and T6
because no card interrupt requests are include in these time
slices. The NOR gate 1808 receives the bits GiCNTRL [3]
and GiCNTRL [6].

The outputs of the AND gates 1790—1796 are connected
as inputs to an OR gate 1798 which has its output connected
to the signal input of a D-type flip-flop 1800. The flip-flop
1800 is clocked on the positive edge of the CLK signal, and
the set input of the flip-flop 1800 receives the RST signal.
The inverting output of the flip-flop 1800 furnishes the
INTSDIIO# signal.

As shown in FIG. 98, the interrupt output block 114
includes a three bit counter 1820 of common design with the
counter 1745. The counter 1820 is clocked on the positive
edge of the signal CLK, furnishes an output signal
GiCNTR2 [2:0], and begins counting from zero to seven
after being reset by the INTSYNC# signal.

For purposes of furnishing the INTSYNCCPU# signal,
the interrupt output block 114 includes a D-type flip-flop
1822 that is clocked on the positive edge of the CLK signal.
The set input of the flip-flop 1822 receives the RST signal,
and the signal input of the flip-flop 1822 receives the
INTSYNCCABLE# signal. The non-inverting output of the
flip-flop 1822 furnishes the INTSYNCCPU# signal.

For purposes of furnishing the INTSDCPU# signal, the
interrupt output block 114 includes a D-type flip-flop 1824
that is clocked on the positive edge of the CLK signal. The
set input of the flip-flop 1824 receives the RST signal, and
the signal input of the flip-flop 1824 receives the INTSD-
CABLE# signal. The non-inverting output of the flip-flop
1824 furnishes the INTSDCPU# signal.

The interrupt requests received by the interrupt receiving
block 114 are furnished to the interrupt controller 1900
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either asynchronously or serially. In the asynchronous mode,
the interrupt requests are mapped to the four PCI interrupt
lines (commonly referred to as a “barber poling”) on the PCI
bus 24 as shown in FIG. 100.

For purposes of holding the interrupt information pro-
vided by the INTSDCABLE# signal, the interrupt output
block 114 includes an eight bit register 1826. All signal
inputs receive the INTSDCABLE# signal. The load enable
inputs of bits 0—7 receive the bits GiCNTR [0]—GiCNTR
[7], respectively. Therefore, for example, during time slice
T4, bit 3 is loaded with the value represented by the
INTSDCABLE# signal. Bits 0 (represented by a INTiAl
signal) and 4 (represented by a INTiA2 signal) are mapped
into a CPUINTA# signal. Bits 1 (represented by a INTiBl
signal) and 5 (represented by a INTiB2 signal) are mapped
into a CPUINTB# signal. Bits 2 (represented by a INTiCl
signal) and 6 (represented by a INTiC2 signal) are mapped
into a CPUINTC# signal. Bits 3 (represented by a INTiDl
signal) and 7 (represented by a INTiD2 signal) are mapped
into a CPUINTD# signal.

Four OR gates 1828—1834 furnish the signals
CPUINTA#, CPUINTB#, CPUINTC#, and CPUINTD#,
which are provided to the PCI interrupt lines INTA#,
INTB#, INTC# and INTD#, respectively, of the PCI bus 24.
The OR gate 1828 has one input connected to the output of
an AND gate 1836. The AND gate receives an inverted CM
signal. The signal CM is furnished by a bit of a configuration
register of the bridge chip 26 and is asserted, or driven high,
to indicate the asynchronous mode and deasserted, or driven
low, to indicate the synchronous mode. The AND gate 1836
also receives the signal INTiAl, the signal INTiA2, and
a signal ECCiERRiUP (used to indicate an error in cable
transmissions).

The OR gate 1828 has an input connected to the output of
an AND gate 1838. The AND gate 1838 receives the CM
signal and the INTSDCPU# signal Another input of the
AND gate 1838 is connected to the output of an OR gate
1848. The OR gate 1848 receives the ECCiERRiUP
signal and the bit GiCNTR2 [0].

The OR gate 1830 has one input connected to the output
of an AND gate 1840 and one input connected to the output
of an AND gate 1842. The AND gate 1840 receives an
inverted CM signal, the signal INTiBl, and the signal
INTiB2. The AND gate 1842 receives the signal CM and
an inverted bit GiCNTR2 [0] (used to provide the “sync”,
signal to the interrupt controller 1900 during the serial
mode).

The OR gate 1832 has one input connected to the output
of an AND gate 1844 and one input receiving the CM signal.
The AND gate 1844 receives an inverted CM signal, the
INTiCl signal, and the INTiC2 signal The OR gate 1834
has one input connected to the output of an AND gate 1846
and one input receiving the CM signal. The AND gate 1846
receives an inverted CM signal, the INTiDL signal, and the
INTiD2 signal.

Other embodiments are within the scope of the following
claims.

What is claimed is:

1. A system comprising:
a connector for receiving a circuit card, the connector

having a plurality of external connections;
a clamp configured to selectively prevent removal of the

circuit card from the connector when the clamp is
engaged;

circuitry connected to monitor the engagement status of
the clamp, and to regulate delivery of power to the
connector based on the engagement state of the clamp;
and
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circuitry connected to regulate electrical coupling of the
circuit card to the external connections based on the

engagement status of the clamp.
2. The system of claim 1 further comprising:

a communication link coupled to the plurality of external
connections of the connector.

3. The system of claim 1 wherein the circuitry includes:

a switch actuated by the clamp furnishing an indication of
the position of the switch; and

a circuit connected to update the engagement status when
the indication indicates the same position for a prede-
termined duration.

4. Amethod for use in a computer system having a central
processing unit, the method comprising:

using a clamp to selectively prevent removal of a circuit
card from a connector, the connector configured to
receive the circuit card and electrically couple the
circuit card to the central processing unit;

monitoring the engagement status of the clamp;
providing an indication of the engagement status to the

central processing unit;
electrically coupling the central processing unit to the

connector when the clamp is engaged; and
electrically isolating the central processing unit from the

connector when the clamp is not engaged.
5. The method of claim 4 further comprising:
monitoring a power status signal of the connector; and
providing an indication of the power status signal to the

central processing unit.
6. The method of claim 4 further comprising:
providing power to the connector when the clamp is

engaged; and
removing power from the connector when the clamp is

not engaged.
7. The method of claim 4, wherein

coupling the central processing unit includes electrically
coupling a bus to the connector when the clamp in
engaged; and

electrically isolating the central processing unit includes
electrically isolating the bus from the connector when
the clamp is not engaged.

8. The method of claim 7, wherein isolating the bus
includes:

disconnecting a clock line and other lines of the bus, the
other lines of the bus being disconnected before the
clock line is disconnected and the power is removed.

9. The method of claim 7 wherein the electrically cou-
pling includes

connecting a clock line and other lines of the bus, the
other lines of the bus being connected after the power
is provided and the clock line is connected.

10. The method of claim 4 wherein the computer system
has a switch actuated by the clamp furnishing an indication
of the position of the switch, the method further comprising:

updating the engagement status when the indication indi-
cates the same position for a predetermined duration.

11. A method for use in a computer system having a
central processing unit, the method comprising:

using a clamp to selectively prevent removal of a circuit
card from a connector, the connector configured to
receive the circuit card and electrically couple the
circuit card to the central processing unit;

monitoring the engagement status of the clamp; providing
an indication of the engagement status to the central
processing unit; and
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providing an interrupt request to the central processing
unit to indicate when the engagement status changes.

12. A method for use in a computer system having a
central processing unit, the method comprising:

using a clamp to selectively prevent removal of a circuit
card from a connector, the connector configured to
receive the circuit card and electrically couple the
circuit card to the central processing unit;

monitoring the engagement status of the clamp; providing
an indication of the engagement status to the central
processing unit; and

storing the engagement status in a memory accessible by
the central processing unit.

13. A method for use in a computer system having a
central processing unit, the method comprising:

using a clamp to selectively prevent removal of a circuit
card from a connector, the connector configured to
receive the circuit card and electrically couple the
circuit card to the central processing unit;

monitoring the engagement status of the clamp; providing
an indication of the engagement status to the central
processing unit;

providing power to the connector when the clamp is
engaged; and

removing power from the connector when the clamp is
not engaged; and

determining if the central processing unit has enabled the
connector to receive power and wherein the step of
providing power only provides power if the central
processing unit has enabled the connector to receive
power.

14. A computer system comprising:

a central processing unit;

a connector for receiving a circuit card and coupling the
circuit card to the central processing unit;

a clamp configured to selectively prevent removal of the
circuit card from the connector when the clamp is
engaged;

a first circuit connected to monitor the engagement status
of the clamp and to provide an indication of the
engagement status to the central processing unit; and

a second circuit connected to regulate electrical coupling
of the circuit card to the central processing unit based
on the indication of the engagement status of the clamp.

15. The computer system of claim 14 wherein the first
circuit monitors a power status signal of the connector and
provides an indication of the power status signal to the
central processing unit.

16. The computer system of claim 14 further comprising:

a third circuit connected to furnish power to the connector
when the clamp is engaged and to remove power from
the computer when the clamp is not engaged based on
the indication of the engagement status.

17. The computer system of claim 16 further comprising:

a bus coupled between the central processing unit and the
connector, wherein the second circuit is adapted to
couple the bus to the connector when the clamp is
engaged and electrically isolate the bus from the con-
nector when the clamp is not engaged.

18. The computer system of claim 17 wherein the central
processing unit selectively enables the bus to be coupled to
the connector, the computer system further comprising:
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a buffer connected to indicate if the central processing unit
has enabled the bus to be connected to the connector,
and

wherein the second circuit only couples the bus to the
connector if the central processing unit has enabled the
connector to be coupled to the bus.

19. The computer system of claim 17 wherein the isolat-
ing the bus includes:

disconnecting a clock line and other lines of the bus, the
other lines of the bus being disconnected before the
clock line is disconnected and the power is removed.

20. The computer system of claim 17 wherein the elec-
trically coupling includes

connecting a clock line and other lines of the bus, the
other lines of the bus being connected after the power
is provided and the clock line is connected.

21. The computer system of claim 17 wherein the bus
comprises a PCI bus.

22. The computer system of claim 14 wherein the circuit
includes:

a switch actuated by the clamp furnishing an indication of
the position of the switch; and

a third circuit connected to update the engagement status
when the indication indicates the same position for a
predetermined duration.

23. A computer system comprising:
a central processing unit;
a connector for receiving a circuit card and coupling the

circuit card to the central processing unit;
a clamp configured to selectively prevent removal of the

circuit card from the connector when the clamp is
engaged; and

a circuit connected to monitor the engagement status of
the clamp and to provide an indication of the engage-
ment status to the central processing unit, wherein the
first circuit is configured to provide an interrupt request
to the central processing unit to indicate when the
engagement status changes.

24. A computer system comprising:
a central processing unit,
a connector for receiving a circuit card and coupling the

circuit card to the central processing unit;
a clamp configured to selectively prevent removal of the

circuit card from the connector when the clamp is
engaged; and

a circuit connected to monitor the engagement status of
the clamp and to provide an indication of the engage-
ment status to the central processing unit, wherein the
circuit includes a buffer, accessible by the central
processing unit, connected to store the indication of the
engagement status.

25. A computer system comprising:
a central processing unit;
a connector for receiving a circuit card and coupling the

circuit card to the central processing unit, wherein the
central processing unit selectively enables the connec-
tor to receive power;

a clamp configured to selectively prevent removal of the
circuit card from the connector when the clamp is
engaged;

a first circuit connected to monitor the engagement status
of the clamp and to provide an indication of the
engagement status to the central processing unit;

a second circuit connected to furnish power to the con-
nector when the clamp is engaged and to remove power
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from the computer when the clamp is not engaged
based on the indication of the engagement status; and

a buffer connected to indicate if the central processing unit
has enabled the connector to receive power, and
wherein the second circuit connected to furnish power
only provides power if the central processing unit has
enabled the connector to receive power.

26. A computer system comprising:
a bus;

a connector for receiving a circuit card, the connector
coupled to the bus;

10

116

a clamp configured to selectively prevent removal of the
circuit card from the connector when the clamp is
engaged;

circuitry connected to monitor the engagement status of
the clamp and to regulate delivery of power to the
connector based on the engagement state of the clamp;
and

circuitry connected to regulate electrical coupling of the
circuit card to the bus based on the engagement status
of the clamp.
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